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TOADITOKIAL 
Okay, folks. You can sit oack and relax because, at 
last, you have the almost mythical Cane Toad 
Times in your hands. Notice the width. Yes it's a 
bumper edition that is some sort of pathetic attempt 
to make up for the fact it is three months late. 
We know that a lot of you had given up hope at 
ever seeing another issue before your eyes. Some of 
you had even written off the subscription for tax 
purposes. 
Well, here we are, big, bad and beautiful and, as 
always, we have a good reason. It wasn't our fault 
and had absolutely nothing with the e'ntire editorial 
staff running away to join Rockin' Robin Hood in 
Sherwoodstock, the major theatrical event of the 
epoch. 
Only now can the true story be told. The mighty 
Cane Toad, Bufo Marinus to those in the know, is 
suffering all manner of harassment and persecution 
from small-minded greenies and evil Liberal alder­
persons. Toad hunting has taken over from commu­
nity arts as the major form of public participation in 
local government. 
Even the Cane Toad Times has been forced 
underground by the campaign of intimidation against 
all friends of the Toad waged by the MacCarthyite, 
Stalinist media. Yes, anti-Toad fascism, that's the 
reason we are out so late with issue# 14. 
But we are fighting back. We have a brilliant 
master plan. In the face of opposition what can we 
do but expand and attack new markets, like Sydney. 
Now for keen readers of this column all this comes 
as no surprise because every two or three issues we 
plan an assault on the incredibly rich Sydney mar­
ket where advertising decisions are made and easy 
wealth is well with in the grasp of even passingly 
witty editors of eccentric humour magazines. 
But this time we've thrown away all attempts at 
subtlety and put SYDNEY in big letters on the front. 
Anything is worth a go when you are as poor as us. 
So there is a whole mess of crazed ravings about 
Sydney that no magazine published there would 
dare to print. We've also got a lot of weird predic­
tions for the next decade. 
We've also got all the regular stuff including 
ToadTales from Errol O'Neill on "relationships", 
Clifford Clawback on crime and food, and more of 
Robert Whyte's fauna fantasia, Marsupial of La 
Mancha. 
Rising stars include Kathleen Philips on rock and 
roll revenge and an interesting expose on. the influ­
ence of Shirley MacLaine on the lives of David 
Anthony and Herling Stayden. 
Then there's a feast of crazed cartoons from 
Gaynor, Matt Mawson, Judy Dunn, Dave Tyrer, 
Nik, Cool and the cream of Australia's unrecog­
nized graphic artists. 
So enjoy this feast of summertime fun. It's better 
than being dead. 
The eighties! What was it all about? Shit, did I say 
that. Fuck! As if there isn't enough navel gazing 
going around as it is. What about the future? It's a 
good time to be thinking about what we would like 
in the nineties. 
Something a little better than the last one wouldn't 
be too much to ask, would it? 
Where's down if Australia's contribution to world 
culture is Neighbours? And how much longer can 
Barry Humphries swan about in women's clothing 
expecting people to laugh at lines they've heard 
before? It isn't as if world culture was chock full of 
incredibly insightful shit now is it? 
If we had outlawed poetry, like we should have, 
we might have had some base that would have done 
us nicely for sailing forth into the nineties with the 
wind at our backs. 
John Laws has got a lot to answer for. But some­
body is paying him, we've got the evidence. 
Lookin' ahead, though, the nineties should end 
up a fun time for all if a few things happen. 
Kylie getting pregnant to Jason would be nice. 
The Pope with syphilis would also get the decade off 
with a bang. 
Rupert Murdoch getting third degree bums on 
the arse in some financial disaster would heal some 
old wounds. Sky TV seems the best bet. 
John Elliot losing an ultra-safe seat for the Liber­
als might also be good for a laugh. 
Has the local government in Canberra consid­
ered voting to declare itself a non-existent republic 
and kidnapping all the federal politicians (for a 
ransom that no one will pay - but don't tell them 
that 'til it's all over? 
Somebody must be able to come up with a job for 
Magaret Thatcher that will get her out of politics. 
Modelling male underwear, perhaps. 
And on a more personal front, a few nice new 
designer substances. Some one should do some­
thing about the colours. White is O.K. but it is bad 
marketing. 
And what about the oldies? When was the last 
time you took something that was supposed to be 
L.S.D. and it was? Bring back sixties purity, that's 
what we say. 
The eighties was not a good decade for sensible 
drug laws. So we should start the decade off with 
some good old heart-warming decriminalizations. 
We could ask for some politicians that were worth 
a bunch of shit. But let's not get too crazy here. • 
STOP PRESS: Holy fuck! Maybe it wasn't too 
crazy after all. Who said thatQueenslanders wouldn't 
come to their senses and vote out the corrupt Na­
tional party government? Oh alright, it was us. We 
only said that to make you mad - and it worked 
didn't it? Another clever ploy by the faceless Toads 
behind Wayne Goss. 
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Investigator Bob Lan .. 
dry from the Depart .. 
ment of Public Safety 
begins the laborious 
task of sifting through 
the remains of the larg .. 
est new age crystal fac .. 
tory explosion on rec .. 
or d. 
More than 30 workers at the 
plant were killed or injured when 
the giant crystal shattered, send­
ing showers of wafer thin slices of 
diamond hard crystal fragments 
into the faces of nearby workers. 
Plant owner, Sky Tree, specu­
lated that the explosion was 
caused by "the high levels of crys­
tal power" in the factory, and cer­
f4inly not by dropping a ten ton 
weight onto the crystal to break it 
up.• 
An artist's impression of the malevolent forces at work 
at the heart of the translucent menace. 
U.S. Defence Dep't 
oficials went straight 
for the "No Comment" 
behaviour when some 
sketches revealing 
their latest Psi .. Power 
experiments turned up 
on the front page of the 
nation's newspapers. 
According to top mind control 
expert ProfJ La Rue, experiment­
ers at the Los Alamos lab were 
trying to determine how hungry 
Psychics were at breakfast by 
giving the volunteers a boiled egg 
in a radio controlled cup and 
seeing who was the stronger at 
moving the egg across a table. 
ROTATING PLATFORM 
'This gives us a clear under­
standing of the facts", quipped 
the Professor," and if it were not 
for these facts we'd be facing an 
ever increasing Alpha Wave Gap, 
and we all know. what that would 
mean, and I think you do". • 
' 
I 
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Top Secret psychic brekkie details exposed! 
If"! like aero-
plane jelly" sounds 
familiar, then you are 
but one of millions of 
people whose subcon .. 
scious has been infil .. 
trated by the pervasive 
evil of advertising. 
You may not know what you 
want but somebody in front of 
some market research sure does. 
With a lot of new technology 
available in the SO's, TV ad 
makers have gone all out to win· 
new contracts and influence an 
awful lot of people, and that's a 
rap, Jack. 
And just to show that you've 
learnt something, try and pick 
out the 70 ad slogans in the fol­
lowing discourse. 
MrNakimura! Mrs Marsh! We 
are the boys from the fish John 
West rejects, so are your Macleans 
showing? And not only that, this 
goes with this, and this man is a 
dentist, but top breeders recom­
mend Mr Wong! Oh no, it's the 
herbs and spices, you'll love it, a 
meal in a cup, so drink it when 
the sun goes down! Oh what a 
feeling, it melts in your mouth 
and not in your hand, and I liked 
it so muchi bought the company! 
Oh Mr Hart! I never leave home 
without it, because the butter 
butters better, soothes the throat 
and the menthol clears the head. 
Good on yer mum, you've Bay­
gonned the kids, and you ought 
to be congratulated that those 
happy little vegemites have 
driven a we're moving with you 
Ford lately and Hey Charger! 
Where'dyagettit? It's a sensation, 
only crunchy, and it slices and 
dices and does fancy Julienne 
shapes, all on the one album that 
brings the world back home and 
does it again! Anyhow*, holler 
for a Marshall, we stand behind 
the product we sell, oils ain't oils 
and they're great mate if you bag 
the fag when only the best will do 
when you've got the lot on those 
heavy days and join the j igglers 
and sell Pasta to Italy and a bunch 
of softies in three great locations, 
including Norta Melbourne and 
Footascray. What a sterling idea 
when hooked on classsics and 
your life's riding on it! Oh oh, 
razzamataz, the wheel nuts! I 
know, we'reall out of coffee, we're 
all out of shampoo, we're gonna 
have a party, and I've got to clean 
my sandshoes, but you can do 
better than that, woof! It's a 
wonder that it's so chunky you 
could carve the real thing. Tahiti 
looks so nice it's lime fresh and 
don't argue, there's no usc in 
cry in', you're soaking in it, first 
time, every time of the month 
when it absolutely, positively has 
to be there overnight. • 
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Motivated by the mythical free 
lunch, Sydneysider Greg Snook 
takes us out the back where they 
chop up the cats and to other 
exotic spots where you can throw 
on the feed bag without emptying 
your wallet. 
The Sydney restaurant scene is 
growing at an alarming rate. 
There seems to be no limit to 
the number ofltalian restaurants 
a tiny inner-city suburb like Dar­
linghurst can support nor any end 
in sight to the Thai takeover of 
Newtown, (though it isn't cer­
tain whether such trends reflect 
the ethniccompositionofan area, 
the tastes of the local population 
or some secret government zon­
ing policy). 
While the humble counter­
lunch hasn't entirely disappeared 
there are more and more pubs 
knocking down walls and throw­
ing ladies out of ladies parlours in 
order to provide full restaurant 
facilities and attract r..on-alco­
holics and out-of-towners. 
Coffee lounges in tum are of­
fering an increasing variety of 
farefor the non-caffeine-addicted 
and many a milk bar has aban­
doned milk entirely in favour of 
an exotic array of Greek or Viet­
namese national dishes. 
There are now very few places 
After all, the only ones who'll 
be sufficiently at leisure to enjoy 
the massive meal you've prepared 
will be the friends, neighbours, 
drop-ins and door- to-door 
greenies, who've just happened 
to call in at the right time? They'll 
all insist on smoking (because it's 
forbidden everywhere else) and 
merely laugh when you bring out 
the witty signs and try to main­
tain that the plates aren't ash­
trays. 
Eating out is usually a lot 
cheaper in the long run and in­
volves a lot less hassle: sometimes 
it may even double as a social 
occasion, filling in that gap be­
tween drinks after touch footy 
and drinks before you see a band 
and really hit the piss. 
Sometimes, we're even able to 
gorge ourselves to the point where 
we become incapable of any fur­
ther 'raging', meaning that the 
amountofmoney we saveby going 
home at a reasonable hour more 
than covers the cost of the five 
courses! 
outside the home 
where some sort 
of meal isn't 
available and 
with all these 
temptations star­
ing us in the face 
each day it is no 
wonder that we 
rarely arrive 
home with an 
empty stomach. 
The good news 
is that it's 
Cautious souls 
may choose to 
rely on the 
humble doggie­
bag which guar­
antees we can 
have even more 
of the meal we're 
already thor­
oughly sick of in 
the comfort of 
our own home. 
Home-cooked 
meals, conse­
quently, are be­
coming a thing of 
the past (or pasta, 
perhaps) - re­
served for special 
occasions when 
they're seen as a 
form of enter­
tainment offered 
possible to dine 
out evezy night 
of the week in 
Sydney for little 
more than the 
cost of a weekly 
bus and rail 
pass, providing 
you have more 
courage than 
Most restau­
rants are so noisy 
that you'd think 
people went 
there to sing 
songs and argue 
with each other 
rather than to 
eat. convictions. From the very 
to guests who once upon a time 
would have been happy to get 
drunk around the piano with a 
packet of Sao biscuits and some 
cold devon. 
With streets full of restaurants 
and pizzas only a phone call away 
it seems stupid to waste time 
shopping and arguing about 
whose tum it is to cook, wash up, 
dry, stack the dishwasher, wipe 
the table, light the candle, feed 
the scraps to the cat and so on. 
b e g i n n i n g ,  
though, there's a lot. that has to 
be discussed, particularly if you've 
decided to share a variety of dishes 
so that no-one has an excuse for 
complaining about theirmeal and 
stealing bits from other people. A 
fair quantity of healthy debate 
can ensue from this preliminary 
ritual, setting the tone for the 
bickering to follow. 
As a rule, most of the conversa­
tion will involve the character 
assassination of absent friends, 
people at other tables and the res­
taurant staff. 
This is basically a result of the 
fact that if there's actually some­
one in the group that you in­
tensely dislike, you're usually sit­
ting next to them and it takes 
great courage and copious 
amounts of wine to make your 
true feelings known in such 
circumstances. 
There's normally plenty of 
other people to attack, however, 
and if you run out of those you 
know personally there's always 
politicians, writers and rock stars 
to get stuck into while you're all 
fighting over the samosas, 
sandinistas and spring rolls. 
There may be the off quiet 
moment during which the entire 
table is masticating and in where 
there's a lot of hot curries and the 
like involved you may find that 
all one's energies need to be de­
voted to breathing. 
It's never a good idea to go to a 
restaurant with someone you want 
to impress, since they're bound to 
ask a difficult question when 
you're mouth's choc-a-bloc with 
some virtually indigestible sub­
stance. On such occasions you're 
also likely to wind up with egg­
plant on your face, soup on your 
clothes and enough food on the 
table-cloth to feed another per­
son. 
ney 
Romantic evenings are much 
more successfully spent watching 
a heavy metal band in which case 
the object of your affections will 
be forced to spend half the night 
with their mouth pressed against 
your ear if they're at all serious 
about conversing. 
Possibly the worst thing about 
restaurants is the bill, the pres­
ence of which seems to stymie 
any mathematical ability pos­
sessed by the diners, until it's im­
possible to count heads and get 
the same number twice. 
Matters will be further compli­
cated by the fact that at least 
three people will have claimed 
it's their birthday, five will have 
left early and neglected to de­
posit sufficient cash on the table, 
two will have paid for the alcohol 
(which fourdidn't drink) andone 
will have disappeared to the toi­
let and been forgotten. 
By the time you've waited for 
all the pigs to finish their choco­
late cake and coffee you may be 
wondering if eating cut is really a 
viable alternative to starvation 
and suspecting that there may be 
easier and indeed cheaper ways 
toget afeedwithout feelingbored, 
trapped and claustrophobic while 
a hungry mob outside presses 
against the window pane and 
salivates over your seat. 
The moment you arrive back 
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Do 
eat in 
• 
In 
Munching your 
way through a 
state capital 
about 1 OOOkm 
north east of 
Melbourne. 
home to a kitchen in pristine 
condition the benefits of eating 
out become immediately obvi­
ous. Some stain remover on the 
shirt and a length of dental floss 
through the teeth and it's as if 
dinner never happened - until 
you start regretting some of the 
stupid things you said under the 
influence of red wine. 
Unfortunately, though, there 
are many hidden costs to eating 
out which are likely to have se­
yourself invited to accompany 
your friends to a restaurant. For 
that reason it's necessary to ei­
ther catch them in the middle of 
a meal or give advance warning 
that you intend watching a very 
long movie onSBS (which you're 
unable to receive) and couldn't 
possibly leave the house. At the 
very worst your friends will go out 
and leave you to fix yourself some 
snacks - they're not to know if 
you change the channel. Another 
verely depleted 
the supplyofcash 
in your purse or 
wallet:- taxis, 
p r e - d i n n e r  
drinks, flowers, 
champagne, and 
perhaps even 
that book you 
bought to read 
while you waited 
for the others to 
tum up fashiona­
bly late. Obvi­
ously, this more 
than makes up 
for what you've 
It�s simple to 
sponge off a 
relationship as 
long as you don �t 
destroy it by 
falling in love 
with the other 
good method is 
to suggest to a,s 
many friends as 
possible that 
you'd like to in­
vite them over to 
dinner as soon as 
you have a free 
moment. The 
more ravenous 
ones will jump 
the gun and re­
turn the invita­
tion long before 
you've acted on 
your promise. 
person and 
scaring them off. 
saved by not acquiring kitchen­
ware, tableclothes, cookbooks 
and background music and so we 
really have to look at some more 
cost-effective alternatives for 
those of us who prefer to spend 
our money on substantial things 
like golf clubs. 
The good news is that it's pos­
sible to dine out every night of 
the week in Sydney for 1 i ttle more 
than the cost of a weekly bus and 
rail pass, providing you have more 
courage than you have convic-
tions. 
nere, then, is my 
list of THE TE!Y 
CHEAPEST EATS 
l!Y SYD!YEY: 
1. Friends' places 
One of the easiest ways to in­
dulge in a nice home-cooked meal 
is by dropping round to visit at 
dinner-time. This is an old and 
guaranteed method which relies 
for its success on the fact that 
some people actually enjoy en­
tertaining at home. Naturally, 
timing is very important - if 
you're not careful you might find 
2. Your lover's 
house 
It's simple to sponge off a rela­
tionship as long as you don't de­
stroy it by falling in love with the 
other person and scaring them 
off. 
The best way to ensure you eat 
well at little expense, is by firstly 
creating an environment in your 
house that is so repulsive to your 
boyfriend/girlfriend that he or she 
refuses to stay therefor any length 
of time. That way you can make it 
look like you're doing them a big 
favour by eating at their humble 
abode. 
They'll probably be delighted 
to show off their culinary skills 
and will be only too pleased to 
dispose of all their leftovers in a 
human garbage bin. 
3. Parties 
These days it is customary for 
the hosts of a party to provide a 
range of nibblies, particularly 
since dope-smoking introduced a 
condition known as the munchies. 
These snacks range from the 
dips and potato chips of el cheapo 
student get-togethers to the 
sashimi and asparagus of ritzy 
a: 
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glitterati cocktail parties, butgen­
erally there's plenty to around, 
since most people eat before they 
arrive. The best idea is to tum up 
at about eight o'clock when the 
spread is in an edible condition 
and free of Cigarette butts, plastic 
glasses and half-eaten biscuits. 
Provided you bring along a beer 
carton mostly full of empty cans 
no-one will suspect you're actu­
ally a free-loader and in fact the 
person/s who prepared the food 
will be pleased that someone is 
appreciating it so early in the 
night. (Make sure you immedi­
ately introduce yourself to the 
first person you meet so that the 
others will think you're that per­
son's friend). 
4. Book launches 
and ope1ungs of 
art exhibitions 
These can be slightly harder to 
crack but the abundance of food­
stuffs usually makes the effort 
worthwhile. At the top end you 
have functions arranged by large 
institutions such as The Art Gal­
lery of N. S. W. - where no 
expense is spared - and at the 
bottom the low-budget affairs 
which celebrate the opening of a 
co-operate venture amongst 
impoverished artists and where 
you have to get through a lot of 
cask wine and cheese to justify 
the bus fare. The first hurdle to 
overcome is, of course, your lack 
of invitation. 
When someone at the door in­
sists on this formality it is simply 
6. At work 
Most people hate their office 
jobs so much they'll use any ex­
cuse for a long tea-break with 
some cakes or other snacks. 
There'll be no objections should 
you take it upon yourself to or­
ganise a collection every time 
there is a resignation, transfer, 
birthday or death to mark- and 
who's to notice if you yourself fail 
to contribute? (You won't be the 
only one). This way, you should 
be able to skip lunch once or 
twice a week and leave work on 
Friday night sufficiently pissed 
and bloated to feel like calling it 
a day. 
7. Your parents 
Some parents are so pleased to 
see the children who've rejected 
them that they consider it an ab­
solute pleasure to cook for them 
when they finally deign to visit. 
Your parents may love you even 
more if you stop over every night 
for dinner foolishly believing that 
this indicates your new-found af­
fection for them and a real con­
cern for their health, now that 
they're 'getting on'. Bring them a 
box of chocolates on their birth­
days and they'll think you're the 
most generous soul on Earth. 
B. The Hare 
Krishnas 
These people run a restaurant 
that offers free meals to anyone 
who doesn't mind eating pesti­
cide-free vegetables. 
You never know if they've 
a matter of being 
well-dressed and 
sufficiently con­
fident to explain 
that you lost the 
bit of cardboard 
but your name is 
such-and-such 
and you're from 
the Australia 
Council. 
It�s simply a 
matter of being 
well-dressed and 
sufficiently 
confident to 
washed their 
hands after pat­
ting cows, 
though. If you're 
really adventur­
ous it wouldn't be 
a bad idea to get 
on the gravy train 
by joining their 
organisation. 
They won't 
have time to 
check your cre­
dentials and it's 
usually assumed 
that only some­
one who has 
been invited 
would bother to 
attend one of 
these events. 
You're unlikely 
explain that you 
lost the bit of You'll save some money on 
clothes as well as 
food and no-one 
will object to 
your lack of spiri­
tual dedication as 
long as you keep 
flogging those 
magazines and 
incense sticks to 
u n s u s p e c t i n g  
cardboard but 
you�re name�s 
such-and-such 
and you�re from 
the Australia 
Council. 
to have any trouble at the smaller 
events so long as you leave the 
football guernsey and the tinnies 
of Fosters at home and don't say 
what you really think about the 
artworks on display. 
5. The blood 
bank 
Donating blood IS a passport to 
a free lunch and an invitauon to 
come back for as many more as 
you like. 
Though the menu is sparse and 
unvarying there's nothing to stop 
you from ordering it in its en­
tirety (they're hardly going to 
accuse you of being a greedy guts 
after you've parted with a pint of 
the best) and taking as long as 
you like to get through it. 
No-one's likely to recognise you 
if you return the following day 
under an alias and offer the other 
arm but after that it is advisable 
to give it a rest for a few weeks. 
school children. 
9. The Salvos 
There's a few soup kitchens 
around where charity workers feed 
the down and out in the hope 
that they'll discover that their 
problems are simply God's way of 
telling them He exists. 
They're not afraid of making a 
few more converts and the food 
can't be too bad if people will 
actually stop drinking long 
enough to eat it. 
10. McDonald's 
If all else fails you can always 
lash out at good old Macker's but 
it's an idea to make sure your 
friends catch you in the act of 
overdosing on burgers. 
That Aay, even if you aren't 
physically sick as a result you'll 
feel too guilty to eat again fo� at 
least a week and you certainly 
won't be inv1ted out to a restau­
rant for a very long time • 
Japan 8t. the 90's 
As Australia prepares to fall off 
the deep end into the 90's, Bra­
dley Cox has gone from bonza to 
bonsai to explore the future wait­
ing for us all. It's spelt Japanese. 
So it all starts again, that end of 
decade retrospective, with its trail 
of shattered dreams, bungled 
plans and lost loves. If you're like 
us, preparing yourself for another 
era of no-holds-barred, freestyle, 
winner-takes-all adulthood, 
you're probably hoping like hell 
that the 90s have got more to 
offer than 3652.5 days. 
Sitting in a coffee shop here in 
Sendai we.are all thinking about 
this really heavy shit, and what it 
will mean to a bunch of gaijins 
living in Japan. 
"Hey, anybody remember Mac­
rame ow Is? God they were gross." 
This loud mouth, red-haired, Flor­
ida type punctures my train of 
thought; but it's not totally lost. 
As we punched out of that last 
decade, the- 70s, we left behind 
garbage bags full of memorable 
forgetables. Like a lot of stuff, the 
macrame owl never made it to 
the 80s because, even though it 
appeared in the kitchen/dining 
rooms of a thousand suburban 
dwellings, it was just too damn 
ugly. 
And now I'm looking round 
the coffee shop thinking about 
the modern little Japanese apart­
ments. You know they might not 
have macrame owls but they sure 
do have a shit load of consumer 
goodies and they'll be jetisoning 
a lot of these as they zip into the 
90s. 
These people are so goddamn 
consumer decadent, that they 
can't fit all the shit they buy into 
their little apartments. Every 
month the streets are piled high 
with last years home appliances 
that have lost space to the latest 
models. 
And thinking about Japan's 
consumer decadence makes me 
feel that, as we're drifting danger­
ously close to another year with 
zero in it, Japan is going to remain 
right where it is now ... in a time 
when things were somehow sim­
pler and homier, and family-er ... 
and probably gooier. 
At the 80's end, Japan is riding 
the peak of its own fat money 
miracle, on a ticket bought for 
them by the previous post-WW2 
and baby boom generations. So 
Japan's laybuy-ed techno life is 
staying right where its been for 
the last 10 years, and that is in the 
1950s!!! 
I'm not kidding you ... really 
this place is like an extended 
episode of Happy Days except 
everyone has black hair. Sure, 
maybe this is just a surface thing. 
A lot of countries in the mid to 
late 80s went for the retro 50s 
style and Japan, as always, was far 
ahead with its bouncy 50s rock 'n' 
roll bands. Japanese hair with a 
shitloadof gel makes a greatpomp. 
And if you want some authen­
tic30 year old, button up fly, 501 
jeans or the first Wrangler denim 
jacket ever made, there's a great 
little shop here that sells them for 
aboutAust$400. Yowzer, Yowzer! 
But no! This not just a superfi­
cial fashion trip. Why is it that all 
the waitresses shuffling between 
the tables in their neat and simple 
uniforms, have their pleasant, 
round faces smothered with a 
good helping of foundation and 
other cosmetic compounds, lip­
stick and the like? Firstly these 
young women, along with the 
O.L.'s (office ladies) who are sit­
ting across from us, spend hours a 
day creating that wonderful Max 
Factor style mask because in Ja­
pan it's important to have that 
unblemished, polished look. 
They are happy, but more im­
portantly, have the economic 
ability to spend thousands of yen 
on cosmetics and then spend even 
more time every day applying 
them. 
Ohh, the opulence of having 
enough time and money to not 
look like a peasant. 
And what about those uniforms 
the waitresses are wearing, the 
O.L.'s here are also sporting their 
different company's two piece 
uniform. Most companies in Ja­
pan, no matter if they're one of 
the heaviest hitters like Fujitsu or 
the pissant coffee shop we're now 
slouching in, have summer and 
winter uniforms, bought and paid 
for by the company so as to give 
all their female underlings a stan­
dardised company image. 
But, like General Electric, Coca 
Cola or Ford of the 50s, the Japa­
nese companies of today provide 
more than a uniform or a stan­
dard. They provide goals, values, 
and a lifestyle. 
The business men or Salary men 
as they are known here, also bare 
the scars of the economic disease. 
The ones that are brooding in 
here at the moment, or in any 
coffee shop around the country at 
this time, are all decked out in 
blue suits. Not grey, tan, or black, 
but all blue. This is to be in step 
with-the O.L.s. The women, in 
their perfect make up and stylish 
uniforms are at the front of the 
company greet­
ing and serving 
the customers. 
The Salary men 
are the worker 
ants, who in their 
blue suit uniform 
snap together to 
form the human 
engine that pro­
pels the paternal 
company. 
I'm not called bedtown. Bedtown be­
cause, once the 
family has ·ban­
ished itself there, 
the husband only 
goes there to 
sleep. 
kidding you ... 
reaily this place 
;3 like an 
extended 
episode of 
Happy Days 
Places like 
Chiba or Sai­
tama near Tokyo 
are bed towns. It's 
anything from 
forty to ninety 
minutes com-
And there's 
those precious 
values of the 50s, 
when women 
except everyone 
has black hair. 
and men had very distinct and 
separate job roles and most im­
portantly now, they believe in 
them. The women know that they 
cannot participate in the world 
of business because that is re­
served for their men folk who 
support them and their family. 
The mighty companies of Ja­
pan today, Toshiba, Sony, Toy­
ota or Seibu are reflections of 
their American counterparts 
thirty or so years ago. They scoop 
the best uni graduates, train them 
in their specific fields, employ 
them for life, reward them with 
bi-annual bonuses, and provide 
them with the plethora of con­
sumer goodie� on which to spend 
their hard earned yen. Eat shit 
and die, IBM. 
Their attitude toward the 
companies in Japan is one of 
gratitude for providing security 
for life. The companies also pro­
vide a lifestyle along with the 
security. The Japanese house­
wife, while eagerly awaiting her 
hubbie's arrival home from the 
office, can enjoy the companion­
ship of all the other housewives 
whose husbands all work for the 
same company. 
And she doesn't have to go far 
to meet them because they all 
live in the same apartment build­
ing owned by the company. 
Ask any Japanese woman what 
is her favourite past-time and 
she'll gladly say "Shopping", and 
if she's lucky the same big com­
pany that owns the train line she 
uses to get to the city may even 
own the department store she 
shops in. 
Seibu owns its own train lines 
in Tokyo, the most desirable 
department store chain, one of 
the popular baseball teams and 
lots of real estate in Tokyo. 
Toyota set up a factory in a 
small town in western Japan, so 
they changed the name of the 
town to T eyota. 
Of course living with your fel­
low workers and spouses may 
prove to be a little nerve racking, 
so 'Bed town' is the destination of 
many new families. In 50s Amer­
ica they called these places 'the 
suburbs', in Japan today they're 
mute from these 
places to the offices of Tokyo, 
and working six days a week for 
the company, doing overtime for 
the company, and having to go 
and drink with the boys in the 
company two or three nights a 
week, means that the home be­
comes just a place to go to bed. 
But with all those consumer 
goodies to play with the house­
wife is sure not to get too lonely. 
Everything from digital rice 
cookers to big screen TVs that 
take up more floor space then 
their child's futon. 
Yes, life in Japan at the end of 
the 80s is imitating the 50s of 
America and is perfectly happy 
to stay like this all the way through 
the 90s. 
Where else in this world can 
you still take your brand new car, 
which is made in your own coun­
try by one of your countries big­
gest companies, to the service 
station and actually get some real 
service. 
The service station dudes, all 
ten of them decked out in their 
pitstop uniforms, will first wel­
come you, then fill up the tank, 
wash the whole car, clean and dry 
the floor mats, vacuum the ash 
trays, check the oil and then at­
tempt to halt the traffic so you 
can make a carefree exit. 
We're talking about service not 
"fuck you, you didn't hang up the 
pump properly ... that's five bucks 
pal." 
Sowhat�sall this really mean 
to a under-qualified English in­
structor looking at the nineties 
while living in a black haired 
version of 50s America? Well, to 
be honest, absolute 'didley'. 
Personally I don't even believe 
in grouping bunches of years to­
gether and calling them The 80s, 
The 70s or even The 50s. 
I do know two absolute facts 
about future Japan. 
They are that next year's piles 
of trash will be even bigger, and 
thatwhenme and that red-haired 
American are searching through 
them for all the great second hand 
stuff that can no longer fit in to 
the · Japanese apartments, we 
won't find any of those crappy 
macrame owls. • 
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TV's 
worst 
and best 
of the 
80's 
Coast to Coast 
Wall to Wall pus 
Newsworld 
Fat man in suit 
Perfect Match 
Perfect garbage 
John Laws World 
Who cares where 
he lioves as long 
as it's not on TV 
John Crook's 
World 
National party 
sycophancy 
Wheel of Fortune 
Stuck in a deep 
rut 
24 hrs on Crack 
Street 
24 hours too long 
Benny Hill 
Not nearly smutty 
enough 
The Last Resort 
Final resting 
place of forgotten 
actors 
Any Don Lane 
Show 
Wanky wanky 
with lanky yankee 
New Mission 
Impossible 
Is it possible a 
remake could be 
this silly? You bet 
The ATeam 
B grade TV with Z 
grade actors 
Power and the 
Passion 
When the crystal­
ware gets a 
credit, beware! 
Dukes of Hazzard 
Had 4 good 
things going for 
it:The General, 
Boss Hogg & 
Catherine Bach 
Sherrlf Lobo 
What a dog! 
Fat Cat & 
Friends 
Overweight Cat 
plays confused 
sex role 
with appalling 
dress sense 
You Can't do that 
on TV 
But they did! 
Highway to 
Heaven 
Self righteous 
road to TV hell 
CANE TOAD TIMES 5 
Now 
we all know who Guru 
Adrian is, don't we? 
Yes, that's right, the figment of 
David Art Wales that debuted in 
1983 and described as 'a 322 year-old 
boy who lives in a cave and discov­
ered the secret of eternal youth at the 
age of seven'. 
But shock! horror!, the natural and 
original Guru is being shamefacedly 
ripped off! Well, that's according to 
Mr Art Wales. A 1989 version "de­
vised" by London based advertising 
agency Lowe Howard Spink goes by 
the name of Chairman Kevin Pringle, 
'a boy who spent the first 307 years of 
his life in a coal bunker trying to find 
his true self. 
"The story, the style the colours, eve­
rything about them is the same, except 
that Guru Adrian offers a fun philoso­
phy on life and the secret of eternal 
youth-free, whil{ their guy flogs KP 
Crunchies potato chips" said an es­
tranged Mr Wales. 
"Every situation is a potentially 
fun situation", says Adrian, not to 
mention every huge libel suit situ­
ation is a potentially profit making 
situation. Witness Mr Wales' Mr Nice 
Guy service, a unique mail order flat­
tery seivke in which Wales would 
send compliments at $5 dollars a 
throw. He also has been known to 
say things like 'hey there's a big dog 
on your face'. 
Alia bit cute isn't it? Well hey! We 
here at the CIT got big news for you 
readers! 
1. Mr David Art Wales is a self­
confessed poet! 
2. Who gives a shit about Kevin 
bloody Pringles chip habit? And it 
was drawn by one of those A-Bomb 
loving colonialists, the French!! 
3. It seems that neither of them of has 
heard aboutMsTerryToad! a3000 
yr old Cane Toad with the body of 
a T oadpole that lives in the last 
remaining pocket of tropical rain­
forest in Nth Qld, a Toad that 
found its own inner being more 
than 2000 years ago and whose 
philosophy embodies the principles 
of the Toad de Chings Church of 
No Principles. 
The Toad de Chings 
Church of No 
Principles principles 
1. There are no principles 
2. You always need a full bottle 
3. Ensure everyone else is out of it 
4. Never, ever, know what you are 
talking about 
5. Make sure you know where the 
remote control is 
6. Always know where the keys are 
7. Things get done in an inverse 
porportion to the number of 
meetings held 
8. Never get investigated. If you do 
refer to principle four and sleep 
with the investigator 
9. Sell before the Nikkei Index hits 
36,000 
10. Send all your money to PO Box 
321 Woolloongabba* 
Wise words indeed, and predating 
any palefaced imitations by at least a 
very long time. So don't be fooled by 
real life, readers, we were there first. 
Honest! • 
*Oh and the extra principle of always 
having the personal jet on standby and the 
other other principle of having a team of very 
good litigation lawyers. 
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Now that Queensland has rejoined 
the real world, the mantle has 
fallen to Canberra to pursue the 
Big Thing thing. Lisa Meldrum 
checks out the produce. 
The Australian National Uni­
versity says it has finally come up 
with Canberra's answer to 
Queensland's Big Pineapple with 
The Pears, a sculpture by George 
Baldessin on loan from the Aus­
tralian National Gallery. 
Whingers within the Univer­
sity say it is typical that the 
Chancelry has seen fit to put a 
bunch of fruit in front of the Fac­
Dr Cushing suggests ways of 
making a bundle from the pears. 
'Consider the opportunities it 
presents. We could sell audio­
tapes of Erik Satie's Pieces in the 
Form of a Pear .. . Can you imag­
ine what Japanese tourists would 
pay for such epics as Claude De­
bussy's lesser-known work Pear 
de Loon?' 
The cast-iron pears are meant 
ulty of Arts, but 
others see them 
as having great 
economic poten­
tial, which is ter­
ribly important 
during the reign 
of Dawkins and 
while Bond Uni­
versity is using 
cash to lure away 
academic staff. 
Given the 
to be touched, 
stroked, sat on 
and in all ways 
integrated into 
University life. 
Which gives rise 
to Dr Cushing's 
next money­
making sugges­
tion: 'Given the 
current enthusi­
asm for the user­
pays principle, 
current 
enthusiasm for 
the user-pays 
principle, we 
could charge 20 
cents a fondle. 
The Dean of 
Arts, Bob Cushing, enthuses on 
the opportunities for a Faculty of 
Arts Pear Kiosk to lure the tour­
ist trade from Goulburn's Big Ram 
and the proposed$250,000 neon­
lighted plastic oyster for Batemans 
Bay, which might prove stiff 
competition to the pears since 
the oyster will open and close and 
twirl itself about. 
we could charge 20 cents a fondle.' 
He says in the University's staff 
magazine ANU Reporter, 'The 
possibilities are limitless. The 
Faculty of Arts Pear Kiosk would 
be where everyone (tourists and 
students alike) would purchase 
our own home brand of photo­
graphic film along with their cop­
ies of lectures tapes (no more of 
this free short-loan rubbish for 
us), faculty minutes, ·maps of 
where to find lecture theatres and 
lecturers' homes, 8" x 10" glossies 
of each member of academic staff 
(in profile and face-on with their 
tax file numbers underneath), plus 
a listing of the top 10 lectures 
each week. 
During peak periods we could 
The 60'S The 70'S The 80'S The go·s· 
POLITICIAN Ho Chi Mihn Nixon Gorbachev Goss 
DISEASE STD's Herpes AIDS MutAIDS 
DRUG Pot & Acid Smack Designer New Age 
CAR Mini Kingswood Falcon Japanese 
ACTIVITY Surfing Jogging Aerobics Foraging 
MAJOR ASSHOLE ldi Amin Pol Pot Khomeini Pol Pot (Part II) 
FOOD Vegetarian Junk Food Non Toxic Anything edible 
TRINKET Transistors Car Stereo VCR/Computer DIY bodyparts 
PROFESSION Labourer Tax avoidance Stock broker Genetic Engineering 
DANCE Frug & Watusi Disco Rap Retro 
MUSIC Rock'n'Roll Disco Breakin' Retro 
CATCH PHRASE "Withdrawal with "No future" "Community "A kind and merciful 
honour" access" death" 
TOXIC SPILL Rongelap/ Bhopal/ Alaska/ Greenhouse gases/ 
US Forces Union Carbide Exxon Your car 
WAR Vietnam Kampuchea Lebanon Lebanon 
MURDERER Chuck Manson Chuck Sob raj Ted Bundy Your car 
set a special marquee where stu­
dents would pay their $10 fee for 
course variations (and three for 
$25 truly is a bargain price). The 
mind boggles at the opportuni­
ties lost if we do not pluck these 
pears while they are ripe for the 
plucking.' 
Big entrepreneurial thoughts 
indeed for Canberra. • 
Willing and Able 
The non-dynamic 
duo 
Fastlane 
Has John Clark 
ever done a bad 
script? 
Scales of Justice 
Do the police 
really do that? 
You bet! 
Night Court 
Best Mel Torme 
fixation 
Cheers 
Sexual perversity 
in Boston 
Big Gig 
Foul mouths and 
dirty minds, our 
favourite 
WWF Wrestling 
Best events 
centre: Jesse 
"The Body" 
Ventura's big 
mouth 
Money or the 
Gun, 
Blah Blah Blah, 
Fast Forward, 
Gillies Report, 
Australia You're 
Standing in It, 
Blinky Bill, 
Fast Lane 
You have to 
laugh 
Bird of Prey 
Best drama with 
a large target 
Print is 
dead 
R.I.P. 
Brisbane 
Telegraph 
Business Day 
Stiletto 
RAM 
NationaiTimes 
Sydney Mirror 
Matilda 
Bad 
videos of 
the 80s 
Demented Death 
, Farm Massacre 
Great title, a 
sham of a 
mockery of a 
farce 
A walk in the 
Sun 
40's war movie 
with less than 1% 
actual war 
Red Dawn 
American 
teenagers defeat 
Russkies. 
Highly 
unbelievable 
Any Chuck Norris 
movie 
Chuck-Fu Suey 
Any Charles 
Bronson movie 
The 
movies 
of the 
80s 
Terrorvlsion 
Grossest Alien 
CANE TOAD TIMES 7 
Day One of 
dull testing at 
the Prague 
Institute 
Fear 
rides 
the 
sheep's 
back! 
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Mr Smith was found to 
have less personality than 
toilet fur. 
.·.·•.·.···.· :;:· .. ··.:·· .. .. 
Registering 22 on the 
Dullometer is Mr John 
Smith. Mr Smith, in 
training for the World's 
Most Boring Human 
Being title, was 
snapped at the Prague 
Institute for Measur .. 
ing Aberrations. 
It seems that the title is in the 
bag for Mr Smith, as he measures 
well under the known potential 
of a small piece of toilet fur. 
Scientists at the Institute re­
vealed it took more than four 
days for Mr Smith to register on 
the device. The last person with 
such a low reading was John 
Howard. • 
There's a new breed of terror on the highways, 
and Johnny La Koi de Ia Rue is not afraid to get 
out there amongst them, but not without a wa­
ter pistol and a good set of air horns. 
Not so long ago the err pub­
lished the first shocking details of 
a menace to Australian Society 
and all those who drive in it. Yes, 
fearless as ever, the err gave 
you the frightening lowdown on 
a horrifying nightmare of a 
thing ... Hat Drivers! 
Those loathsome creatures of 
the roads and by ways of this great 
nation of ours-Hat Drivers-a 
menace not to themselves alone 
but to me, to you, and you about 
to step off the curb as well. 
Hat Drivers, a gang of ruthless 
murderers dedicated to taking the 
lives of responsible drivers every­
where. If they're not seeing you 
in their enlarged blind spots, then 
they're making life and death de-
cisions under decreased brain cir­
culation before you can shout 
"Hey Shithead, where'd you get 
that hat? At st 1pidity school?" 
But it doesn't end there, gentle 
readers (and great big nasty ones 
too), no, this expose is not going 
to lie down and die because, as we 
speak, things are going much 
deeper then that. Don't you think 
that you can get away from it that 
easily! 
An entirely new sub-species of 
driver has slipped as quietly as 
Harold Holt into our conscious­
ness; even more cunningly stu­
pid, more terrifying than even 
Hat Drivers could ever be. Yes, 
it's Fuzzy-lambswool seat-cover 
Drivers. 
Surely not, you cry out as one, 
surely they cannot be more of a 
menace than the feared Hat Driv­
ers. But, oh yes, they are. 
Witness. The kind of vehicle 
doesn't matter. The shape of the 
vehicle doesn't matter. What 
matters is the Fuzzy-lambswool 
seat-cover Drivers. 
Here comes one now. Cossetted 
in the fine lambswool, the driver 
is mesmerized by the soft comfort 
of fine Australian Fleece. The 
fibres tingling gently against the 
back and thighs. Soon the driver 
is lulled into a deep sense of re­
laxation as they cruise aimlessly 
down the road, their senses dulled 
by the touch of animal hairs that 
grace the mightiest Roller to the 
If V.etnam was 
America's Vietnam 
then Afghanistan was 
Russia's Vietnam 
Iraq is Iran's Vietnam and Iran 
is Iraq's Vietnam and Angola is 
Cuba's Vietnam and Namibia is 
South Africa's Vietnam and New 
Caledonia is France's ·Vietnam 
and Ceylon is India's Vietnam 
and Tibet is China's Vietnam 
and Pakistan is Pakistan's Viet­
nam and Eritrea is Ethiopia's 
Vietnam and Ireland is England's 
Vietnam and Quebec is Canada's 
Vietnam and Cambodia is Viet­
nam's "i�tnam then Nicaragua 
is the USA's new Vietnam as is 
Bolivia and Panama and the 
USSR is Russia's r cw Vietnam 
and Lebanon is the worH � 
Vietnam. • 
lowliest baby-shit yellow 120 Y. 
Maybe they were Xmas pres­
ents, maybe a factory option on 
the 500 SEL. Wherever they ap­
peared from they are doing the 
job. 
Pretty soon the drivers fails to 
indicate, as they would have to 
take their elbows off the wool. 
Pretty soon they don't hear any­
thing through the thick furs. As 
the Fuzzy-lambswool seat-cover 
Drivers sinks into the enveloping 
comfort, the foot starts to come 
off the accelerator and the ve­
hicle slows down. 
What you end up with is some­
one with no particular place to 
go, no particular time to get there, 
and no particular idea of where 
that is. 
Go on. Sit behind one for a 
while and check it out. The trick 
is to let them know that you're 
out there with them. 
Throwing a dead chicken at 
them usually works. Take a water 
pistol and squirt their windows. If 
they turn the wipers on, be 
warned. 
Cotton and synthetic car seat 
covers tend to have a less dimin­
ishing effect on the driver than 
the stupefying fuzzy-lambswool, 
but watch out for them too. 
Most of all, be totally aware of 
a Fuzzy-lambswool seat-cover 
Drivers with a hat on. This is an 
awesome combination reminis­
cent of a left then a right, a quick 
kick to the groin, a cut above the 
eye, and Sid and Nancy. 
They are nottobe taken lightly, 
and on a scale of danger are to be 
considered right up there with 
Poet Drivers. • 
tot 
Things are getting awfully slip· 
pery out there in the heat haze. 
Sometimes you just don't know 
where that smell's coming from. 
Greg Snook had a look under the 
fridge and found something nasty 
missing. It's called Summer. 
Sydney's winter's now settled 
in like a prolonged hangover and 
we're all so excited about rugby 
league misdemeanours once more 
that Summer seems like some­
thing out of a fairy story, a story 
that gets duller and less satisfying 
every year. 
I have a sneaking suspicion that 
I might have seen the last Austra­
lian summer and from now on 
we'll go straight from spring to 
autumn and our brief encounters 
with cicadas will be even briefer. 
Let's face it, the absence of sum­
mer will be no great loss because 
things just ain't what they used to 
be. 
When I was knee high to a 
Christmas beetle I spent every 
single summer's day at the beach 
contracting those skin cancers 
that would give me something to 
worry about in later life. In those 
halcyon days of course I didn't 
even know what a worry was, 
though I was extremely familiar 
with dinosaurs, ghosts, smacks 
and the tears they produced -
and, as a consequence, cared little 
about what might be floating 
the southerly buster finally ar­
rived the family would lock them­
selves in the garage, fearful of life, 
the limbs of trees, and property. 
And yet, while summer was 
extreme during my childhood 
years, it was never so sloppy and 
unpredictable that it popped up 
in late winter or spilled over into 
the next autumn. On the con­
trary, when the first day of March 
arrived everyone would deflate 
their beach balls, hang up their 
flippers and become thoroughly 
depressed: such things as equi­
noxes were nothing but Latin 
phrases. 
Now consider the summer of 
1988/1989. For a start, it was a 
dog's breakfast, with weeks of 
nothing but rain giving way to 
hot, humid days that were little 
comfort because all the outdoor 
activities had been cancelled and 
we were starting to save up for 
skiing trips. 
In addition, there was so much 
talk about the depletion of the 
ozone layer, the greenhouse ef­
fect and the pollution of Sydney's 
beaches that the general feeling 
The water, as 
has now been 
revealed, is full 
around in Botany 
Bay until one of 
the many sting­
ing things in 
those waters ac­
tually savaged 
me. For the most of human waste, 
was that we'd all 
be a lot safer 
when summer 
was over. The 
problem was, 
however, that no 
matter how hard 
you tried to stay 
at home playing 
scrabble and ig­
noring summer 
altogether there 
were still days 
when you had to 
go out to work 
and face t he 
mugginess that 
was like the bad 
memory of a lost 
Eden. 
part, however, I 
sustained noth­
ing more than an 
itch and bad sun­
bum and next 
day was back for 
more of the same. 
The sun was an 
i n e x haustible  
source of  Vita­
min D, the sky 
could be guaran­
teed to remain 
eternally blue 
and the water, as 
far as I could dis­
toxic chemicals, 
syringes, 
condoms, dead 
marine life, vezy 
live sharks and 
rips, though 
nobody put any 
of this there on 
purpose. 
So when you 
weren't freezing 
in an air-condi­
tioned office or melting in a sweat­
shop you'd be making your way 
through a madding and smelly 
crowd in a suit or something 
equally inappropriate that was 
rapidly becoming saturated with 
your bodily fluids. 
cern through my fogged-up 
goggles, was always clean. 
In the late afternoon I'd return 
home in my father's microwave 
car to find my mother and grand­
mother laid out in the 
loungeroom, clutching at their 
open blouses and fanning them­
set ves as they muttered about cold 
salads and chilled sweet sherry. 
These were known as heatwaves, 
days when the ground was so hot 
that your knees fried when you 
tried to incinerate ants with a 
magnifying glass, though when 
Some of us managed to adjust 
to all this discomfort by resigning 
or spending all lunchtime sitting 
in a park shaded by tall buildings. 
Other drove to the Blue Moun­
tains every weekend or were 
driven to drink, but there were 
still some things thatjust couldn't 
be escaped, such as the plagues of 
blood-sucking parasites that have 
become a regular feature of sum­
mer. 
Who can forget all those sleep­
less nights spent tossing up 
whether to search for the hop­
ping flea or wait for the whining 
mozzie to land and have a bash at 
it. Or all the long hours spent 
scratching until your bed was 
covered wit blood, hair and skin 
and there wasn't a particle of your 
body that didn't feel like it had 
been recently bitten. 
While I realised that there was 
only one way to keep these pests 
away - by singing opera so loud 
that one's flatmates and neigh­
bours shut all the windows and 
doors, thereby locking the vil­
lains in their bedrooms - there 
were times when I hoped I'd 
develop a fatal infectious disease 
so I'd have the pleasure of trans­
mitting it to them. 
A stranger to Sydney might be 
forgiven for thinking that the 
number of swimming pools and 
beaches this city has to offer is an 
indication that certain pleasures 
are still associated with summer. 
Nothing can be further from the 
truth. Each warm weekend, ad­
mittedly, we find the roads 
clogged with people heading for 
the nearest piece of water going 
in one direction and others re­
turning in disgust going in the 
other (those misguided fools who 
- .  
' 
own their own pools will of course 
be driving anywhere at all to get 
away from all the snotty-nosed 
kids who've infiltrated their back­
yards). But take a closer look at 
the average public pool, for ex­
ample, and we find a tub of urine, 
spittle, germs and chlorinated 
water that's more appropriate to 
the concept of pools as a form of 
gambling. 
Supposing we do take the 
plunge, keeping our mouth shut 
at all times to avoid the infec­
tions lurking there, we then dis­
cover that it's virtually impos­
sible to swim through the sea of 
bodies in front of us. 
The moment we put our head 
down and start swinging our arms 
we're liable to either collide with 
someone or whack them on the 
head, with the risk of a brawl de­
veloping. Should we escape this 
disaster there's every chance some 
over-enthusiastic kid will land in 
the middle of our back and cripple 
us for life, justwhen we thought it 
was safe to start counting laps. 
The only safe thing to do is to 
escape from the water as soon as 
possible and pray that some thief 
hasn't made off with our clothes, 
wallet and car keys, leaving noth­
ing but a towel for consolation. It 
isn't much fun walking all the 
way home in swimming trunks, 
especially when the violent thun­
derstorm hits and we've collected 
someone else's cold. 
Dealt Heat 
Best reanimated 
animals scene 
Crime Wave 
Best intra's and 
outro's 
Genius 
Best popcorn 
scene 
Brain Blast 
Best poet killing 
Phantasm 2 
Best buzzball up 
the guts scene 
Evil Dead 2 
Best chainsaw 
use 
Return of the 
Living Dead 2 
Best funny 
zombies scene 
Vamp 
Best Vampires 
Doin' Time on 
Planet Earth 
Best use of Adam 
West 
Street Trash 
The ultimate melt 
down, Best 
decapitation, Best 
penis-as-football 
scene 
The big 
events of 
the 80s 
lnnerspace 
Best acting inside 
a body since 
Fantastic 
Voyage 
Back to the 
Future 
Best crazy 
professor 
G hostb uste rs 
Most possessed 
fridge 
Repo Man 
Best toxic waste 
in a car boot 
Running Man 
Best use of an ex� 
Hogan's Hero 
Terminator 
Most persistent 
Alien 
Predator 
Best Alien Effect, 
Best psycho war 
pigs, most 
ammunition shot 
in one scene 
Robocop 
Most shot up 
human being and 
the line 
"Lose the arm" 
The Fly 2 
Best baby 
maggot 
Buckeroo Banzai 
Best 5th 
dimensional 
travel and the line 
"No matter where 
you are, you're 
there" 
Creepshow 
Best Cockroaches 
in a body scene 
Platoon 
Most effective 
suicide 
Mad Max 2 
Best car chase 
and equal 
toughest car 
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Wei 
to 
Se 
Slipping and 
sliding around 
the S-bend of 
the South. 
Should the weather remain fine 
and by some miracle we're not 
robbed we may very quickly dis­
cover that it's pretty boring lying 
in the middle of a lot of beautiful 
bodies when the paper we bought 
that morning has blown all over 
the grass and we're getting dirty 
looks from the attendant. Brave 
so•1l that we are, we may decide to 
make the most of the situation 
and acquire a tan to hide under 
our damp shirt, only to find that 
what we took to be blockout 
cream is actually spermicide. 
Since the sun is no longer that 
great source of healing it wasonce 
thought to be - this function 
having been transferred to dol­
phins, crystals and eurhythmic 
dancing (none of which are that 
easy to come by) - we have no 
choice but to make a run for it be­
fore we have cause to regret all 
the aerosols we carelessly squeezed 
into the atmosphere. 
The other delights of swim­
ming pools - coin-operated bar­
becues, for example - have never 
been particularly popular and per­
haps that is why some people still 
head for the beaches in spite of 
the fact that there's no longer 
much you can do there except 
eat, drink and collect pitiful shell 
specimens. (People who live near 
beaches get so sick and tired of 
looking at waves that they spent 
all theirtime watching westerns). 
The water, as has now been re­
vealed, is full of human waste, 
toxic chemicals, syringes, con­
doms, dead marine life, very live 
sharks and rips, though nobody 
put any of this 
there on purpose. 
The 'space age' 
has suddenly 
given way to the 
'sew-age' and 
where once we 
had a seemingly 
limitless ocean to 
play in - as long 
as we stayed be­
tween the flags -
we now have a 
sea of contented 
micro-organisms 
with the odd bit 
of H20 thrown 
in and there are 
a lot easier things 
There's eve.ry 
chance some 
they're sucked up 
into the atmos­
phere by a pow­
erful updraft. overenthusiastic 
kid will land in 
The point I am 
trying to make is 
that if we con­
tinue to despoil 
and desert the 
beaches and ne­
glect fishing we 
may one day find 
that the fish have 
reclaimed the 
seashore, crabs 
rule the sand and 
every time it 
rains, it rains 
mullets. 
the middle of our 
back and cripple 
us for life, just 
when we thought 
it was safe to 
start counting 
laps. 
to catch than waves. 
The beaches would be closed 
down for good if it wasn't that the 
effluent would then have nowhere 
to go and surf lifesaving clubs 
would run out of reasons to hold 
dances and raffles. 
It's possible, though, that the 
day of the fish shop will come to 
an end, as no-one wants to eat 
fish that's been feeding on some­
one else's leftovers or getting high 
on dumped chemicals. 
What then will happen to all 
the seafood that no-one wants to 
eat-all those mutant fish and 
prawns growing fat and canker­
ous on human waste? Unless cats 
start doing their own hunting in 
a big way we're looking at a mas­
sive increase in the fish popula­
tion (once it develops resistance 
to our chemicals) and it's a well 
known fact that hundreds of tiny 
fish can fall from the sky after 
The fish so beloved by Monty 
Python devotees and surrealist 
painters may one day cease to 
become a laughing matter. It's 
one thing to turn the ocean-the 
home of fish-into our toilet, but 
another thing altogether to find 
our toilet full of fish. If the day 
comes when fish begin to invade 
our sewage pipes, our stormwater 
canals, our swimming pools and 
our homes in earnest it will have 
a lot to do with the fact that we 
ceased being interested in sum­
mer, with all its long-lost charms. 
Perhaps, though, it's not too 
late to turn back the tide and 
clean up our beaches so that fu­
ture generations can know the 
joys of peeling and can spend 
long nights nursing their blisters 
while they ponder the ultimate 
question: 
"How did chips get to be 
seafood?" • 
kn 
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Blair Coffey proves once and for all 
that cars go better with Coke. 
"You thieving scumbag! "yelled 
the fat man in his pyjamas from 
the window of his house, in the 
Brisbane suburbs. 
A rush of adrenalin made the 
hairs on the back of my neck 
bristle, and I nearly threw up, as 
the petrol started siphoning into 
my mouth. I spat, grabbed my 
hose, two jerry cans, and ran up 
the street, jumped into Peter's 
utility as Peter started driving. 
"What's the matter, did someone 
bust you?" he asked nervously. 
"Fucking Valiants," I said, ''The 
rear suspension is always shot, 
and it takes ages to find where the 
petrol is in the tank." 
"Shit," replied Peter, "After four 
Mercedes, you get caught trying 
to tax a Valiant." We both 
laughed and I said, "such is life," 
realising the Karma attached to 
such strange patterns of events. 
"We'll have to try again tomor­
row night," I said, 'We haven't 
got nearly enough petrol." Peter 
grunted and accelerated through 
an amber light. 
The following night, in a dif­
ferent Brisbane suburb, Peter went 
siphoning, while I stayed in the 
car, ten minutes later he came 
running back to the car, and yelled 
"Let's get out of here!" I drove off 
looking more in the rear vision 
than at the road. 
'What happened Peter?" I 
asked. 
"Ahh these bloody !<:ids, about 
six of them started following me, 
trying to pick a fight-fucked 
suburb this-so I broke one of the 
coke bottles on the footpath and 
waved the jagged bottle neck at 
them, and said who wants to get 
cut up? 
And they all tore off, but then 
this huge football player and his 
mate came out of this house, and 
told me that his daughter plays 
on the footpath with bare feet, 
and I just bolted." 
"Great," I said, "Let's try some­
where else." We came across a 
really nice suburb, lost of of parked 
cars, but no traffic, and we got 
about ten, one litre coke bottles, 
and two five litre jerry cans. 
I was sitting on the bed in our 
Spring Hill rented flat when she 
came home quite unexpectedly. 
"Hi darling," she said, "I missed 
you, it's so good to be back home." 
Then she saw by bags packed 
on the floor, "Are you going some­
where?" 
"Ahh, Yeahh," I said, "Peter 
and I are going up to Ipswich this 
weekend to stay with his mother." 
I don't think she believed me, 
even before she saw the ninety­
two li tres of petrol, in coke bottles 
in the kitchen. • 
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Most peristent thighs 
Aliens 
Best battle of the 
mothers 
Cobra 
Best spin around and 
shoot shit out of the 
baddies & equal 
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Rivers Edge 
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Chernobyl. 
Gee, that radiation 
stuff does get into 
everything, even the 
cheese 
October 13 Crash 
The domino theory 
finally proved. 
Eventually got 
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Murdoch. Before this 
date Holmes a Court 
and Allan Bond were 
the only two people 
in Australia 
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Join the Army, stay 
at home, and kill a 
lot of strangers 
Susan Sangster 
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Not much fucking for 
a lot of money 
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... FOR THOSE WHO /111/SSED THE BOAT •• • 
No man has stepped info the ring wdh 
Brainbreaker 8a ker and stepped back 
out to fell the tale in o ver two years 
of awesome, heart-sfo,Pping wrestling. 
Desperate to f'ind an opponen t /n an 
ever - diminish,ng field of contender5, 
the I W F has signed Kif ler Greely , 
whose only c laim to wrestlinJ fame 
was being Boggo Rocrd Champion, for 
a fi/f af the f;f/e ... NOW READ ON/ 
... And in the hlcrck corner, weigh­
ing in cd 39 5 pounds, hui It l;ke 
a brickwall, from New York, USA, 
the Bruiser from the Bronx, the 
Benchmark ofBreakage, the 
8arra3e of !3adness, the Brutal 
Bomber, the Brazen BLI/Idozer, 
the Bhagwan of' 13arbarian 5 • . ,  
... BRAIN­
BREAKER 
BAKER I 
Get orf my hack, 
Glacier! Who 5 
fighfin' fh;s f,9hf? 
INTERNATIONAL WRESTLING 
FEDERATION 
Ladies and Gentlemen! 
Welcome to ringside ! Ton;ght 
we bring for your pleasure 
a World Title 8ouf ... 
Thanks, Toe/ The ref' is 
nearl!:f ready ... he 5 
wading for Baker to get 
to his corner ...  Baker's 
trainer -Rock Glacier- is 
still in the ri'ng ... he's 
having trouble geft/ng 
Baker to his corner . . .  
AND AT POL IC:E 
��JJ�Jff 
INTERNATIONAL WORLD 
JELLY WRESTLING 
FEDERATION 
In fhe whde corner, 
weighing /n at 372 pounds, 
from Brisbane, Australia, 
the Champion of 8og3o Road 
Prison, and currenf/!:1 the 
worlds third mosf wanted 
criminal, we bring .yo1.1 ... 
GORILLA 
GREELY! 
CANE TOAD TIMES 11 
Cnie f! I th/nk 
I might gofta lead 
on the Greely case I 
Yes, Moe, you can see 
vvhy the'j ca ll h/m fhe 
RE 11BHANDT OF WRESTLING 
Right Joe! Not to mention-
!1ATISSE OF THE MAT I 
f1£ANWrllL£, IN THE STU0/0 OF ROY 
L/CHT£NSTE./N, THE WORLP FAMOUS 
... certain of victor� after 
round four... guaranteed 
to vvin after round five . . .  
i'nvincihle in round six, and in 
round seven, a smoke-screen 
is released . . .  and when 
the smoke clears 
. . •  
. / . . . 8alrer will have got 
Wis onenf in the of. • .  
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Woif! Will you look af that, 
Moe ? Greel:/s in fen gallon trouble 
now! TJ,e Brainbrealrer has swt'fched 
fo a -face gouge . . . and what a 
GN/FICENT GOUGE!!! 
... the 
BRAIN-
BREAKER. 
Brainbreaker Baker 
/s open/ng Round Two 
with a superh specimen 
of a stranglehold/ So 
the fight is following 
the classic 
8aker pa1tern ... 
. .. 8alrer is 
looking clear 
ahead Moe/ 
Yes Joe! Beautiful/ 
It 5 lt"ke an 
OIL PAINTING. 
Magnificent, Joe, a hsolufel3 
magnif't'cent! No wonder 
the text-books call hirn the 
RENOIR OF THE RING' 
... /n Trant affer round one . . . 
clearly ahe ad after round 
two... in the lead offer 
round three ... 
Baker is I ooking 
very confident, .Toe 
Look at that 
CLA5SIC 
FINGER JAB 
Yes Moe, the Brainbreoker 
/s demonstrating his classic 
s t!:fle tonight! But the hig 
'luestion /n everyone's m 
is surely ... When is he 
gonna apply... THE 
BRAINBREAKER?? 
Who knows Joe 
Greely's looking real bad 
The security guards are 
trying to get rid of some 
vultures that just flew 
info the stadium I 
Damn vultures. 
Somefhin "s gotfa he done I 
... let's look of the score .. 
lve got 8aker at n/nef:t-six 
and Greely still at zero . . . 
[sHocx PAusE] Waif! Baker' 
manager has jusf ft..�rned on 
AN ILLEGAL 
SMOKE 11ACH/NE! 
LOOK AT THAT, HOE! 
THINGS ARE LOOKING 
VERY GOOD 
FOR BAKER! YES 'JOE f BUT ON . 
THE OTHEtl HAND ... 
. ! 
THINGS ARE LOOKJN' 
REAL BAD 
FOR GREbLY! 
l 
' 
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-------------------- CANETOADTIMES13 
.... 
Extraction 
number 5 from 
Shallow Graves 
the powerful 
sprawling novel 
chronicling the 
corrupt 
underworld of 
Queensland. 
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by Clifford Clawback 
EATS ARSON WA Vf 
Three of Brisbane's best-loved eateries have gone up in 
flames this week in apparently unrelated incidents. Po­
lice say there are no suspicious circumstances and no 
one has been injured. 
The Tree of Cypress Restaurant in Wickham St, 
Fortitude Valley was gutted by fire on Monday 
night. Police blame an electrical fault. 
The kitchen of Garibaldi's Ristorante, Brunswick St, Fortitude 
Valley was demolished by an explosion on Wednesday night. 
Police blame a malfunction in one of the gas stoves. 
The Jade Duck Restaurant of Barry Parade, Fortitude Valley was 
extensively damaged by fire on Friday. Police said the cause was 
spontaneous combustion which, they claim, happens all the time. 
Gerry De Luca, President of the Fortitude Valley Progress Asso­
ciation and proprietor of Garibaldi's was at a loss to explain the 
sudden spate of fires. 
"What we got here is a whole lot of unfortunate coincidences," 
Mr De Luca explained. 
Asked if the fires wa,uld turn people away from the ValleYt Mr De 
Luca said that he thought it would lead to an upturn in trade. 
"People will fl6�k down here like lemmings to the sea because 
they like to inspe,tt the damage first-hand. Anyway everyone 
knows that the Valley is the best place in town for a cheap feed and 
there are still pl¥nty of places left like my other restaurant, the 
Mona Lisa." 
It was a torrid week for Superintendent Maloney. The Bikie 
Bandit noose' was getting tighter all the time and the city was 
burning1 dow'n around his ears in some weird kind of unacknow­
ledged gang war. 
The Premier brought up the adverse publicity 
comes to money is when his pay check goes into his bank account.· 
It's gonna have to be something that gets him into trouble with the 
missus, check it out." But the Senior Sergeant found nothing. 
Maloney called a lunch down at Micky Ho's in Chinatown to 
find out why no one could get fire insurance anymore. The Big 
Falaffel and the Deluca brothers met him at the Jade Heaven 
which hadn't gone the way of the jade Duck so far. 
They all wanted to talk at once. Maloney had to listen to their 
litany of woes as dish after dish arrived. There was much bicker­
ing about who started which fires. The Whole Perch Stuffed With 
Ginger was a delicacy. 
Maloney cut through the crap. He put the score at one fuck-up 
each and asked Micky Ho who had started it. 
"They're both moving into my territory with their cut-price 
smack," Micky spat. 
"We thought you guys were moving into our territory with that 
cheap horse," Tony Deluca spat back. 
"I thought it came from out of town," the Big Falaffel contributed. 
"How was I to know it had anything to do with the fires?" 
Maloney let the Honey Chicken melt in his mouth. "What the 
fuck is going on?" he demanded. "Do you guys want me to come 
down here and run the business myself? Someone drops a load of 
cut-price smack in town and you start torching each other's places. 
Can't you stand a little competition? Next you'll be complaining 
that too many of your customers are dying and want me to do 
something about it." 
"We pay protection," Mickey Ho pointed out, "and now we 
need it." 
"Yeah, what are you going to do about it?" Gerry Deluca said. 
"Are you running this state or what?" the Big Falaffel demanded. 
He was always happy to jump on any bandwagon rolling past. 
Maloney was taken aback. He shook his head. 
surrounding the bikie case in Cabinet early Mon­
day morning and the Minister was on the blower 
non-stop until Wednesday. 
The drug-
"The hide of you reffos never ceases to amaze me," 
he said. "You get a problem and I have to solve it. 
This is not the way to run an orderly business." 
What did they expect him to do? Wave a magic 
wand at it to make it go away? The forensic evi­
dence was before the court and it might as well 
have been etched in stone. The drug-sucking, bikie 
scum had been shot full of smac-k while in police 
custody, that's what the doctor said and who was 
a mere policeman to disagree with him? 
"We just want value for money," Tony Deluca sucking, bikie said. 
There was nothing in Maloney's fertile imagina­
tion to suggest a way of getting the Methodist 
medico to change his mind. Maloney's best people 
were watching the doc around the clock but they 
were getting nowhere. They didn't know what they 
were looking for. Even Maloney didn't know what 
they were looking for. The guy went to work and 
then he went home. For light entertainment he 
sang in the church choir. He was cleaner than the 
Premier's wife. 
"It's a challenge," Maloney explained to the Sen­
ior Sergeant assigned to the case. "Framing a guilty 
man is easy, it's much harder to frame an innocent 
one." 
The Mongolian Prawns arrived and Maloney 
scum had been scooped a steaming pile onto his plate. He smiled. "I don't mind solving your problems but next time 
why don't you tell me about it before you inciner­
ate the entire city?" shot full of 
The assembled company nodded sagely. "So 
smack while in what you got?" Maloney asked. "Who's dropping this stuff all over town?" 
"And now up the coast, even in Cairns," Gerry 
police custody, added. 
"At least you can give me a name," the cop tried 
that� what the again. "We don't know anything about it," Tony De-
Luca said. 
doctor said and "lthought it was them,"Mickey Ho said pointing 
to the others. 
h Maloney looked at the Big Falaffel. He popped a W 0 WaS a mere prawn into his mouth, shell and all. "Who was 
The Senior Sergeant stood open mouthed, im- policeman to 
pressed by the depth of wisdom emanating from 
bringing it from out of town?" he said deter­
minedly, as he crunched into the prawn. 
The Big Falaffel looked bewildered for a mo­
ment. He thought back over the past couple of 
weeks. It was a bit of a haze but there must of been 
some reason why he thought it came from out of 
town. Who was around when the cheap stuff ar­
rived? 
the Superintendent's mouth. Maloney went on: d h "A traffic infringement isn't gonna give us any isagree Wit 
leverage on the bugger and a murder rap is overdo­
ing it. The ideal thing would be to slam the till shut 
with the his hand in it but the closest this bloke ever 
him? 
e 
ln 
"Does anyone know Paul Tay- "Let me uet this lor? He's one of Clark's boys," he � · 
eventually said. Maloney nod-
d d h I h h d f Strai.u:ht," e . T ere was ig t at t  e en o �· 
the tunnel. 
"So Clark is trying to move into Gloria said. our territory," Mickey Ho said. "I 
say we kill him." 
"No, it's not Clark," the cop "You are going 
said, ripping off the head of an-
other prawn. "He's got enough 
problems as it is. I wouldn't be to pay me a 
surprised if Taylor has gone inde-
pendent." He ripped the legs off thousand 
the prawn. 
sa
;'d�t's kill him," Tony Deluca dollars a week 
"No one kills anyone," Maloney 
said firmly,dragging a prawn head not to fuck 
through the hot sauce and stuff-
ing it into his mouth. "He's my h • ? " problem now ... and he's not long t lS guy • 
for this world. Where's the finger 
fucking bowl?" 
Mickey Ho shouted at the waiters. "Now maybe you can help 
me with my problem," Maloney went on. "I need a girl for a couple 
of weeks." 
"I heard you had lost your interest in sex," Gerry De Luca said 
--with a big, greasy smile. "You going to put in some intensive 
remedial work?" 
Maloney didn't bother answering him. "Someone with a bit of 
imagination, maybe an actress. Can you do it?" 
"You got the money, we got the people with the time," Tony said. 
Maloney took a thousand dollars from his pocket and put it in 
the middle of the table. "There's another thousand for whoever 
and two for her if she does what I ask." 
Micky Ho swooped forward and grabbed the money. "Send 
down Gloria," he told the waiter who was bearing forth the finger 
bowl to the table. 
In a couple of minutes Gloria was there. Maloney smiled. The 
kid looked neat and a few quick questions showed that she was 
smart. 
"I want you to get a job at the P.A. hospital," Maloney said. She 
looked mystified. "Nurse, cleaner, pushing a trolley, whatever's 
available." 
'What's in it for me?" she asked. "If I wanted to be a nurse ... " she 
waved her hand. No further explanation was necessary. 
"I'll give you a thousand a week on top of whatever you get 
there, just keep your mouth shut." 
"Cleanliness and discretion guaranteed, but what do I have to 
do?" she asked. 
Maloney gave her explicit instrudions. Find the dodor and 
simply chat him up: "See if you can get him interested but don't 
come on too strong, let him think it is his idea. If he does get 
interested play hard to get, if he doesn't just develop the friend­
ship, be able to chat to him anytime you see him." 
"Let me get this straight," Gloria said. "You are going to pay me 
a thousand dollars a week not to fuck this guy?" 
"T hat's right," Maloney said. "Not yet anyway." 
"It's a deal," she said, as she left the room. 
"You're one hell of a kinky guy," the Big Falaffel said with true 
admiration in his voice. 
"You just remember that," Maloney said. • 
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We kicked off 
. saytng some 
sort of prayers 
for guidance 
and strength, 
and then the 
teacher bashed 
up everyone 
called Vassallo, 
Camilleri, 
Deniehy or 
Sharkey, for 
failing to have 
their hair 
parted 
somewhere 
else. 
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' 
by Michael Sharkey 
I POSSESS A BATTERED AND 
chewed old school crayon-book 
with a possum on the front cover. 
It contains my first literary gifts to 
the thirstingAustralian public, and 
my mother managed to keep it 
hidden for thirty-five years, by 
which time she sincerely hoped I 
would have attained the age of reason 
and overcome certain stylistic infelici­
ties. I have it by me still, the record of my 
first steps towards gaining something like an 
easy manner of expression and a pleasing hand. 
I doubt that the nuns were impressed with my first efforts. After 
several pages of experimentation I mastered the correct order of 
letters of the word 'cat', in something approximating the orthog­
raphy of a wounded funnel web covered in ink. 
Various pages of memoirs in a secret cipher follow, together with 
assorted sketches of a cat seen from the inside, or from the outside 
following its capsize into a General Electric Mixmaster. Salvador 
Dali never knew what fresh generation was treading close on his 
heels. T he nuns took it all in at once and gave me some pretty 
painted blocks to play with. I spent several weeks in Camden dis­
trict hospital having my stomach pumped to remove traces of lead 
poisoning thereafter, and emerged with a reputation as a gay 
fellow game for anything. 
I was next assigned to the school orchestra and appointed 
Officer in Charge of the triangle, from which post I was dismissed 
when I demonstrated that the instrument could be easily straight­
ened. 
Shortly afterwards I was returned to the hospital with a double 
dose of chicken pox and mumps contracted while engaged in pre­
liminary biology lessons with Nellie Van Nieuwenhousen on the 
haystack at the back of her parents' adjoining farm. The Camden 
Convent school breathed a sigh of relief and sent me a box of stale 
Black Magic chocolates when news erupted that my family was 
temporarily moving to Kogarah in the Sydney suburbs. 
From the heady joys of motoring to school in the side-car of Mr 
De Boer's Harley Davidson motorcycle with his son Andrew, I was 
relegated to pounding the asphalt of Kitchener St, 
a clapboard establishment halfway along the road to Fairfield. 
A pleasant stroll from my parent's farm to the top of Market Street 
brought me to a clump of wattle and eucalypt. Among the 
branches, big Manuel the Maltese labourer's son and I continued 
our scientific investigations with the aid of a magnifying glass 
which we applied to dried bark and insects, while exchanging sa­
lami and vegemite sangers. 
Our aerial apartments were soon descried from the rising col­
umns of smoke, and we were summarily dragged before a huge 
nun with a thick moustache who revelled in the name of Sister Ful­
gentia. She demonstrated various improving maxims on our im­
pressionable clay with the aid of an offcut of blackthorn blessed 
by the bishop of Kilkenny, so that we gained inordinate kudos for 
our refusal to prove our unworthiness by weeping in the presence 
of this sacred relic. T he unfortunate woman was soon styled Sis­
ter lndulgentia by the Lower Second, who were struck perhaps by 
a correspondence between the mysteries of Confession, Indul­
gences and horrible penances. 
T he parish church was located beside the school hall, and a 
sharp Italian priest named Tosi. He would address the school in 
English and then Italian, in an effort to turn us off anything resem­
bling respect for religion at the earliest possible opportunity. He 
suggested that five decades of the rosary was suitable penance for 
anyone foolish enough to confess to naughty thoughts or the 
bestial sin of disobedience, so that my brief tours of the confes­
sional were restricted to exchanges like this: 
Father Tosi: Bambino, what have you to declare? 
Incorrigible Sinner: I can't remember anything sinful this week, 
Father. 
Father Tosi: Are you sure you can't recall giving cheek to your 
teacher, or raffling cats at lunchtime or spending the class tuck-
shop money at Tony's IXL? 
· 
Incorrigible Sinner: I sure did. I had to raffle my shangai to get 
the balance. 
Father Tosi: Well, say an act of contrition, then, and recite 
another three decades of the rosary on account, in case we've 
forgotten anything. 
Incorrigible Sinner: Fair enough, Father. I confess to Awmighty 
God ... 
Kogarah, down past the corner shop where you v l d h could buy Perkins' Paste for one shilling to stick � OU earne t e 
pages of text-books together with, over the rai I way 
And then it was merely a case of bragging out­
side. 'What did you tell him?' 'I told him I saw my 
sister in the bath, and I hid her clothes, and I saweif 
the cane into six bits with my Dad's fretsaw, and he 
only gave me three Hail Marys'. 'Fair dinkum! I got 
five decades for telling a lie!' 
bridge, and up to the forbidding ancient red-brick correct answers two-story convent school staffed by Amazonian 
nuns who hated small boys, who were-said the 
seven-foot-six Irish ex-Sergeant Major Sister Cari­
tas-the Devil. 
off by heart 
from old I spent an interesting year staring at the walls, ceiling and floor of the detention room, a disused 
music room, for the Abominable Crime of wonder-
ing aloud to my accomplice Lachlan Macquarie, textbooks that 
the local doctor's son, whether nuns were human. 
I learned to identify seventeen species of insect 
and arachnid life in that room and acquired a rea­
sonable proficiency in free-form improvisation on 
the ancient Beale North cote upright concert grand. 
Many years later I was to discover that Karl heinz 
Stockhausen had stolen my most brilliant compo­
sitions and made his reputation on the strength of 
them. Great artists, as the Kontarsky brothers might 
have said, do not borrow; they steal. 
I graduated soon before the end of second class 
with a First in Nature Studies, and conceded Fails 
in Manners, Religious Knowledge and Numeracy. 
I was bustled off to the charming semi-rural seat of 
Smithfield, where my father had become lord of 
many acres of chooks and hogs. 
Our near neighbours were Chinese, Maltese and 
Italian. Two Italian migrant workers boarded with 
us and I became proficient in Italian and Chinese 
cuisine, politics and blasphemy faster than Vivaldi 
could pen a horn obligato. Taking these unusual 
abilities into account, my parents delivered me up 
once again to the Sisters of Incessant Flagellation at 
had an 
ambiguous 
photo of 
Captain Cook's 
Statue in Hyde 
Park clutching 
his telescope at 
an angle from 
his groin. 
The worst thing about actually going to school 
was walking past the state school and the Church 
of England School on the long haul up Smithfield 
Road. All the Oppos stood inside their stone fences 
and threw blue metal chips at us, while we, doyens 
of the Devout Stockade, had to rely on rabbit 
killing accuracy with shangais from an exposed 
position on the roadway. T hey kept up their dread­
ful war-cry "Cattleticks Cattleticks go to Hell, 
Anglicans Anglicans ring the bell". My mother 
gave me thumpings when I got home for having my 
clothes in tatters, after the Head Nun had had her 
crack at me with the blackthorn. Nine times tables 
were a cinch compared with going past the Angli­
can school, where we knew that the teachers were 
hiding behind the pupils and egging them on with 
'Remember Cranmer' and other encomium from 
Foxe's Booke of Martyres. It was not bliss to be 
alive in that era. 
The objectionable part of being at the school was 
the presence of Gary Branch, who was regarded by 
the majority of mothers as 'not a nice boy'. 
I should have liked anyone who was universally 
reviled, but Branch had declared at the ripe age of 
seven that he was going to be a pol iceman when he 
grew up, with the result that nobody would play 
with him apart from the heavies. 
He got stuck into training early, organising games 
of chance with marbles for pocket-money stakes, 
·and terrorising small Italian and Irish-Australian 
The nuns gave 
me some pretty 
painted blocks 
to play with. 
I spent several 
weeks in 
Camden district 
kids who copped his bashings and blubbered, and 
then got bashed by the nuns for wetting them­
selves. 
hospital having went into this routine about 'Hail Mary Full of Grapes', ti II you were caught out and told to go and 
For some reason of camaraderie among the fel­
lowship of thrash, the nuns liked Branch, who dob­
bed people in for mouthing the tables instead if 
singing them aloud with the class. I hope the bas­
my stomach 
pumped to 
see the Headmaster. 
tard found someone bigger to bash him later on. I 
preferred the company of the Chinese and Italians, remove traces 
The Head was called Carruthers and was sup­
posed to be related to the boxer jimmy Carruthers. 
He made me wait for about half an hour, ticked me 
off, asked me how my parents were, gave me some 
jellybeans and told me to scram. 
After I unch there were hymns again, and then we 
went into the Spelling Bee. I used to win this bit, 
and get a Holy Picture of some tepid saint looking 
poncey, while I watched everyone else get belted 
up. We had Reading, which was elocution, from 
old School Readers with stories by Lawson and 
poems by Victor Daley, john Le Gay Brereton, Zora 
Cross, David McKee Wright and Dorothea Mack­
ellar, all of whom had goggles drawn on their por­
traits, and 'I'm an idiot' added to the inscription. 
whose discretion was impeccable when valour in­
vaded the schoolyard. Branch's father was a pillar 
of the Church, and like the Chinese and Italians, I 
knew that the Holy Mother required better props. 
My mother and father thought it would be the 
making of me if I went to a proper Boys School, and 
in their wisdom they picked the furthest from 
home. So now I had to travel all the way to Fairfield 
by bus, ta_ke a train to Strathfield, and then journey 
by another bus to St Patrick's College, a rambling 
brick Stalag conducted by the facetiousiY:.named 
of lead 
poisoning and 
emerged with a 
reputation as a I didn't mind the yarns, but the poems were hard to memorise. We were expected to show our 'ap­
Christian Brothers. ' 
.f.'. ll With my background, 1 had always thought of gay J e OW game 
the family religion as 'Catholic', and all the· hereti-
preciation' for these flowers of Austral verse by de­
livering them aloud in a sing-song jogtrot. I picked 
up the knack and collected another soppy Holy 
Picture for Reading, and drew spectacles on the 
suffering simpleton while the rest of the class was 
flogged. 
cal denominations as 'Christian'. Nothing I saw or �"or anything. heard at the Christian Brothers provoked a change J' 
of mind. They constituted a schismatic sect of the 
jansenists who loathed boys for the most part, apart from the 
woodwork teacher, who had played Aussie Rules ?nd was a 
hundred years old and had fought in the Great War. Many years 
later, he received an OBE for surviving the classroom war for an­
other hundred years. 
We had five real subjects, and Religion, which went on all day. 
We kicked off saying some sort of prayers for guidance and 
strength, and then the teacher bashed up everyone called Vas­
sallo, Camilleri, Deniehy or Sharkey, for failing to have their hair 
parted somewhere else or for having three buttons instead of two 
on their jackets. Then we read out homework, and everyone who 
hadn't been walloped caught a warm-up four or five, depending 
on how energetic the teacher felt. Then there were more prayers, 
followed by Mental Arithmetic, with a teacher who had been 
practising weight-lifting all morning. When he finished throwing 
chalk at us and bashing us up, it was time for play lunch, when we 
could add up how many bashings had been dished out all morn­
ing and divide the sum by sixty-three. 
After play I unch, we had some 
prayers and a hymn, and it was 
time to get bashed up for not 
knowing the Catechism. The 
Catechism was a swine of a 
little green-covered thing with 
questions in it like'Why must I 
love God?', and you got three 
cuts for hesitating, and a whole 
six for getting the formula 
wrong. 
Then it was time to sing an­
other hymn and have Geogra­
phy. This was all about intrepid 
explorers like Human Shovel, 
Sturt and his Pee, Burkinwills 
and how many sheep there were 
in Queensland in 1926. You 
learned the correct answers off 
by heart from old textbooks that 
had an ambiguous photo of 
Captain Cook's Statue in Hyde 
Park clutching his telescope at 
an angle from his groin, and the 
best part was drawing maps of 
Australia with a plastic outline 
thingummy and colouring-in 
the States in different shades. 
You were bashed up for going 
outside the lines. Then we had 
the Angelus. A bell rang and we 
After reading came Nature Studies and Art, where we went into 
a field behind the school and drew slipshod sketches and water­
colours of a tree while a teacher called McCracken threw a fit. He 
was a painter who decorated the walls of his classroom with egg­
tempera Madonnas who looked as if they'd taken opium. 
McCracken drank medicine all day from big brown bottles-for 
his ulcer-a_nd screamed at everyone for putting the paint on in 
dribbly gobs instead of wetting the paper and putting on the col­
our in little touches with a near-dry brush. 
We were supposed to draw grasshoppers and label the working 
parts Abdomen, Thorax, Wings and other apparatus, but it wasn't 
a real subject, because McCracken couldn't catch us in the pad­
dock to bash us up. 
Somehow, I survived my first year there, and everyone thought 
I was turning into a little gentleman, because I'd already mastered 
the trick of saving everything up for later, when I got free, about ten 
years away. 
Only it seemed like thirty, which is why I'm writing it now. • 
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For those who 
came in late! 
Wh�n you last left 
the marsupial 
detective Don 
Quixote in issue 
#13, not only was 
it obvious that 
he'd been turned 
into a Kangaroo, 
he was also 
getting into 
something real 
big. 
Firstly, the sheriff 
and his political 
mates were up to 
their necks in 
some really big 
. conspiracy. 
Secondly, he'd 
made a very good 
friend in Brenda, 
and now she's just 
about to soothe 
the savaged beast, 
if you know what 
we mean, and I'm 
sure you do. 
Sin City never felt 
so good. 
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; 
by Robert Whyte 
BRENDA'S BEDROOM WAS A TALL there was something missing. My dick. 
room and everything in it was tall. The I should have realised something was wrong when I first noticed 
bed was on stilts, which was just as well I had a pouch. A wave of confusion and embarrassment swept 
because if things hadn't been extended over me. There were hundreds of one-liners supposed to be at the 
vertically there wouldn'thavebeenenough ready for every male confronted with disappointment in this sort 
space to fit them all in. A narrow writing table sat in front of a of situation. I couldn't remember one of them. My situation 
narrow window. Beside the bed, a chest of drawers stood with its seemed a little out of the ordinary. 
drawers half open, spilling clothes. A sprawling jumble of books, Brenda shifted underneath me. Her breath tickled my ear. 
clothes, shoes and miscellaneous furniture was pushed under the "Don't you dare apologise. " 
tall bed. The space which remained skirting the bed wasn't "I'm sorry . .. " 1 began. 
expansive. Brenda and I stood in it, kissing each other. She ignored me, kissing me gently. 
Brenda liked kissing, but sooner or later we were I wasn't sure where my penis could be-never-
going to get onto the bed.lt was very late. The idea That� what theless I still felt unusually aroused. Brenda's soft worried me. I wasn't sure about my relationship kisses only made it worse-or better. She guided 
with Brenda, and I was even less sure about the me until we were lying together side by side. 
step ladder we would have to climb. It looked dan- Hortense Brenda had her leg hooked over mine, and the in-
gerous and in my condition I wasn't sure if I could sistent pressure of her body against my thigh was 
make it. .I+'. d Sh enveloping me in a cashmere of crushed emotion. Her hair smelt wonderful and her breath tasted of OJJ ere • e put What is this thing-orgasm? I don't know. Brenda's 
apples and white wine. I was beginning to feel body against mine moved more insistently, and 1 
strange stirrings of hormonal overload. the word became more involved. By the time she had taught 
"You first," she whispered in my ear. me where to touch her I felt like my body had been 
Her towel had dropped away from her body, d h soaked in brandy and set alight. It became wild falling to the floor among a jumble of other cast off aroun t at when she lay back and I bent to lick her breasts, her 
fabrics. stomach, between her legs as she arched and 
I straddled the ladder. I surprised myself. It was anyone who convulsed and cried out, then hazy and lingering 
easy. In seconds I was lying amongst a fantastic when she held me tight and my body went loose 
profusion of bedclothes. Brenda followed, lightly t d t ld and silly and I shed uncomplicated tears on her sliding across me and began kissing me again. wan e 0 COU shoulders. 
Already I was feeling better about our relation- I woke with the room full of golden yellow sun-
ship. be beautiful light�iffused by the wooden blinds against the 
Her body felt warm and smooth. Her magnetic narrow window. Brenda was lying asleep against 
attraction made my mouth tingle, as though the my shoulder with her arm across my chest and 
fillings in my teeth were dissolving. I could feel her and desirable when I stirred she opened her eyes and smiled. 
fingernails burying themselves in the thick, matted Isn't it great when you wake up and you're in bed 
fur along my spine. My head was throbbing with a and all they with someone and the person you're in bed with strange mixture of anxiety and contentment. I took smiles. You feel like kissing. 
the opportunity to rub my face against her breasts. We kissed. It's a very simple thing to do. It feels 
lt was somethingl had wanted to do for some time. needed to do to good. 
I wasn'tdisappointed-it was very relaxing. Brenda Even the person who detests the social pleasant­
seemed to enjoy it too. She cupped one breast in get that way is ries and small talk ferried by the chartreuse air of her hand as she arched her back, guiding its nipple cocktail evenings will mouth sweet nothings to 
towards my mouth. Things became very warm and someone whose face is only inches away, whose 
fuzzy. I seemed to melt through her as my face was have their breath smells freshly of apples and whose lips look 
pressed against her chest, now warm and wet from beautiful when they move. Brenda and I chatted 
my mouth. Then we were lying side by side. Some brains sucked meaninglessly for some time, falling into the tall primitive instincts were taking over as I bit the back bed and laughing among the sheets and pillows, 
of her neck lightly, and tried to swivel out from interspersed with trips to the kitchen,toilet,cups of 
under her so that I was on top. I sensed my erection out. tea, and Arnott's Nice biscuits. 
but there was a great deal of confusion from that Brenda was quite candid about my lack of exper-
area. tise-not to mention genital equipment. 
Her legs parted and hooked over the small of my back as I lifted "What could be better?" she asked. "Warm, fuzzy, and no need 
myself from the bed with my front legs and we kissed again, as our for contraception at all." 
pelvises bumped together. I strained with my erection by remote "Do you mean that?" I laughed, watching a reflected sunbeam 
control, imagining my penis finding its way into her as her hips bounce from a mirror to glint on her stomach. 
thrust against mine, imagining it very naked, sliding into her, "Of course," she said, "one needs a break from Australian men, 
withdrawing glistening with her excited wetness, entering again- they're really very boring. It must be true that Australia is down­
to ease the unbearable tension that was building through the under. We're all upside down. Look at men. They're obsessed. The 
confusion. But not clearly. Something was very puzzling about the sperm must drain to the head." 
nature of what was happening-these were things that were "Brenda, I don't think you adequately grasped the gravity of the 
supposed to take care of themselves, I thought. situation-not long ago I was an Australian man." 
Admittedly, I was a virgin. At least in my present state I was. "I'm sure you were a nice one, darling," she said, kissing me 
Brenda's hands slid down by her sides, towards my erection, to again. 
guide me. I arched my back. Her hands slid lightly between her "Are you serious about men?" 
thighs and mine, fumbled at my groin, pressing against the blank, "What do you mean?" she asked. 
furry expanse at the base of my pouch. That didn't seem right. It's "You seem to know a lot about them." 
very hard to think autonomic bodily responses---either you have "Oh, I don't �now. I've had one or two fleeting affairs with men 
them or you don't. Everything felt all right-up to a point. Then who weren't really interested in me. But people are much the 
same, aren't they?" 
"Do you think I'm the same 
as I was before my-uh, acci­
dent?" 
"I really don't know. Why 
worry?" 
"You might not like me the 
way I was." 
"Possibly. On the other hand, 
I might, though. You seemed 
nice enough when I saw you in 
the hotel, the other day. You'd 
be a lot better off if you were 
just a little smarter and a little 
less idealistic about people. You 
can't go round telling the po­
lice they're sausages and ex­
pect not to spend a lot of your 
life unconscious." 
"I guess I'm stupid. Is that 
what you're saying?" 
"That's not the way I'd put it. 
I'd have to say you're more 
than slightly paranoid. And a 
bit of a dreamer. You seem smart 
enough in some ways, darling, 
but not very wise in the ways of 
the world. You don't need much of the milk of human kindness to 
succeed in business and amongst the underworld. What you need 
is a bit more rat cunning." 
"I don't do rat cunning very well, I know," I admitted. 
Eventually though, our conversation returned to the things for 
which I had no answers. I outlined the Sheriffs synopsis in which 
he desired to dangle me I ike a piece of mullet on a four-hook gang 
for the choppers feeding in the gutters between the waves of inter­
She laughed, "Hortense is sucking their brains out." 
"I don't believe it." 
"I told you. But it's the truth, and what's more, she's doing it with 
their permission." 
"What? Are you Hilling me that the youth of Sydney are going 
up to Hortense and saying 'Excuse me, Mrs Nudeckster, I don't 
agree with you politically, so could you please suck my brains 
out?" 
"Yes." national finance and domestic politics. Brenda, in 
her day job at the Dixon Street Hotel and her part 
time work, had picked up a fair amount of gossip 
and knew most of the principals. 
"What could "Brenda, give me a break. Tell me you're josh­ing." 
"I've heard of Hortense Nudeckster, of course," 
Brenda said. "She's a regular topic of discussion at 
Miriam's house. But there's more to this than kan­
garoos and world leaders." 
be better?" 
she asked. 
'What do you mean?" 
"No-one could possibly expect to simply sweep "Wann, 
fuzzy, 
to power on the kangaroo vote, that's ridiculous. 
"It's true, Quixote. For every one of those smart 
young things in black you see hanging out with 
feminist leanings and new theories about Marcel 
Proust, sushi and hip hop, there are thousands 
more too shy to ever go to Cafe Sport, or wherever 
they go. If everyone who said they were at Cafe 
Sport any given week actually went there, they'd 
overflow up Norton Street all the way back to 
Ryde." And anyway, if they did, we'd only have ourselves 
d d .r, to blame-people get the government they de- an no nee J or 
serve. Hortense Nudeckster doesn't take chances--
"So what?" 
and she doesn't fight clean. If she's going to rely on contraception elections to win government, she'll have figured 
"So the vast majority of teenagers who want to 
be with it, aren't. They'd jump at the chance to be 
noticed, to be somebody, to have other people 
admire them. That's what Hortense offered. She 
put the word around that anyone who wanted to 
could be beautiful and desirable and all they 
out some way to eliminate the opposition. Kanga­
roos won't do her much good in the country. If she 
fights the election on the same boundaries as they 
are now, the country electorates will simply return 
at all." 
the same candidates as they did in the last election-conserva­
tives. She needs to win in the cities." 
"We're safe, then, nothing to worry about," I said. 
Brenda frowned, her purple lashes framing her green eyes. "Not 
likely." 
"Why not? None of those kids reading Umberto Eco and drink­
ing short blacks at the Cafe Sport is going to want to vote for 
someone whose idea of life comes out of Sunday School." 
"Sure, so what do you think Hortense is doing with them?" 
"I give up, what?" 
"You wouldn't believe it, Quixote, you're far too innocent." 
"I may be innocent," I complained, "but it has been pointed out 
to me that I'm also incredibly gullible. I'll believe anything." 
needed to do to get that way is have their brains 
sucked out. There have been rumours of Hortense running this 
scam long before she snagged Adolpha and his test tubes and 
thought up the Kangaroo hair-tonic gag. That's just icing on the 
cake. The reason Hortense will win the next elections is simple­
there'll be no-one left to vote against her." 
"I don't see what's beautiful and desirable about a sucked out 
brain," I said. 
"That depends what kind of body the brain is put into-have 
you noticed how realistic store dummies are looking these days?" 
"Store dummies? She's putting brains into store dummies? 
Why?" 
"It's the ultimate voyeuristic thrill in reverse," Brenda ex­
plained. "Kids who are dumpy, ridden with cellulite and pimples, 
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worried about AIDS, bad breath, daggy clothes-any phobia 
out of Clone Magazine you can think of-can suddenly be tall and 
slim, with beautiful smiles, permanently erect nipples and fantas­
tic clothes, standing in the display windows of department stores, 
being ogled by thousands of passers by." 
"There are a lot of them." 
"And each one with the brain of a teenager just old enough to 
vote, standing there, soaking it in. They love it." 
"That's horrible," I shuddered. 
"That's not the horrible part, Quixote. They really do like it. 
They're getting their fifteen minutes of fame, only it's forever. The 
horrible thing is what Hortense does with the leftover bodies." 
"Leftover bodies?" The phrase sounded ghastly. 
"Yes. The bodies leftover after the brains are sucked out of them. 
They're not really ugly of course, the kids who were in them just 
thought they were. They're neurotic. It helps stimulate an urge to 
consumerism-we're encouraged to think that way." 
"And Hortense has all these bodies? What does she do with 
them?" 
"Makes money, of course," Brenda laughed. "How do you think 
she got rich enough to buy up parts of the Middle East? Not to 
mention her interests in the Gucci Archipelago. She puts the 
bodies on nude sun-bathing beaches to attract rich tourists. Those 
wealthy gadflies love a good nude beach. And they stay in guess­
who's world wide chain of time-share apartments." 
"Hortense's." 
"Paying in high-value, overseas marks. 'kry convenient, isn't 
it." 
sympathetic magic. I was alarmed that our generation had to trust 
its survival to these things. The machinery echoed as it counted out 
the bills, slid my card back to me with a sigh, and iOIIed out a sheaf 
of orange and blue. 
I put the cash in my pouch and we entered the big store. 
"Yikes!" I screamed and tried to hide behind Brenda while 
grabbing'her breasts for reassurance. 
Brenda was dressed in a blue tank-top, short white shorts and 
beach sandals. This gave me very little camouflage for my 
behaviour. She slapped at my hands. 
"Quixote, what's the matter, you moron!" 
I looked around me. The insides of Gross Brothers, once a 
comfortable, old fashioned department store, had been made over 
a-la-blue-mirror-glass. Every section strobed neon, from butcher 
to designer pyjamas. Pathways wound through the sections in a 
labyrinth of flashing lights. 
"What's happened to Gross Brothers?" I complained. 
"What do you mean?" 
"All these flashing lights," I said. 
"Where have you been, Quixote? Did you miss the '80s?" 
She had dragged me along a corridor to a lift. It was made 
entirely of glass. We began to ascend. The lift was agonisingly 
slow. Through the glass was a view through an atrium filled with 
palm trees, fountains and merchandise in colourful chaos. It was 
very confusing to look at. 
"I don't regard Gross Brothers as my corner store," I said. "I don't 
come here often." 
"Do you think the Sheriff knows about the nude Jr-1" h beaches?" 1 asked. "He was the one who seemed J everyone W 0 
worried about Hortense." 
"You mean you've never been here?" 
"Well ... maybe." 
"An innocent from suburbia," Brenda laughed. 
"Your friend theSheriffs just scared that Hortense said they were 
will upset the apple cart. He doesn't care who's in 
"These big shops are ali i ike this nowadays. It's the 
contemporary shopping environment. They ei-. 
ther make you feel good so you'll buy things, or 
they make you feel bad so you'll buy things. 
Whichever theory they go for, the result is the 
same. You buy things." 
government, really. The police have a good system 
running the rackets. Why trade this system, which 
keeps them in money, girls, and drugs-for one 
where they won't even have dirty videos? He'd be 
happy enough with kids having their brains sucked 
out as long as he got a cut of the action and 
everyone maintained the status quo. I don't think 
that Hortense wants to restrict herself to just the 
Sheriffs territory, though. She and Adolpha are 
mad enough to think they can take over the world 
and then just go away somewhere." 
• • • 
at Cafe Sport 
any given week 
actually went 
there, they'd 
overflow up 
The Volkswagen slid between two red sports Norton Street cars, a Mercedes and a Mercury, leaving a long 
We had emerged into a blinding sort of cacoph­
ony. Beautiful young men and women wearing 
not very much, smoking slim line cigarettes 
crowded around us among I arge full size advertis­
ing posters of beautiful young men and women 
wearing not very much, smoking slim line ciga­
rettes. I couldn't tell them apart. 
"It's all very nicely done, in the worst possible 
taste," Brendas voice said, quite close to my ear. 
"The musak, the fluoros, they're all designed to 
make you feel nervy, so you won't notice how 
much you're spending. Notice how the most 
streak of bare metal on the side of each, before 
squeezing into the darkness of a narrow slot in the 
Gross Brothers carpark. It was only a couple of 
hundred metres from Brenda's terrace. We could 
have walked. 
expensive things are at eye level?" 
all the way back "I'm not sure I'm at the stage of noticing any­
thing. I can't see." 
to Ryde." "Don't worry, you won't get used to it." "Are you sure this is a good idea?" 
Brenda matched the duco with lipstick and 
smeared red over the gashes in the paintwork. At 50 metres you 
couldn't tell a thing. 
I wasn't convinced that Sydney's voting youth were happier in 
bakelite than they were in their own bodies, so we were visiting 
the department store to take a look. 
Apparently there was a way of getting down through the carpark 
to the store, but we couldn't find it. We walked down the ramps 
to a side street and from there towards the Broadway entrance. 
We passed a flexi-teller, very conveniently placed. I joined the 
queue of five or six shoppers stripping their accounts for a stroll 
through the store. Isn't it peculiar how flexi-tellers impose cour­
tesy on human beings. We were strategically placed about two 
metres back from the shopper at the hole-in-the-wall, just close 
enough to see which numbers were being punched in, but just far 
enough to give the impression that you were too polite to look. It 
was pathetic, the furtive way people mentally logged the number 
of the person in front of them-just in case they left their card by 
mistake. With forgotten cards left behind, the real test would come 
if the others in the queue banded together to fleece the savings of 
the absent-minded idiot who had just left. What if one of them got 
a stab of conscience? It could be ugly. 
That could be why you feel more tense the longer the queue. 
When watching just one person hammering at the black win­
dow-with no-one behind you-you feel very secure. It was on 
those occasions I took special care to watch those pin numbers. 
You never know. 
My turn came. I was feeling very nervous. There was only one 
person behind me in th� queue. Bastard. I glared at him, a thin, 
weedy looking guy with ugly, mismatched clothes and a mous­
tache. He shuffled back out of range. Brenda was pacing back and 
forth impatiently. 
I keyed in my number and asked the machine to give me $300. 
That ought to get me through the rest of the day. I was worried 
about the financial aspect of recent events-1 would like to get 
access to the company account but I couldn't see a way of doing 
so without falling into the clutches of the Sheriff. Sancho had 
always insisted on being a signatory to the chequebook, which 
made it very hard to withdraw money without his consent. Impos­
sible, in fact. The bank had been warned. 
I tapped a tinny tom-tom with the nails on my right paw. It was 
"It works. Sensory overload-it induces a psy­
chological state very similar to brain death, while leaving the 
spending glands intact." 
"Brain death?" 
· 
"The lights are on in the body, but no-one's at home between the 
ears." She dragged me past thousands of shoes. ''The sort of glazed 
numbness that overcomes you when faced with the choice of 47 
types of cat food in gleaming trays blazing with discount markers. 
You stare at the display, dribbling-and fifteen minutes later wake 
up, not knowing who you are, how all those goods got into your 
trolley, and how you're going to get out of here." 
"It just makes me want to escape," I said. 
"It's not that easy," Brenda said. "The floor plans are detailed, but 
misleading. We should go to the fresh food section-it's great. It's 
"back to the womb territory"-low light, low heat lamps, low 
ceilings, dark floors. Dim, moist, with gadgets that spray scotch 
mist on the food and vegetables. 'kry calming. At least it's 
supposed to be. I think it's slimy. People go there and like it so 
much they stay there. I bet they're compost now." 
"This is modern shopping?" 
"This is contemporary shopping. Modern shopping is worse. 
Instead of building these places for us to visit, we'll live in 
Shopping Estates. You won't have to go out to the shops, houses 
will be built inside them. All you'll need to do is walk out the front 
door, show your bar code tattoo on the forearm and take the toilet 
rolls off the shelf in front of you. If you want cat food, you may have 
to catch the bus down to aisle 17." 
"Very funny," I laughed. 
Brenda wasn't laughing. "You wait and see." 
"Are we going to the fresh food section?" 
"No way," she said. "I don't want to be compost. We're going 
to Ladies' Fashions." 
We boarded a travellator. It took us out over another space fi lied 
with foliage and neon, towards further acreages of heady smelling 
stuff with big price tags. 
The travellator spilled us onto an orange carpet that came up to 
about knee height and probably had swamp creatures lurking at 
the bottom. Brenda was sauntering conspicuously, I was tagging 
along in a shadowy fashion, trying not to be noticeable. 
There were d.ummies everywhere-the non-animate kind made 
from moulded plastic. There were also large numbers of shop 
assistants with very intense make-up and cute black and white 
blouse and skirt outfits that didn't do a lot for their individuality. 
They lurked behind large counters and seemed to spend a lot of 
time trying out the lipstick and perfume testers. 
Brenda had reached the I i ngerie display. She was trying to attract 
my attention. I was thinking it was better to leave, by this stage, but 
I knew I wouldn't be able to find the way out. Perhaps I could hide 
in the carpet until Brenda left, then I could follow her out. 
Brenda reached out and pulled me along by the wrist. I would 
have preferred holding paws. She seemed very large. Perhaps I 
had been miniaturised. This world in here was awfully big and 
strange. That could be a reaction to being dragged along by the 
wrist. I tried to assert myself but alii could do was squeak. 
'What did you squeak?" 
"Nothing." 
"Then be quiet, we don't want to attract their attention." 
"Whose attention?" I asked. 
''The shop assistants, of course. We'll have to avoid being 
spotted or we'll never make it out with one of the dummies." 
'We're not going to take one of the dummies?" 
'Why not?" . 
'What if we're caught? They'll throw t�e book at us." 
'What book?" Brenda asked. 
- . 
''The one with "no body snatching allowed" on the front cover." 
"I don't intend getting caught, for a start," Brenda said, "and 
secondly, I doubt very much whether they'll charge us with body 
snatching, if they do catch us. All that will happen is they'll take 
the dummy away from us, ask us to keep quiet and let us go.lf they 
do that, well know they're in on the plan, but we won't have any 
evidence. If they don't, and just want to charge us with shop­
lifting, they won't be able to prove anything unless we leave the 
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I hopped up onto the dais. ZF \..) 
"Look at what?" 
"Look into her eyes." "Don't worry, they'll never find us in here." 
Trapped in its perfect face, the eyes of the dummy had a haunted 
look. 
"Are you sure they like it?" I asked. 
'What do you mean?" 
The sweaty, tropical lust of rainforest gloom had settled around 
us. Crocs munched quietly on fallen shoppers in the biolumines­
cence spreading across the black water in lagoons surrounded by 
thickets of bulrushes and mangroves. 
''They have the look of trapped brains. Can't you see it?" 
'Well, obviously some like it more than others. I saw the way 
you were looking up her crutch. How would you feel?" 
"You said they liked being looked at." 
Mosquitoes the size of bats swooped wantonly among the 
clinging vines that struggled up the trunks of huge phycus trees 
towards a far off glistening patch of daylight beyond the forest 
canopy. 
"Looking is one thing, Quixote. You were peering 
at her privates." "This isn't an 
"But she didn't have any. She looks like Barbie." 
"Be quiet, you idiot, she doesn't know that." 
I strolled over to another display. Another dummy 
wearing a gorgeous black and red frock with emerald 
green splashes and a full circle skirt was draped 
suggestively over a sofa. Her perfect skin was cool 
to the touch. I tapped on her forehead. 
"Hey, do you really like it in there?" I asked. 
The dummy replied, her eyes swimming back 
into focus. "Can I be of some assistance?" 
''Yikes!" I said, backing away. "Brenda!" 
"What's the matter now?" Brenda hissed, meet­
ing me in the orange swamp with a young male 
dummy under her arm. The dummy was wearing a 
charcoal grey imitation sharkskin jacket and noth­
ing else. 
''That dummy on the sofa," I said, "it's alive." 
Brenda pushed me behind a thicket of palm 
fronds which had wedged itself like a green flame 
innocent 
bystandei; 
Quixote, this is 
a shop 
assistant. 
You're trapped 
in a web of 
into the lingerie section. international "Take hold of this," she said, passing me the 
dummy. 'We've got to get out of here. That was the 
manageress of ladies' fashions. Can't you tell a 
plastic from a human being?" 
intrigue and 
������,er skin, her figure, her clothes-they were you're having 
"That's why she doesn't need to be a dummy," 
said Brenda, "she's happy the way she is. She's also qualms about 
totally vacant." 
"Do you think she noticed me?" h 
· h "Oh no, I imagine she is molested by kangaroos S OOtlng a S op 
all the time." 
"I guess she did notice me." . ?" asststant. 
"Are we in Fresh Food now?" I whispered. 
Brenda, looking more and more like an escapee 
from Devil's Island, tore her way through clamber­
ing ground cover and small pots overflowing with 
vegetable seedlings. "I think," she said, "that this is 
the gardening section." 
From the swarthy, thickening gloom, popped a 
swarthy, thickening sales assistant. 
"Yes?" 
"Do you know the way out of here?" I asked her. 
"It's got beyond us a little, I'm afraid," the 
swarthy shop assistant said. "We've been trying to 
cut a way to the exit. It seems to be growing faster 
than we can get through it. Where are you going 
with that dummy? It's store property, you know." 
"Shoot her, Quixote." Brenda said. 
"Shoot her? What with?" 
"A gun, of course, what do you think, a fucking 
long bow?" 
"A gun? Are you serious?" 
"Don't tell me you don't carry a gun. What kind 
of a detective are you anyway?" 
"A detective with foibles, I guess. And one of 
them is I don't shoot innocent bystanders.  There 
are rules about that." 
"This isn't an innocent bystander, Quixote, this 
is a shop assistant. You're trapped in a web of 
international intrigue and you're having qualms 
about shooting a shop assistant?" 
By this time the shop assistant had pulled out a 
machine gun and was about to fire it at me. Brenda 
bopped her on the nut with the dummy. This had 
two beneficial results. First, it knocked the shop 
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assistant unconscious. Secondly, it knocked the head off the 
dummy. 
The head rolled onto the moist, smelly linoleum between my 
hind legs. I picked it up. 
"Do you think there really is a person's brain inside this?" I 
asked. 
"There's only one way to find out," Brenda said cheerfully. 
"Bring it with us. We'll crack it open later. For now, let's get out of 
here." 
I stashed the head in my pouch. Brenda led the way through the 
sweltering display. Finally we emerged in the delicatessen. This 
had a stairway at the back of it which led to bedding and awnings. 
Beyond this was the car park. As we reached the automatic doors 
leading onto the concrete and monoxide, we noticed a hubbub 
was being left in our wake, as we pushed over furniture and 
display goods in our hurry to get out. I was going to have to teach 
Brenda some things about working inconspicuously. 
The carpark was full. We scraped two more cars getting out of 
the parking place and hit the ramp with screeching tyres. Brenda 
was yelling. She seemed to be enjoying herself . 
It wasn't unti I we were through Kings Cross and on to New South 
Head Road that I took my head out of the glove box. 
• • • 
The 4.00 pm traffic along New South Head Road was relatively 
slight. We had an easy drive. We only occasionally lapsed in 
concentration, causing a caterwaul of honking and barping. 
"Get a hat!" yelled Brenda, whenever she cut off someone's right 
of way, or caused a pile-up behind us. 
We were heading for Lady Bay, a refuge for leathery skinned 
perverts and coconut oil merchants. It was Sydney's most popular 
beach for that sort of thing, but not the only one. I was still shocked 
that 90% of the nudists, who I had thought were all legitimate sun­
worshippers, were really brainless bodies of young adults getting 
their kicks in a store window somewhere. 
Brenda crashed the Volkswagen to a halt against a cement wall 
and expelled a thin rasping sigh of relief. 
"That was fun!" 
'Which particular part did you like?" I asked. 
"Oh, all of it. I think I've got a natural aptitude for this sort of 
thing." 
"Well, you get results," I admitted. 
"Results, yeah!" 
"But you lack subtlety, 
nesse every now and 
Brenda. This game requires a little fi­
then." 
"Fuck subtlety" Brenda laughed. 
"I just enjoy mucking up." 
The sun was low in the west, 
· casting strange glimpses of colour 
onto puffy clouds over the ridged 
rock. 
The carpark overlooked the 
ocean, but most of the beach was 
obscured from view by the ce­
ment wall at the edge of the car 
park which fell about 8 
metres on the other side to 
the rocks. A thin iron ladder set 
into the cement was the only 
way of getting down there. 
Another fine example of dis-
crimination. Disabled people 
weren't allowed to be nud­
ists. 
Brenda reached across 
me, the soft pressure of 
her breast insistent 
against my side as 
she opened the glove box and scrabbled inside it. 
"What are you looking for?" 
She looked up at me, her face young looking and still flushed 
with excitement. 
"Give me a kiss," she said. 
Her h<;J.nd strayed to stroke the inside of my thigh, pressing 
against my non-localised memories of tumescence. 
I kissed her. 
She found what she was looking for in the glove box-a small 
plastic bag filled with crinkly green leaves. She rolled a medium 
to large sized spliff, using about 10 TallyHo, and fired up one end. 
The smell of roasting wombats became heady in the car. Brenda 
had wound all the windows up. 
"We don't want narks sniffing us out." 
She settled back into her seat and swung her left leg out until it 
straddled mine. I played with her knee. The sunset was producing 
geranium effects on the windscreen. 
"Do you want some?" 
"No thanks." 
"Cieanskin." 
"Hardly. I just want to keep a clear head until this is all over." 
"You'd think better if you let your brain get mushy." 
"Why's that?" 
"Fewer distractions." 
"Except that I'd be stoned. That could be distracting." 
"Do you want to fuck me?" 
"What kind of question is that?" 
"A trick question. Ha ha. Got you a beauty." Brenda laughed, 
and choked on a morsel of smoke. 
"Serves you right." 
Her eyes were streaming. I cou I d hard I y see her now, the car was 
filled with ropey pillars of smoke, which reminded me of a 
macrame Acropolis I has seen once in a Greek handicrafts store. 
"Brenda?" 
"Yes?" 
"Where are you?" 
"Over here." 
Silence. 
I lapsed into a sense of extreme sensory awareness. The patterns 
of sunlight were fingerpainting charismatic chiaroscurobic crea­
tions on the crenellated laminate of the windscreen. The cunning 
glazier responsible had introduced genetic engineering of the 
glass so that on occasions like these the silicon crystals were able 
to fan out like the feathery gills of a crinoid to receive the 
strabismal molecularity of the energetic photons. 
"Brenda?" 
"Yes?" 
"Are you sure there's a connection between the brains being 
sucked out and the hair tonic?" 
"What makes you ask that?" Brenda asked. Her voice was foggy. 
"Because it doesn't make any sense." 
"What doesn't make any sense." 
"These bodies on nude sun-bathing beaches to attract tourists." 
Brenda's voice came to my ears like the tiny pitter-pat of little 
feet. "You don't like the rich tourists?" 
"Not much." 
"What don't you like about it?" 
"The credibility factor." 
"Oh." 
Two skinny promontories of rock stretched over the sea, con­
taining it quietly between the arms of the harbour. In that quiet 
water filled with aquatic giraffes and sea zebras, I imagined thou­
sands of little fish picking on the scraggles of flesh the sharks left 
after they had hacked up the bodies of people dropped in there 
from helicopters. These were people who had foolishly upset 
Sydney's criminals. Was I upsetting Sydney's criminals? I hoped 
not. Perhaps I should go home to bed. I thought of the type of 
execution that could await me, for stepping on the toes of the Mr 
Bigs, Mr Littles, and Mr Medium-Sized. 
First, there was a crashing noise to the head. That was the chains 
they tied around your nose so that you didn't float onto Bondi 
Beach with the turds. Then the thwack of the 'copter blades 
thudding against the air. Then the whistle of a short plummet into 
black mouths gathering for their nightly feed. Doesn't take sharks 
long to know that there's a regular juicy morsel going to fall out of 
the sky. Manner from heaven. Menchen fur den munchies. 
Ha Ha. 
Oh well. I looked at the blue plumed, 
lace fringed clouds as I opened the 
door and stepped unsteadily out onto 
the carpark. Time to go down to the 
beach. • 
The meaning of life 
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by Justin Shaw 
THE LEYLAND GRUMBLED AND FARTED ITS WAY past 
the bus stop, and finally groaned to a halt outside Gran's 
block of flats. I always hated that car, because it had vinyl 
seats, and God somehow always knew when we were 
driving from Melbourne to Sydney; accordingly, He made the 
weather hot and sticky, every time, without fail. Except for the 
time when it rained so hard we didn't get past Euroa. 
So there we were. Again. As usual I was in two minds about 
whether to get out and stretch my legs, (which for the last nine 
hours had been squashed up in the back seat between my sister 
and my Donald Duck carry bag full of colouring-in books and 
pencils), and risk leaving the skin off the back of my legs on the 
seat, or just sit there in pain, waiting for Dad to park the car in the 
shade and give me time to cool down. 
Mum made the decision for me, by making the announcement 
that my little sister had wet her pants. No way I was moving. If 
Katrina was wet, that meant Mum would be cleaning her up, and 
me and Dad would have to carry all the luggage upstairs. 
Of course I knew about Katrina's little indiscretion; I'd heard her 
quiet sigh of relief about ten minutes out of Gundagi. I hadn't said 
anything at the time, because I didn't want Dad to stop the car, and 
in my eight year old mentality, the best thing was to keep the car 
going, so we'd get to Gran's place quicker. 
And besides, the smell didn't really worry me, because I could 
always go the rest of the way with my head sticking right out the 
window. It was fun driving like that, with the wind trying to push 
the breath back down my throat, and the hole in my tront tooth 
made a funny whistling noise. 
So there we were. Nine and a bit hours of farting, scratching, 
pinching, spilling cups of soft drink accidentally-on-purpose over 
the head-rest down Mum's back, and dodging the old man's 
flailing left arm when we made too much noise, and we were 
there. Eight-year-old heaven, of a sort. Getting out of bed at the 
crack of dawn (if not before) and bashing a tennis ball around the 
courtyard while all the old farts tried to sleep. Bashing Katrina up 
on the way to the shop to get some milk, and blaming it on the 
Greeks. And going down to the Lebanese food store to play Space 
Invaders. Space Invaders was the Biggest Deal of all the Big Deals 
I encountered on our yearly trips to Sydney. 
Space Invaders! Gee Whiz! I've never played Space Invaders 
before, and I'd really like to try it and I need two dollars in twenty­
cent pieces pleeeeeease, Gran! 
So, off I'd trot, happy as Larry, blissfully and childishly unaware 
of the shit that used to go down at the Lebanese store. Now I'm not 
a racist, but my childhood was permanently tarnished by what 
happened to me one day at the hands of that particular bunch odd 
smelly, dirty, spitting, knife-wielding little drug dealers. But that's 
another story. 
Gran's flat. Years of chain-smoking Capstan Cork-tips had given 
it a strange and sensual aroma. Gran had given up ages ago, after 
she got emphysema, but that beautiful smell is still there, after all 
that time. That same old telly, and the same old couch, and the 
same textured plaster ceiling that used to keep me enthralled for 
hours. 
Every time we were there and I wasn't out playing, I'd lie on the 
floor and stare at that ceiling, opening and shutting my eyes, like 
you do when you're looking at clouds, trying to see all the different 
shapes and faces. 
Once I could have sworn I saw Granddad up there, but as soon 
as I called Gran and Mum over to look, he'd gone. Mum couldn't 
understand why I'd say such a cruel thing, with Granddad so 
recently departed, and yelled at me in the way parents do when 
they can't remember what it's like to be young, and as result I felt 
like a little piece of shit. Mum doesn't mean to, but she's always 
been good at putting me down. 
First priority for the funny looking blonde kid with the big ears 
and daggy clothes was to get outside and see if the cat next door 
was still around, but with all the setting up and cleaning of Katrina 
to do, it looked like that would have to wait. So, I went into the 
bathroom and, most unlike a boy of my age, started to get cleaned 
up a bit. 
With the grime of nine hours travel finally removed from my 
small body, I sort of felt obliged to go and say hello to Gran. 
"Hi Gran!" I yelled as I swept past her like a kid possessed, on 
my way to check out the Cat With No Name. 
"Oh ... Hello, Justin luv, how are you?" 
"Good. I'm just going outside for a while." 
That year, nothing much happened in Sydney. Come to think of 
it, nothing much ever happened when we went to stay with Gran. 
It was always the same, the trips to see Nan a (Dad's mum), the trips 
to Taronga Park, and of course, the day at the Belmore Sports 
Ground to see the Canterbury-Bankstown Bulldogs demolish 
whichever team was stupid enough to be playing them at home 
when I was in town. 
Rugby League's always been a passion of mine, and it probably 
led to the roastings I used to cop as a kid. Rugby is to Melburnians 
as Communism is to South Korea. It's something inherently evil, 
it wants to take over, and it and all of its supporters should be 
killed. 
So that was one of the dozen or so un-eventful holidays the Shaw 
family spent in Sydney. Times change, funny looking blonde kids 
with big ears and daggy clothes grow up, buy their own clothes, 
and after the acne and angst-ridden times of childhood and 
puberty are over, start to look not entirely unattractive and would 
rather stay home when the rest of the family, now alienated by the 
cool ness and arrogance of having your own job and your own car, 
set off for Sydney every year or so. 
I still see Gran and Nan a occasionally, when they take the train 
down here to stay with us, and a couple of times I've even been 
up there, once to buy a car, and once when me and a couple of 
mates drove up for a dirty weekend in Sin City, and stayed with 
Gran. 
• • • 
It's really funny the way being a child blurs your vision and 
affects the way you see people. I'd always thought of Gran and 
Nana as these old but invulnerable ladies who were just there, you 
know? 
Always around with twenty cents for bubble-gum, always there 
to berate your parents when you're being punished, ("Don't you 
hit that boy! That's a beautiful fire he's built under the letterbox!"), 
always just. .. I dunno, around. Indestructible yet frail. 
Now, every time I see them, without the self-centred eyes of a 
horrible eight year old boy, I can see the way the years take their 
toll on people. 
Up to a certain age, as you get older, you get better. But once 
you're past that age, time travels too fast, and the years seem to blur 
together, only occasionally brightened by the appearance of your 
children, who years ago had left you to start their own families in 
the blind hope that they'd never get old, and seeing your grand­
children change from funny-looking kids with big ears and dirty 
knees into stubborn, arrogant youths with big heads and dirty 
mouths. 
These two old ladies get more tired-looking every time I see 
them, and though they can't see it in my eyes, or hear it in my· 
smart-arsed comments, I feel such immense respect for them that 
it's just impossible to express without lapsing into sullen, resentful 
silence. But they know everything, do grandparents. They've got 
their photo albums, and their failing memories, and they know 
you better than you think they do. 
They can give you an almost complete history of yourself, if you 
ask them. 
From the first phone-call from your mother, announcing that 
she's pregnant, to that insanely happy and proud call from Dad, 
"It's a boy!!!! Oh God, he's beautiful, and healthy, and oh shit, I 
can't remember his name!" right through all your temper tantrums 
at the shops, and the time he caught you smoking, and it just goes 
on forever. Things you never even knew about are filed away 
indefinitely in those blue-rinsed heads. 
Sydney and its people and its places mean so much to this 
cynical Melburnian that its just impossible to put into words. The 
days I spent"there were my hand-knitted Jumpers of Content. * 
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"I have seen a 
German 
woman. I am 
involved with a 
German 
woman. No 
details. At the 
end of our tour 
on June 23 I'm 
going to visit 
her in Bavaria; 
spend about 10 
days there. 
Then return to 
Sydney and to 
what ever 
reception you 
. '' gtve me. 
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by Kathleen Phillips 
IT WAS AFTER SIX BY THE TIME SHE LEFT 
the museum on Friday. The new exhibition 
was opening in three weeks and the de­
signer and the curator were still arguing. She 
tried to forget about the exhibition and think about the weekend. 
There was a letter and postcard waiting at home. The postcard 
was stamped 30 May, the letter 1 June. The flat was cold and felt 
a bit damp. She turned on the heater and the television. The news 
was on. 
She looked at the postcard. 
"It's Leeds, its Dark but I've showered and washed my beautiful 
half black coloured hair I miss your body, that's an urgent message. 
This parade of dates continues, it's England this week, I'm feeling 
fine. Best of luck with the new show. I wish I had a new show. Your 
beautiful 
Garth" 
His spelling and grammar were hopeless and she wondered for 
a moment if he meant you're beautiful. No. He was signing off 
"your beautiful" the way someone else would "your loving". She 
was not enthused about the new show Arms and armaments, why 
were guns in the museum's social history collection? But she was 
a museum professional and social history context {death). Maybe, 
men in general. 
She had missed tonight's coverage of the Beijing massacre. Now 
there was a close up of Bob Hawke's face. Snot dribbled from his 
nose as he recounted how the tanks moved back and forward over 
the bodies of the Chinese students. The snot was probably genuine 
this time. Hard to fake snot. 
When the fresh faced boy in glasses came on to do the sport she 
opened the blue envelope. She'd made him buy the airmail paper 
and envelopes at the airport in February. They'd filled in time 
waiting for his flight to be called. 
"Garth in liverpool" was on the back. 
"My dear Isabel 
I have seen a German woman. I am involved with a German 
woman. No detai Is. At the end of our tour on June 23 I'm going to 
visit her in Bavaria; spend about 1 0 days there. Then return to 
Sydney and to what ever reception you give me. 
I want to be with you. I could fudge and lie about my delayed 
return. But no. I am currently half insane, this as it happens is only 
one of many circling emotions around me, decisions are in the air. 
And then I think its just 4 months touring madness. 
None of this though is pleading or an excuse, there are none. I've 
wronged you. I sti II want to be with you, and I wanted you to know. 
My love for you Remains 
Garth" 
She poured a glass of White Heather and drank it. 
She looked at the itinerary she kept beside the phone. 9 June: 
London. They had played the night before, it was 10.30 in the 
morning there. She dialled the number. The receptionist put her 
through. The number rang out. The receptionist was sure he was 
still in his room. He knew it was her. They both knew how long it 
took for a letter to reach Sydney from the UK. The receptionist took 
her name, but she didn't expect him to call back. 
She tried to watch television. The Golden Girls had been a 
shared passion. She wrote her reply. 
Dear Garth 
I got your letter {and postcard from leeds- an odd combination) 
and am still reeling from the insult. You let me think I was more 
than a convenient location to off load your luggage when in 
Sydney. I feel used and insulted to find out a convenience is alii 
was, 'til someone else swept you off your feet. 
I have spent so much time waiting for you, I am patient but not 
stupid. You should be more careful with your current relationship. 
You might as well stay in Europe for the summer. Sydney is bitter. 
I feel trauma, unfaithful ness and trust destroyed. There is not much 
for your here. 
Isabel 
She had a supply of stamps. She sealed it and ran down to the 
red mail box immediately. 
Hill Street Blues was always about disaffected youth, tonight it 
was about relationships. She had another glass of White Heather 
and four Normison and went to bed. 
She woke at nine. It was the first day of the Film Festival. This two 
weeks of films was to see her through 'til his return. 
She'd made appointments for a facial and a leg wax when the 
Swiss films were on. She loved the ritual of preparations for his 
homecoming. 
She couldn't find her thermos, she couldn't find her woollen 
socks, she couldn't find her ticket. 
She could face the organisers, "my boyfriends' left me for a 
Bavarian woman and then I lost my ticket." They were pretty good 
at the Film Festival, they'd accept that. 
They did. They let her in to watch Russian soldiers starve in the 
snow. She loved the festival. Garth had never been. Always on 
tour. 
For two weeks films filled her nights. She was immersed in 
slaughter and betrayal. She took four Normison every night. Her 
eyes started to look like bruised fruit. In between films she slipped 
over to the Ella Bache counter at David Jones. 
She still had to go to work. She hadn't told them anything and 
they were too frightened to ask. She had been aggressively private 
in the past. 
The festival ended on 23 June. That was Garth's birthday. That 
was the day he had been scheduled to return to Sydney. That was 
the day he was flying into the arms of Miss Bavaria. He had not 
written again, or returned her call. 
She was busy. The Arms exhibition opened in a week. She had 
a full week of installation. The catalogue was still with the printers, 
the designer was unhappy with the show cases. She worked 
everyday 'til the opening. 
The opening was a success. The girls in PR worked hard. The ca­
tering was adequate. The Moet left over from the French opening 
in March was appreciated. 
Rex, Garth's manager rang on Saturday to say Garth was not 
expected back for some time. Rex was doing his best not to be em­
barrassed and said he'd keep in touch. 
It was August when she heard Garth was returning to Sydney. 
She rang Rex. He reluctantly gave her the flight details and agreed 
not to go out. 
She dressed carefully on that morning . She'd been living on 
White Heather and Normison for three months and was quite 
slender. She wore her fake leopard-skin coat and pill-box hat. 
She'd been waiting for an occasion to wear them together: 
She was at the airport early and of course the plane was late. 
Finally the board flicked over to arrived and she waited. 
She didn't stand up at the barriers with the mothers and wives. 
She wasn't a loved one any more. She waited near the money 
changers, that was more appropriate. 
At last he came out. looking ravishing. He saw her. He jumped 
the barrier and came towards her. He looked very serious. 
She had not been able to place the 1951 I talian Beretta in the ex­
hibition. She felt the pistol's weight in her pocket. She took it out, 
pointed it at his heart and squeezed the trigger. • 
Jarden Morgan Australia in association with Channel7, Queensland Performing Arts Trust, The Courier-Mail, The Sunday Mail, & FM104 present 
Get tl].e very groovy 
green white and 
red Sherwoodstock 
TorsoShirt by send­
ing $17 in Cheque, 
Money Order, 
Bank/Master/Visa 
Card (inc. Post & 
Packaging) to Sh­
erwoodstock Tor-
soShirts PO Box 
151 Fortitude 
VaUey 4006, or 
drop into the Toad­
Shop at 88 Mac­
quarie St New 
Farm (2541999). 
Robin Hood is back from the crusades. His Sherwood Forest home is 
about to become Sherwood Cove Canal Development Estate. 
He'll just have to raise a band of merry rebels and force Prince John 
and the Sheriff to face the biggest, funniest rock musical ever. 
200 performers and a pumping 20 piece band playing, singing, danc­
ing and laughing up a storm. 
Bool\: through the 
Performing Arts Centre or 
Dial'n'Charge846 4646 
12 Shows Only Lyric Theatre January 12-25 
Yes! It's that time of the 
year again when all your friends 
relatives and lovers, not to men­
tion an assorted mishmash of free­
loaders and spongers, are expect­
ing to find that special gift of love 
under their Xmas tree, and not 
only that, they expect that special 
gift from you personally! 
Well! Now you can satisfy all 
these expectations with a gift or 
two or three or four or more from 
the all new Cane Toad Times 
Lifestyle Accessories range. What 
have we got? We've got the lot! 
And! You can,be as cheap or as 
high rolling as you want to be, 
because we've got gifts ranging 
from the incredibly low low price 
of $3 dollars for a unique Killer 
Greely poster to the outrageously 
priced #8 collectors item issue of 
the Cane Toad Times at a hi hi 
$400! And-in between we've got 
the incredibly stylish and alto-
gether uniqueLe Croq Sport if and 
CIT Earrings at $8 per pair, or 
perhaps you'd like to step up a 
notch to the Scientifically Ap­
proved Cane Toad TonsoCap at 
$10, through to our exclusive 
range of TorsoShirts, featuring 
the I Am Not American for those 
considering overseas travel, the 
Croc protecting Le Croq Sport if, 
the tragically funny QldThis Year 
for Sure, or the ultimate ex­
presssion of nihilism on the Killer 
Greely TorsoShirt (includes a 
message from Killer Himself). 
Or! Perhaps you'd like to get a 
few of the new CIT Logo shirts in 
the one size fits all mode, or come 
on a pick up the brand new CIT 
TorsoShirt that shows that you 
are so hip you've gone beyond 
mere well known brands on your 
well built chest into the ultra­
coolness of our No Name generic 
Brand X TorsoShirt. 
Of course! You musn't forget 
our tri-tiered range of beautiful 
StuffedToads, which includes the 
Sentinel, the Cricketer, and the 
Magnum (all Toads include offi­
cial registration on our Unique 
StuffedToadRegister, where you 
canregisterthenameof yourToad 
on our computer banks,thus en­
suring the exclusivity of Toad 
naming rights), just the gifts for 
those who think they have every­
thing. 
And speaking of such things, 
don't forget our range of Audio­
Visuals, the ZIP collection for a 
start, currently at the extra special 
value of $35 for a 4 track EP, 40 
page book, 2x45 min cassettes 
and 6 hand drawn postcards plus 
lots lots more from the original 
ZIP crew of original artists and 
musicians. 
Plus! For that really special gift 
take home a genuine 3 hrs of un-
believable video entertainment 
plus with the Queensland Tapes 
(all you 'II ever need to know about 
Qld but were afraid to ask), and 
Brainblast (all you' II ever need to 
know about Sex Drugs and the 
CIA but were afraid to ask), all on 
the one big VHS tape! This is the 
Definitive Video Collection of the 
80s, and at the special price of 
$50, this is definitely your last 
chance to obtain one of these 
marvelous, historical, electronic­
age visual feasts! 
Oh yes! And check outour pack­
age deal Specials, they're un­
doubtedly the best value on this 
planet. So send those orders in 
immediately if not sooner and 
positively ensure that gift buying 
from CIT's Lifestyle Accesso­
ries this Festive season will result 
in an enormous amount of Kudos 
for you and yours. Thank You. 
This has been an unpaid announce-
ment on behalf of Cane Toad Gift 
Lovers everywhere! 
Or why not drop into our Toad­
Shop at 88 Macquarie St New 
Farm tocheckouttheentirerange? 
We are open from 10-6 including 
Saturday & Sunday. Phone 254 
1999 and ask for Mr La Rue 
Don't forget, LA proceeds are 
to used to pay for the printing of 
the Cane Toad Times,Australia's 
only non-censored Humour 
Magazine in the Southern Hemi­
sphere. 
Of course, because it's Xmas 
time, our dispatch department is 
working overtime and absolutely 
guarantees one week delivery or 
less through the post, and in the 
Brisbane Metropolitan area will 
be hand delivering anything that 
looks like not making through 
the Xmas mail in time for Xmas 
day, right up to Xmas Eve Itself! 
YOUR END OF THE DECADE TOAD ACCESSORIES ORDER FORM 
TORSO SHIRTS 
s M L XL XXL 
I AM NOT AMERICAN ($15 ea) 0 0 0 0 
BRAND X ($15 ea) 0 0 0 0 
LE CROQ SPORTIF ($15 ea) 0 0 0 0 
KIUER GREELY ($15 ea) 0 0 
FLYING TOAD LOGO TSHIRT ($15 ea) 0 0 0 0 
QLD, THIS YEAR FOR SURE ($15 ea) 0 0 0 0 
OBJETS DU TOAD 
STUFFED TOADS 
Sentinel ($15 ea) 0 Cricketer ($25 ea) 0 Magnum ($30 ea) 0 
TOAD EARRINGS ($8 ea) 0 
CROQ EARRINGS ($8 ea) 0 
TOAD LOGO CAPS ($1 0 ea) 0 
TOAD LIBRARY . '·y 
THE ROAD TO FITZGERALD by Phil Dickie ($11.95) 0 
MANACLES a novel by err editor Robert Whyte ($8.00) o 
AUDIO VISUALS 
THE ZIP COLLECTION: POST CARDS, ZIP EYE EAR EP & BOOK, ZIPtoo 
& ZIP3 CASSETTE ($35) 0 
VIDEO: BRAIN BLAST AND THE QUEENSLAND TAPES ON ONE BIG VHS 
CASSETTE ($45 ) 0 
THE MAGAZINE 
0 SUBSCRIPTION 41SSUES FOR $15 STARTING WITH ISSUE #15 
BACK ISSUES 
0 #1 
0 #7 
0 #2 
0 #9 
0 #3 0 #4 0 #5 0 #6 
0 �0 0 �1 0 �2 0 �3 
LIFESTYLE ACCESSORIES SPECIALS 
LE CROQ SPORTIF TORSOSHIRT + LE CROQ SPORTIF 
EARRINGS ($20) 
KILLER GREELY TORSOSHIRT + KIUER .GREELY PO,TER ($16) 
MAGtmM STUFFED TOAD + CANE TOAD EARRINGS ($33) 
QLD THIS YEI\R FOR SURE TSHIRT + CRICKETER TOAD ($33) 
POST & PACKAGING 
Add $1.50 for each TorsoShirt, Book, Poster or earrings. 
Add $2.50 for each Stuffed Toad, Cap, Special/or Video· · 
SUBSCRIBER DISCOUNT: 10% Off Total Order Cost 
FILL OUT THIS FORM 
NAME __________ ��--�----�--------� 
ADDRESS 
POST CODE Phone------------
Add your items, plus P&P, less discount (if sub) TOTAL$ 
__ _ 
I wish to pay by: o Cheque 0 Money Order 
0 BankCard o MasterCard 0 VisaCard 
Card No. ,__--,---'---'-,-;------_____.:,��-�'--"-----":-:-:�· 
SEND TO: CANE TOAD TIMES PO Box 151 Fortitude Valley 4006 
j 
�l 
I 
BRAND X TORSO SHIRT 
G e n e r i c  
BRAND 
NAME 
White Shirt, Black No Name Brands 
REASON TO BUY: Totally Rad and 
Narly design for the cool summer set! 
PRICE: $15 
LE CROQ SPORTIF TORSO SHIRT 
le croq SJ.?ortif 
White Torsoshirt, Red Triangle, Green 
Croq 
REASON TO BUY: It pokes fun at the 
French and wards off Crocodiles too! 
PRICE: $15 
LE CROQ SPORTIF EARRINGS 
Green Yellow & Red Croc Earrings 
REASON TO BUY: For style, panache 
and pizazz, these little cuties are hard 
to beat! 
PRICE: $8 
THE MAGNUM STUFFED TOAD 
The biggest Toad Ever, reading a 
special CTT 
REASON TO BUY: The perfect 
accompaniment for that really special 
place in your home or office! 
PRICE: $30 
I AM NOT AMERICAN TORSO SHIRT 
-
I 
WhiteShirt , Red Arabic, Black English 
REASON TO BUY: It's as obvious as 
the bullet holes in your American 
travelling companions! 
PRICE: $15 
OLD THIS YEAR FOR SURE TSHIRT 
This �ear 1or1ure! 
White Torsoshirt, Red and Black motif 
REASON TO BUY:These losers really 
deserve a break, well this year for sure, 
anyway! 
PRICE: $15 
THE CRICKETER STUFFED TOAD 
A sporting Toad with a terribly dashing 
on drive stance! 
REASON TO BUY: For the true 
afficianado of the funny English game! 
PRICE: $25 
ZIP RECORD, BOOK, TAPES & CARDS 
��---
l..-.;t:f¥U p I ;.prw 
4 track EP, 50 page Book, 2x45 min 
Tapes, 6 Postcards +posters! 
REASON TO BUY: The collector's items 
collector's items! Normally $42 sold 
seperately! 
PRICE: $35 
CANE TOAD TIMES TORSO SHIRT 
White Torsoshirt, Black Flying Toad 
REASON TO BUY: If it's good enough 
for the Masons to have a secret sign, 
it's good enough for us! 
PRICE: $15 
KILLER GREELY TORSO SHIRT 
White Torsoshirt, Exclusive Black print 
REASON TO BUY: You may think that 
everyone is out to get you, but in Killer 
Greely's case, they are! 
PRICE: $15 
THE SENTINEL STUFFED TOAD 
Waiting mounted on fine mulga wood 
REASON TO BUY: A gift with heaps 
more character than any 1 0 pet rocks 
We ever saw! 
PRICE: $15 
CANE TOAD VIDEO 
THE QLD TAPES 
TWO BIG VIDEOS on ONE VHS Video! 
BRAIN BLAST & OLD TAPES! 
REASON TO BUY: Contains Geoff, Expo 
Schmexpo, Wonder Wire, The 
Fitzgerald Rap, Brain Blast, the feature 
movie, and the Worlds Worst movie, 
ZZZ The Movie! 
PRICE: A Low Low $45! 
CANE TOAD TON SO CAP 
Black baseball-style cap, White Logo 
REASON TO BUY: Cane Toad Scientists 
have approved this head-gear as 
protection against the hole in the ozone 
PRICE: $10 
KILLER GREELY POSTER 
QCanr �oab �I mrs 
GREELY 
TITLE 
BID& 
latwl•ffi[� 
White high quality paper, Red & Black 
Design 
REASON TO BUY: Wards off the evil 
that is inherent in the State 
PRICE: $3 
CANE TOAD EARRINGS 
A full pair of crafted wooden Toads 
REASON TO BUY: For those wanting 
the ultimate expression of individual 
style, ear's the things for you! 
PRICE: $8 
LIFESTYLE ACCESSORIES 
SPECIALS! 
DO IT TODAY! 
LE CROQ SPORTIF TORSOSHIRT + . 
LE CROQ SPORTIF EARRINGS 
Normally $23, together only $20! 
KILLER GREELY TORSOSHIRT + 
KILLER GREELY POSTER 
Normally $18, together only $16! 
MAGNUM STUFFED TOAD+ 
CANE TOAD EARRINGS 
Normally $38, together only $33! 
QLD THIS YEAR FOR SURE 
TORSOSHIRT+ 
CRICKETER STUFFED TOAD 
Normally $40, together only $33! 
DO IT TOADY! 
CANE TOAD TIMES 29 
BACK 
ISSUES 
LITERARY 
GIFTS TO LAST 
A LIFETIME ••• 
As the 80's trail behind 
us like some quite bad 
dream, stocks of back 
issues of the Cane Toad 
Times continue to gain in 
value, again and again, 
over and over, and a lot 
more as well. So take this 
final opportunity of the 
80s and get your own Back 
Issues now, or get them 
for friends as a gifts that 
will last through the years, 
decades and centuries. 
Beyond, in fact, the 
lifetime of Voyager 2. 
Take advantage of our 
special Back Issues 
Offers and save enough 
money to have a really 
good New Year's Party! 
Group 
Specials 
#1·#13 $500 
#1·#13 $300 (Excluding #8) 
#2·#13 $69 (Excluding #8) 
#3·#13 $55 (Excluding #8) 
#9·#13 $20 
#1 Queensland Issue RARE 
cceot•tc vo ce 000 /'lf"\f"l 
If you need to ask the price, you can't 
afford this rare issue of the CTI! 
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#2 Religious Mysteries $26 
# Consumers guide to Religion 
# The Viper # Who is Batman? 
# RU Dead? # Famous Last Words 
# Ways to Die # Stiletto Parody 
#8 Cars 8r Romance $400 VERY RARE 
#Smut Smut Smut #Toad & Track 
# New Reich Parody# RU in Love? 
#11 Music & M oney $10 
#Corruption the Board Game 
#World's Worst Record Club 
#3 Sex Leisure & Technology $9 
#Sex Survey# National Times Parody 
# MsToad's Whopper XWord 
#6 Science Fiction & the Family $6 
# Feral TV# RU an Alien?# Family 
Murder# StarTrek 6 
#9 Fear & Clothing $6 
# RU a Video Artist?# Trivia Quiz 
# Coasting # Suzie & Tim 
#12 Art & Perversion $6 
Cane Toad Times 
# Exile on Main St # Chicken Man 
Meets Megalon # 
#4 Food & Corruption $6 
!-CAll E. I GAD� 
f �� cJ1d C c:r�({V �11:Jn 
t\�Sve 
#Old Corruptionlist # Cuisine Survey 
# Urban Myths# Snakes & Ladders 
#7 Toads In Heat $6 
#The Truth about AIDS# Horrorscope 
# RU Hot?# Holiday Tour Guide 
#10 Celebration of an Inflammation 
# Fat Men in Suits #The Force & the 
Foundation# RU Australian? 
#13 Superstition $6 
·� XIII >-
SUPERSTiflON 
#Superstition Survey# Swami Bob 
# 4 page Killer Greely 
"Smell this. 
It's good 
stuff. I'm not 
. . npp1ngyou 
off man.'' 
I'M STANDING AT 
the bar of a hotel in 
Fitzroy quietly throw­
ing down pots as fast 
as I can and catching 
up with old friends. This 
fat guy with a 
beard comes up 
and starts raving 
about the amazing dope he's got for sale from Blue Point in New 
South Wales. 
We find ourselves a spare cubicle in the men's toilets and he 
pulls out a plastic bag filled with sticks of aluminium foil. He is 
twitching, speaking fast. He unwraps one. 
"Smell this. It's good stuff. I'm not ripping you off man. Look, 
take it, and if you don't I ike it just bring it back and I'll refund your 
money. No problem. Here, smell it." 
It smelrs like grass to me. What the hell. I give him twenty-five 
dollars, put it in my pocket and forget about it until a few days later 
when I'm back in Mildura having a beer with Mad Dog and 
listening to Henry Rollins. Henry's raving on about power and 
strength, and about how too many people let bad experiences fuck 
them up instead of making themselves stronger through them. 
I remember my dope and pull it out of the Panadol box. 
"Let's see what sort of deal I got," I say. 
Mad Dog makes a mix and rolls a near perfectjoint.l put a David 
Gilmour album on. Good trip music. What a mistake. 
llight the joint and suck in the green smoke. My mouth salivates 
as I blow it out and almost immediately begin to float. After a few 
more drags I feel the invisible waves of energy and dream start 
travelling through my body like I'm a pick up station for transmis­
sions from outer space. 
Mad Dog offers me the last of the joint. "I don't think I need this" 
I grin, but I smoke it anyway. Nothing worse than going on 
hoi idays and running out of petrol halfway. Nope. I'm Mr Full Tank 
and nothing's going to stop me now. 
I can feel my body from the neck down rushing towards the 
ground like it's on a fast elevator. Naturally my head is not too 
happy about being left behind. It just sits there, floating like a little 
hot air balloon. 
Disconneded. 
Then all of a sudden my body decides to turn the elevator around 
and come hurtling back up to meet me. Far out! I get a rush of 
adrenalin from my feet which makes my thighs explode with 
pleasure. I realise that the ship has left land and that I'm now 
rolling on the high seas. 
The record stops and clicks endlessly around waiting to be lifted 
off, but I can't get out of my fucking seat. My head has become a 
sink and the slightest movement causes my brains to lose their 
desperate grip on the shiny inner walls of my skull and go sloshing 
off down the plug hole, into my throat and down into my guts. 
Mad Dog is raving and laughing but I can't barely understand a 
word he says. I just smile, "Jesus, I'm fucked!" 
Somehow the record gets changed and a graceful arc of blue 
I iquid elephants flies down out of the ceiling and across the room. 
There are red stars shooting out of a gold and white sunset. Christ! 
The music has assumed physical form! Normally I would love this, 
but the nausea in my stomach is also beginning to assume a 
definite form. Chops and chicken. 
I stagger out of the violently tilting room and collapse in front of 
the toilet. I stare down into the water-1 see the grey bricks of the 
wall and the light bulb reflected in it. A slight dripping makes them 
shimmer. It is beautiful. 
My head sinks lower and lower. I pull it back up and the dizzy 
sickness this causes makes me want to vomit, but all my body 
functions are operating in slow, slow motion and it t2kes ages for 
the sick to climb up my throat. 
While I'm waiting for the inevitable I decide to have a piss, but 
the same thing happens-it takes an eternity for the urine to travel 
along miles of tubes and then out the end of my dick. 
My body has become transparent. I can see everything. 
In the loungeroom Mad Dog is flicking through a copy of Sunday 
Sport. He's laughing and calling out headlines to me like Franken­
stein Horror As Doctor Stuffs Wife In Freezer For Four Year and 
by Griff 
Giant Sprout From Outer Space Ate My Pal. I'd hate to see· what 
headline those hacks would come up with if they could see me 
now. 
The phone begins to ring."Do you want me to get that mate?" 
Mad Dog calls from the loungeroom. 
"Nahleddidring" I manage. It rings. For a thousand years. I'm 
thinking what a pretty tinkling sound it makes. Getting off on the 
silence between the two insistent rings. Mentally I'm apologising 
to the caller. Sorry I can't answer my phone at the moment but I'm 
on another planet. Back soon. 
My body is heavy and sinking. Strange incomprehensible pic­
tures form on the blank screen of my mind. Computer graphics in 
lurid fluorescent colours. Little stories involving mutants and 
grinning men with moustaches. 
For some reason I keep thinking I'm in Broadmeadows. Perhaps 
I'm in telepathic communication with a kindred soul who's on the 
same trip six hundred miles away. 
Mad Dog has turned the television on. I can hear a babble of 
foreign tongues. That's funny I think, you can't get SBS in Mildura. 
Suddenly I realise I'm listening to it the Wrong Way and I manage 
to turn it into English. God, have I been away for that long? 
The spew erupts in a rush. 
I see it travelling up my glass neck-little bits of chicken and 
broccoli and mashed potato covered in slime. 
Wwh hhoooooosh! 
It hits the water and splashes onto my face. Tears in my eyes. I 
sniff and some of the foOd goes back down my throat. I can feel it 
go all the way down like it is a rat scuttling back into its hole. This 
sickens me so much that I immediately throw up another load. 
Wow, I'm Fucked. 
I have always been amazed by the human capacity for senseless 
self abuse, and here I am, living proof. Mad Dog sees it differently 
though. · 
"You know mate, it sounds stupid, but I reckon spewing is really 
good for you. Really cleans your system out. Nothing like it." Al­
right for you to say you bastard. 
Perhaps inspired by my total 
lack of conversation he lets him­
self out and goes home. Here am 
I, the perfect host, sprawled out 
on the toilet floor watching slates 
run past my eyes. "Go and see my 
guests out!" I command one of 
them, but it doesn't take the slight­
est notice of me. In this state I 
don't even command the respect 
of a toilet-slate. I guess I must be 
really Raging. 
Eventually my dizziness sub­
sides to a gentle spin and I sum­
mon what's left of my life-force to 
crawl back into the loungeroom. 
My head is aching, I can smell 
sick when I breathe and my mouth 
is as dry as the Nul labor. I've lost 
my dinner, my friend, my dignity, 
my sense of balance and I've paid 
twenty-five bucks for the privi­
lege. 
Faced with this realisation any 
lesser mortal might be tempted to 
wallow in their own self-pity and 
reflect on what a dickhead they 
really are when it comes down to 
it, but not me. 
Henry's words are the only loud 
and clear thing left in my head: 
"Don't let bad experienced fuck 
you up-let them make you 
stronger!" 
There's only one thing to do. I 
reach for the Panadol box, pull 
out the foi I and roll another joint. 
It's no fun being weak. • 
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"That filthy, 
drunken, 
disgusting little 
slut. I told you 
she should have 
been shot on 
sight. Why in 
heaven� name 
didn't you idiots 
have the 
decency to 
drown her at 
birth I'll never 
know." 
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It wasn't until well conservative sister, livid with God-fearing indignation. 
after Beth's funeral, When Lizzie finally left for the city there was a palpable sense 
when most of the men of rei ief on the ancestral farm. Contact was slight except for the fre­
had been released from quent and mysteriously wrapped packages for Beth, and any visits 
hospital and the children, still sobbing usually carried enough forewarning for the family to hide the 
from the pain of thei r freshly pumped stom- crockery and pack the children off to sympathetic neighbours. 
achs had been put to bed, that great Aunt However, after Lizzie's excesses at the last Christmas reunion, 
Ethel finally broke her silence to damn Liz- the sense of tragedy and resentment was so great that even Beth 
zie as the most wicked girl ever to walk the had to lay low for a while and Ethel had threatened that anyone 
face of the Earth. caught uttering the name of "that damned, demented girl" would 
The old woman had refused to speak all be outcast from the family for five generations. 
through the confusion of the afternoon, emit- With this firmly in mind, the rest of the family held the view that 
ting only a muted hiss it would be best if Lizzie would stay well away for 
�hen the me? ics Beth had tauuht as l?ng as it took for Ethel to forget, which was in tned to force her mto � · reality, never. 
the already overcrowded ambulance. When the The months passed without the slightest hint of a 
reporter from the town's newspaper attempted to the young girl return appearance and by Spring most of the farm 
interview her, she had savagely raked his face with inhabitants had grown accustomed to the idea of 
her nails, leaving the shocked young man to be how to smoke, never seeing Lizzie again. That was, of course, added to the list of casualties. until Beth was found dead in the stables. 
When the remaining members of the family had She died as she had lived, scandalously. An over-
retreated to the safety of the farm, Ethel sat quietly drink , swear, indulgence of gin coupled with the vigorous atten-
in the corner with a bottle of her favourite Sherry tions of a local farm lad had proved too much for 
and it was with the fourth glass that her face turned tame both her eighty-three year old body and she had sue-a bright veri dian and she leaned forward to launch cum bed to time with a bottle clenched in her hand 
into a croaking, gasping monologue of such im- and a smile frozen indelibly on her lips. 
passioned vitriol that two of the cattle dogs ran horses and men As the ambulance bumped its way back down from the room and a number of the smaller chi I- ' the dirt road it was Ethel who turned to the crowd 
dren woke, howling in their cribs. of aunts and uncles, sons and daughters, and 
"That filthy, drunken, disgusting little slut. 1 told drive a tractor, voiced the thought that was in all their minds: "If 
you she should have been shot on sight. Why in any of you so much as breathe a word about the 
heaven's name didn't you idiots have the decency roll a J. oint, funeral to that filthy little harlot, so help me you'll to drown her at birth I'll never know. That trollop's be findfng yourself in the fridge next to Beth before 
been a cancer to the good name of Lawson since the sun sets". 
the day she came out of her poor mother's womb, start a fire and The family had planned for a speedy funeral but 
and as far as I'm concerned today was the last it was not to be. 
straw. Turning up at her own grandmother's funeral b ttl It had already been a grim year for the small dressed like a whore with that... that drug addict open O es town. The long drought, the cheap gin and the 
boyfriend of hers. We'll all be the laughing stock of oppressive drone of country music had delivered 
the town after this latest episode and all I can say with her teeth. up what Samuels, the undertaker, crassly described 
is that if the wretched little bitch ever sets foot as 'a bumper crop of bodies'. The result was a 
through our doorway again so help me I'll take the backlog at the mortuary and the family was told 
horsewhip to her myself if you lot are too gutless to do anything there would be at least a two weeks wait before they could get Beth 
about it. The only thing I can be thankful for is that poor Beth didn't safely into the ground. 
live to see her funeral treated in such a terrible way." In those days preceding the funeral the farmhouse was filled 
As the family wrestled with the curious logic of her last state- with tension and suspicion. The nights were full of sidelong 
ment, Ethel sank back into the cold comfort of the sherry bottle, glances and thinly veiled innuendo as everyone tried to accuse the 
muttering darkly and glaring with such vehemence that the other of having the moral weakness necessary to inform Lizzie of 
remaining cattle dog felt obliged to follow the example of its work- the impending occasion. Soon small, jealous cabals of denounce­
mates, and fled whimpering through the door. ment formed among the family, pitting niece against nephew, hus-
Even the more liberal members of the family had to admit that, band against wife, and before long the kitchen became frigid with 
considering the events that followed, Lizzie's appearance at the blame and small fights were breaking out among the men .. Each 
funeral was a poor diplomatic move even by her standards. But new morning rang with the sound of nervous giggling and eerie 
perhaps the most ironic point of all was that, contrary to Ethel's silences as the family, as a whole, would cock their heads, strain-
beliefs, shrouded as they were by sherry and posthumous flattery, i ng for the sound of the raucous laugh and string of expletives that 
Beth would have been the only person to appreciate the latest in- heralded Lizzie's arrival. Any unannounced entrance through the 
carnation of her favourite grand-daughter. For the twenty years flyscreen door would elicit a falsetto shriek followed by the sound 
preceding her death Beth had ruled as family matriarch. and it was of glass, crockery or child being dropped to the floor. 
only her numerous interventions that had saved Lizzie from a life By the sixth day most of the women were on sedatives and the 
in the home for wayward children. Understandable, considering men drank heavily. The children were having nightmares. The 
that most of Lizzie'� early teens were spent in the seclusion of the dogs howled inexplicably in the dark hours before dawn. 
stables, passing either gin bottle or opium pipe and listening to It was on the seventh day that the family took the extraordinary 
Beth's stories of her more arcane sexual adventures. Beth had step of bribing Samuels into moving the funeral forward to the 
taught the young girl how to smoke, drink , swear, tame both head of the queue. Not surprising in that it took at least two bottles 
horses and men, drive a tractor, roll a joint, start a fire and open of Beth's Chivas Regal to accomplish the feat, but more that they 
bottles with her teeth. In turn, Lizzie would bring home to her had dealt at all with the hideous Samuels, a man usually avoided 
grandmother chemical compounds of dubious legality and boys at all costs. 
of obvious virginity. The two women were bound by audacious- A grotesquely fat, boorish specimen of humanity with an 
ness, and their exploits would often be the talk and the scandal of appalling lack Qf sensitivity, Samuels would often gall the towns­
the town and leave Ethel, as Beth's younger and infinitely more folk with jokes about his clients physical peculiarities and his 
by Neil McKinnon 
bragging about how any of the town's tragedies became his good 
fortune. He had taken lately to boasting about his plans for an 
overseas holiday, hastening to add that the funding had been 
provided solely by the recent spate of deaths. 
Many a night he would return horne to find long dead remains 
of farm animals thrown on to his verandah or petrol in his water 
tanks. His standard response to these statements would be to 
consume an entire bottle of home brewed rum before speeding 
naked through the main streets of the town in the pride of his fleet, 
an enormous American hearse with flames painted across the 
wneer arcfles ana a garrsn arr-orusnea' representation o( dearr\ 
complete with scythe and beckoning, skeletal hand on the bonnet. 
Needless to say, he was not well loved. 
With alrthe deals done, it was the ninth day after Beth's passing 
when her coffin was placed in the aisle of the church and all but 
one of the Lawson clan shuffled in to pay their last respects. The 
harrowing effects of the past nine days were all too apparent on the 
faces of the assembly. The haunted looks, the dark circles under­
neath red eyes and the occasional nervous tic were grim remind-
ers of the stress that the family had been under. · 
Even though they had made it this far, the clenched jaws and 
furrowed brows of the elders showed that for them, the storm had 
not yet passed. There would be no rest in the Lawson House until 
the last clod of earth had been thrown over Beth's grave. 
womed more than most was uncle Tom, the gruff, pragmatic 
shearer who, after forty years, still carried the stigma of being 
caught by his colleagues caressing one of his woolly charges 
substantially more than the job deemed necessary. Tom had been 
handed, against his will, the responsibility of organising the 
funeral and as such had worn the brunt of the family's paranoid 
accusations. While he knelt down for the opening of the service, 
he felt the cold sweat trickling down his spine and was struck by 
the thought that somewhere, he had overlooked some horrible 
mistake that could only lead to a devastating conclusion. A feeling 
he had not had since that dark day, forty years ago, when he had 
failed to lock the shearing shed door before the boys came back 
from their lunch. 
Tom glanced out the window, but not even the sight of the flock 
of Merinos could ease the nagging sense of dread. He tried to think 
through everything he had done leading up to the funeral, but his 
concentration was broken by the realisation that the old priest 
McCamie was so drunk he had started reading the opening 
passage of the wedding ceremony by mistake. It took a loud 
amount of coughing and a subtle jab from the altar boy before he 
stopped and with some vague 
S h h • muttering about needing new UC WaS lS glasses, turned to the appropriate 
section. 
look of abject The rest of the service went 
well, except for an embarrassing 
h h moment when McCamie com­orror t at a pletely forgot his surroundings 
and attempted to take a less than 
few of the 1n0re reverent draught of holy wine. The sharp and painful kick from 
l• • h l'� . the altar boy brought forth an re lfPOUS ar:�- unpriestly expletive that was only 
just drowned out by the congre­
exnected to find gations translation of hymn 127. r McCamie had his own reasons 
to fear Lizzie, and the prospect of 
Lucifer himself her return had boosted his al­
ready impressive alcohol intake. 
making obscene Years ago, after a particularly tir­ing Sunday school class, he had 
• • 
retire.d to the Vestry for a small, 
gestures Wlth hlS medicinal drink. Halfway through 
the third bottle he had been sur-
pitchfork. prised by the appearance of a six 
year old Lizzie. He was surprised even more by her opening line, 
"Show us ya cock, Father". Inflamed by the cheap altar wine and 
the sight of her bright yellow sun dress, he had proceeded to 
� oblige. After studying the throbbing member for a short time, the 
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Men shouted 
irtcoherent 
orders to non­
existent cattle 
dogs between 
punches. 
Hysterical 
women 
screamed and 
clawed at either 
their own eyes 
or those of their 
opponents. 
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young Lizzie grunted, "I've seen 
better", leaned forward and 
grasped the priestly pudenda with 
such precocious strength that 
McCamie had passed out from 
the pain and was forced to take 
an early sabbatical until the 
swelling subsided. 
Finally the Mass came to an 
end, and as the pall bearers 
hoisted Beth onto their shoul­
ders, the family knew that they 
had come one step closer to 
ending the whole sordid busi­
ness. The children brightened 
visibly at the prospect of escap­
ing the stuffy church and romp­
ing in the graveyard. The adults, 
ignoring their unruly offspring, 
sagged with relief as though some 
communal, agonising pain had 
finally been removed. Even Tom 
forgot his disquiet as he emerged 
into the sunshine. The day was 
still and untainted and there was 
almost a festive air to the proces­
sion as it was led by the slightly 
limping McCamie into the field of headstones. Birds flitted_amongst 
the gums and Tom allowed himself a quick glance at the firm, 
lightly fleeced thighs of the ewes. Over in the corner of the field, 
Beth's grave yawned wide and inviting. 
"Dust to dust, ashes to ashes ... " The family waited, heads bowed 
reverently, for the completion of the sentence. The silence deep­
ened and soon all eyes were raised to see the priest, mouth agape 
and prayer book hanging limply, staring past them to the dirt road 
beyond the fence. Such was his look of abject horror that, as they 
turned to follow his gaze, few of the more rei igious half expected 
to find Lucifer himself making obscene gestures with his pitchfork. 
What they did see was far worse. 
A large pink convertible, trailing a cloud of red dust and greasy 
black smoke, was racing towards the church. It swung without 
braking into the entrance and as the back slid out one of the sheep, 
terrified beyond the capacity of its small brain, darted between the 
car and the thick tree stump that served as a gatepost. Caught at 
the point of impact, the sheep exploded, showering the car with 
ovine viscera. The car span twice into the yard, sending up a dense 
wall of dust. Then, with a terrible roar, emerged accelerating 
straight towards the speechless mourners. 
It was then that the occupants could be seen. Lizzie Lawson was 
standing in the passenger seat, waving a bottle of Scotch and 
screeching above the noise of the engine, the wind whipping the 
flimsy mauve cocktail dress around her thighs and a necklace of 
cheap, plastic jewelry tangling with her flame red hair. Behind the 
wheel was her boyfriend Grant, eyes bulging from their sockets 
and lips pulled back in a spastic grin across his skull face. 
As the car bore down upon the little group the prospect of 
immediate harm jolted them from their shock, and the assembly 
dissolved into bedlam. First to move were the pallbearers who, 
caught in the act of lowering the casket into the grave, promptly 
dropped their ropes and bolted for safety. The sight of Beth's 
remains rattling down to their final rest moved the family to action, 
and men, women and children all attempted to find cover behind 
the small headstones. 
McCamie, frightened past all rationality, looked wildly for a 
place to hide, but the little sanctuary on hand was already 
overcrowded as panic stricken men and women had begun to 
fight over the remaining positions. The air was filled with the howl 
of the overworked engine as the car sped towards him unchecked. 
In desperation he leapt into the grave after Beth. 
The only one not to move was Tom, who stared at the approach­
ing car with a look of forlorn resignation. In what was almost 
certainly his last few seconds on Earth he had realised the error of 
his ways-the fatal mistake. When he placed the notice of Beth's 
demise in the city papers he had completely forgotten one of 
Lizzie's more gruesome eccentricities-the fact that she read the 
obituaries with the same glee that other people read the comics. 
And now here she was, coming for him. Screaming like a Banshee 
for his soul. Tom closed his eyes and waited for the inevitable. 
At the last moment Grant swung the car sideways and with the 
help of a few small saplings, came to a sudden halt some ten feet 
from where Tom stood. Lizzie was flung from her perch and 
cartwheeled through the air before colliding with her uncle. They 
tumbled across the ground to finish with her, miraculously still 
holding the bottle, astride the now unconscious Tom's hips. 
Streaked with dirt and sheep's blood and a long tear in her dress 
exposing a grimy left breast, Lizzie took stock of the situation. 
Taking a long drink from the Scotch she looked down at her uncle 
and said "Baaaah". 
The scene had now broken down into complete chaos. Grant 
was still in the car, revving the engine wildly and sending chok­
ing plumes of dust and smoke from the rear wheels. The family, too 
confused to realise that most of the danger was over, were still 
fighting for space behind the headstones and some of the more 
violent brawls were moving out into the open. Men shouted in co-
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co 
herent orders to non-existent 
cattle dogs between punches. 
Hysterical women screamed and 
clawed at either their own eyes or 
those of their opponents. Chil­
dren ran in circles or huddled 
together in clots of fright. Lizzie 
laughed and waved the bottle 
happily around her head. 
It was then that Father McCamie 
peered over the lip of the grave. 
Still in shock and slightly con­
cussed from his drop to safety, he 
was not in any condition for the 
sight that greeted him. The long 
years of chronic alcoholism had 
softened his brain to a point where 
it couldn't possibly accept the 
macabre information it was re­
ceiving. He snapped. 
Squinting through the dirt at the 
scene before him, McCamie was 
convinced that he had entered 
the dark world of punishment 
that the Book of Revelations had 
promised him. The smell of burn­
ing rubber in the air and the evil 
stench that came from beneath him, (a product of Samuel's heavy 
hand with the embalming fluid) became sulphur and brimstone. 
The scratching, snarling family became the damned, dancing in 
the agony of their sins. Red clouds of hell-fire rolled over him as 
he whimpered in his grave. He upturned his head to see some 
skeletal lieutenant of Satan, still smeared with the blood of some 
sorry Christian, emerge from his diabolic chariot and lurch to­
wards some defenceless children. Upon reaching them, he thrust 
a small bag under their innocent faces and tempted them with the 
godless delights of hell. McCamie shivered when he heard its de­
monic baritone cut past the wails of the dead. "Go on, just try one. 
You'll feel a lot better". 
The priest averted his eyes. It was a mistake For there, not three 
yards from where he cowered, lay the most hideous blasphemies 
of all. Undulating with primal lust, as the Dead danced around her, 
was the Whore of Babylon, writhing above what could only be the 
Beast itself. 
As he watched she turned to meet his gaze, and brazen in her 
nakedness, spiteful in her victory, she yelled an obscenity about 
him having a necrophilic relationship with the dead woman that 
lay beneath him. "Get your hands off my Grandmother, you 
drunken old sleaze." 
Without thinking, a quote from Revelations came to McCamie's 
lips: 
'And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and 
decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden 
cup in her hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornica­
tion.' 
For the priest there was now no denying the fact that God had 
chosen him, above all other mortals, to take arms against the 
forces of Evil. McCamie rose up out of the grave like an avenging 
Archangel and with Bible before him, went to meet the enemies 
of God. 
His attempts to snatch the bottle from Lizzie met first with a 
stream of derision, and then a punch to the jaw that dislodged two 
of his teeth. McCamie retreated a small way before deciding to 
attack the more passive Beast, who seemed capable of little more 
than the odd low groan. Dodging lizzie's fists, he started kicking 
the prostate Tom about the head and shoulders. 
Tom had barely regained consciousness when the first blow 
connected with his ear. Unable to grasp his surroundings, he 
could only think that he was back in the bad old days immediately 
following the incident with the sheep, when most of his time was 
spent drinking to forget his shame and fighting anyone that chose 
to remind him. 
Acting on pure instinct he shrugged lizzie from his hips and rose 
with fists swinging to meet the latest assailant. Locked in Titanic 
struggle, priest and shearer staggered off into the crowd of brawl­
ing family, each exorcising his own personal demons. 
lizzie brushed herself down, and after inspecting the contents 
of the bottle, walked back to the car. Stopping only to pull Grant 
away from the children, who had by now eaten most of the pills 
and were starting to look decidedly ill, they were soon bouncing 
and weaving their way through the melee to the road. 
The car swung out through the gate and powered away, sending 
as fine ochre dust over the remaining sheep. Grant reached for the 
pair of Ray Bans that rested on the dashboard and smiled cheerily 
at his lover. 
"Your folks are looking a lot happier than I ast time we saw them" 
Turning to look at the receding groups of fighting men, gibbering 
women and retching children, lizzie shrugged, 
"Yeah, there's nothing like a good funeral to cheer them up." 
"Pity we didn't get a chance to say goodbye to Beth.' 
lizzie drained the last of the bottle before throwing it out to 
shatter against an old Gum. Wiping her lips with the back of her 
hand she replied, 
"You know, I really don't think she'd give a shit." 'li 
Dear Mother; 
Seat 12 A, 
Carriage 7, 
The Overnight 
Train, 
Some w h e r e  
between Brisbane 
& Sydney. 
The thin sliver of moon looks insignificant and insipid in the 
pitch-black of a southern night sky. "Am I that moon?" I ask 
rhetorically. In a moment of self doubt I see myself as just another 
boy from lnnisfail heading toward the bustling metropolis of 
Sydney. My only talisman (or should I say talisperson as the train 
moves inexorably toward a city in which the Queen's English is in 
jeopardy) is my copy of the complete works of Banjo Paterson. 
Inside the front cover I have stapled the Bowen Bulletin's review 
of my first novella. I transcribe it now, to reassure myself of my 
prodigious talent. 
"Angas Doyle's Writings in the light of a cane fire is a brilliant 
evocation of life in the tropical north. In 24 pages of gutsy prose 
he celebrates the pioneer values which north Queens landers have 
worked so hard to keep alive. He has avoided the crude pornog­
raphy and shallow soul searching which has passed for literature 
over the last 1 0 years. Angas writes like a man and he speaks of 
people who matter. The book is published by the Tully Friends of 
the Colonial Authors Guild, and is available from this newspaper 
for $17. 95 which includes postage." 
Uncle Eddie always writes a good review. I occasionally wonder 
whether I too should of become a hard nosed newspaper man 
rather than a struggling artist. I dedicated myself to writing, the day 
lnnisfail appointed me Bard of the Sugar FestivaL I knew I owed 
the town something in return. 
As soon as I arrive in Sydney I will look up cousin Frank who 
moved from Hughenden 2 years ago. As I gaze out the rectangle 
of the carriage window the ghost gums look like the legs of giant 
albinos. I am inspired even today, but Mother, I am homesick 
already. 
Angas 
Dear Mother, 
The Kitchen Table, 
Frank's House, 
Glebe. 13. 5. 89 
The gibbous moon is a dark eyed she-devil smiling maliciously 
over my misfortunes of the last week. Do not worry, I am finally 
safe. I arrived at Sydney station expecting at least one of the stat: on 
masters to know cousin Frank. No one seemed to remember 
Frank, not the station masters, the local residents or even the 
-publicans. People here are mighty unfriendly and uninformed. I 
began searching for Frank but could find him nowhere. I have seen 
more of Sydney than I even wanted to see, and let me tell you 
Mother, the Opera House is not half as big as the Townsville 
casino. 
I wandered the city for 3 days until I collapsed exhausted in the 
botanical gardens. I suddenly realised I had left my suitcase at the 
railway station. I felt lost and lonely, and in front of me was a mass 
of hibiscus. It was all too much and tears flowed down my face like 
the Mitchell River after a sudden storm. Fortunately several men 
in threadbare clothes came over to comfort me. I explained my 
dilemma of having lost my port and my way, only to discover that 
these men attributed their own unsightly condition to problems 
with ports. Life continues to toss us strange coincidences as if to 
enlighten us. I was happy to loan each man some money to 
purchase more luggage, I was determined to find my cousin, and 
most of all I was ashamed at myself for crying. 
Within 24 hours I found Frank talking with one of his friends in 
an alley not far from the gardens. What a relief. I am now settled 
into Frank's house quite comfortably. Without his mother's watch­
ful care Frank has lost weight and seems to bath infrequently. He 
has caught a bad case of diabetes and I am forever at the chemist 
asking for more needles for him. As I sit here late this night, the 
lights of Sydney flicker through the curtains in a pale imitation of 
the sun through the palms fronds of home. Mother I do miss you. 
An gas 
Dear Mother, 
by Mark Creyton 
Table 9, 
Le Cafe, 
Martin Place, 
Sydney City. 16. 6. 89 
Tonight the full moon is a jewel in the belly button of the sky. I 
remember the last words you said to me as the train pulled away 
from the station. "Son, go to Sydney and get what you're owed. 
Your dad and me ain't got nothing from the government. We'd pay 
import tax on a new car one year and they'd want to take it off us 
if we couldn't pay their other taxes the next year. The world will 
be a better place with your books on every school curriculum." 
Today I accomplished my mission to impress upon the literature 
board my case for a grant. 
This morning I ordered a taxi to take me to the offices. The Asian 
driver refused to barter about the fare. When I reminded him of the 
swelter-ing, stenching, yet highly competitive marketplace of his 
homelands, he became irate. I paid his exorbitant fare, though I 
pointed out that his sense of direction was certainly more acute 
when he set his boat toward Australia's shores than when he drove 
his taxi around Sydney. Wit will always triumph over ill-manners. 
After some initial communication problems I did manage to see 
one of the officers of our national arts board. The conversation was 
peculiar but I record it here for prosperity. 
• To apply for a literature board grant you usually have to reside 
in Sydney or intend to. 
• I live with cousin Frank. More house than he knows what to do 
with. 
• Your cousin is the writer Frank Moorhouse, that is significant. 
However you must understand we are offering only 3 grants this 
year. They are a young writers grant to help in the production of 
a first novel by a creative advertising director, a senior writers 
grant for an established academic who wants some time off to 
write, and an ex peri mental I iterature grant to develop Austral ian 
writing in the area of french structuralism. 
• I like a good structure. I have come all the way from lnnisfail, you 
know? 
• Yes, I see your point. "Lit board recognises structuralist tal�nt in 
far North. Board looks toward developing regional talent." You 
will be hearing from us. 
While I am growing to like Sydney, I still miss the solitude of the 
country. I remember our first trip up north with Father when he 
worked as a logger. I would sit on a tree stump and look out across 
the vastness of this land, with nothing to obstruct my view or my 
thoughts. That to me is quintessential Queensland. 
Angas. 
Dear Mother, 
Public Bar, 
The Texas Tavern, 
Kings Cross. 23. 5. 89 
the moon, the lunarian satellite I cut with a paring knife I a slice 
of eternity I just for the eating. received my grant from the board 
last week. 
i am seriously considering my style, especially the use of capital 
letters. to qualify for the grant i had to sign a declaration stating that 
none of my work would offend any fundamentalist organization, 
no matter how conservative, archaic and out of touch their views 
may be. this applies to all three political parties. 
i have made some new friends in sydney. a group of poet mates 
have readings every week. the poet who can drink the most and 
still recite their poem in full is the winner. 
tomorrow i am going with my new girlfriend paula to a fancy 
dress party in neutral bay. the party is in aid of the north shore 
debutantes' social justice fund. each guest has to dress up as the 
greatest threat to the third world. i am going as sting. 
i think i will stay in sydney for a while, but i will never forget my 
roots. i can picture clearly the sugar cane fields, like rows of 
hypodermics against the dark flesh of the sky. tonight i am going 
for a reading with some of the boys. if it is a good night we go and 
beat up the lesbian separatists who occupy a squat a few doors 
down the road. after a while sydney doesn't seem so far from the 
bush. 
angas. • 
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"A simply wonderful film· don't you worry about that." 
Joh Bjelke Petersen. 
Austral/a Is being rapidly taksn DVBT by a fat slimy ugly 
_cTBatuTB who ssss Its sols putposs In /its bslng ths 
putSuit of ssxua/gtaUf/cation. 
This sty/Ish Off·bBat doc11msntary Is thought ptovok/ng 
and wl/1/savs ynu lntrlgusd as It uncoWJts social 
TBacUons that vaty ftom till subllms to ths sacd/1· 
gsoiiS. CDu/d It bB that ths total conqusst of AIIStral/a 
is jiiSt a hop, stsp and a j,.,p away? 
"Australia's newest sex symbol." Rolling Stone 
Fawlty Towers 
Le Scoops 
of Paddington 
Continental Sidewalk Cafe 
Open 7 days and nights 
Quality ice creams and sorbets 
made on the premises 
• Light meals • Coffees and teas 
• Exotic juices • Atmosphere 
• Savoury and Sweet Crepes 
on Weekends 
283 Given Tee, Paddington, 
Brisbane. Ph. (07) 368 2640 
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JACK HADN'T HAD A 
decent smoke for more than 
2 months. Most of the time he 
relied upon his own intimate 
circle of contacts to be able to 
maintain a regular supply. But the drought was on in Perth, and 
one by one, his sources dried up, and there was no Federal Relief 
scheme available. Usually, there was a slight trickle from the 
Eastern states that trebled in price by the time it got to the Westiest 
part of the nation, but there were always so many eager buyers 
waiting to score a foil of New Zealand heads at really alarming 
prices, that this supply dwindled to nothing by the 
by Ken Queasy· 
"Oh shit, I must've been dreaming. Oh shit, I hope nobody 
heard." 
Jack slowly narrowed his wide eyes and scanned the aircraft for 
signs of activity. His fellow passenger to the right had his head 
thoroughly burrowed into his optional free pillow, probably 
dreaming about the stock options he held on a remote gold field. 
No, everyone seemed to be asleep. Except the one he didn't see. 
Standing in aisle 2, row B, was the Flight Attendant. She ap­
proached Jack from behind and tapped him on the shoulder. 
"Of course you are," she whispered, "we all are." 
"We .all are what?" jack muttered in a stunned tone, barely 
concealing his racing heart . "Innocent," she said, 
time he got to hear about it. Friends he hadn't seen 
since the last drought just happened to drop by. And 
if they weren't dropping in on him, well he'd just go 
as she adjusted his seat and walked off into the After hearing innards of the plane. Beneath them, the Western 
out and drop in on them. Bananarama "Hiya Mick! Long time time no see! Got any 
spliff?" was the way the conversation always went. 
In these situations, he scoured his flat for those for the tenth 
plains receded as the Boeing speared towards the 
rising sun. 
bits and pieces that had carelessly been stashed in 
hiding places even he had forgotten about, but the 
split with his old girlfriend had resulted in the last of 
his hash stash being thrown out with the garbage. 
He spent an entire day looking before he figured 
that out. 
time, Jack was 
on the 
"Flight 44 arriving from Perth has just landed", 
the attendant pointed out to the small, frail woman 
carrying a rather large suitcase. "You should be 
able to board the return flight in about 45 mins." 
The woman, now relieved of her fear of missing 
the flight, turned to an amiable young man beside 
her and proferrred her suitcase. "Would you mind 
lifting this for me, young man?" Sure, he'd occasionally taken a quick dash into 
the north-west and bought the odd pound or two 
from the growers up there, but with the current 
fervour the State Government was applying crop 
buster legislation, those guys had disappeared into 
the bush faster than a spooked emu. 
dangerous Robert who was indeed young and amiable, and 
not wanting to attract too much attention, heaved 
the bulging case onto the weighing machine. 
"There you go, but you must excuse me, I'm 
meeting someone coming off the plane". 
edge. He 
Now it was time for action. A few phone calls 
were made. By the time he'd finished he had 
$10,000 up front for a trip to Sydney. He also had 
the name of an old mate who knew where to spend 
it. Arrangements were made. Return airline tickets 
were booked. A date was set. With destiny maybe, 
then maybe not. It all looked pretty simple to jack. 
And that's exactly the way he liked it. 
needed "Oh yes, good friend is it?" / 
someone 
"Yeah," he trailed off with apolo_gies and waited 
in the lounge for a glimpse of jac)<'s familiar form. 
"Good friend?" he thought t0 himself, "well I 
guess so." Good enough to lin up a dope deal for 
a mate he hadn't seen in over a year. to talk to. 
The paranoia set in at Perth airport. The ten grand was in his 
jacket pocket. He passed over his hand luggage slightly nervously 
to the airport security staff, pretty safe in the knowledge that even 
if they searched him and discovered the money, he hadn't done 
anything illegal. Yet. 
"Everything's gone OK so far," he thought to himself as he 
levered his case into the overhead bin. 
"Just another Westerner off to the Big Smoke for a bit of a hoi iday. 
See the folks." 
He settled back into the seat and adjusted his crash belt with 
some difficulty. Maybe it was the three percodan he'd dropped in 
the airport toilets. 
"Relax," the Flight Attendant said as she walked past, "there's 
nothing to worry about". 
jack smiled vacantly in return and directed the aircon onto his 
face. 
"Do I look worried?" he thought into the flight safety instruc­
tions. "I'll look worried when we have to ditch into the Great 
Australian Bight". He readjusted his face to what he thought a 
serene holidayist would look like, and passed into a shallow sleep 
as the 737 pushed it's way through the ozone layer on a non-stop 
flight to the East.. 
As the flight entered its mid path, Jack woke up to see a police 
badge flashed in his face . 
"Give it up Jack," the thick sergeant bellowed. Jack swung 
around to face the music . 
"But I'm innocent. I haven't done anything yet" he shouted. 
Then he woke up. 
"Hell, I know what it's like to go without smoke, 
and it's no skin off my back. Charlie always has good dope, I score 
off him regularly. Sure, this is a bit more than usual, but Charlie's 
cool. At least I hope he is." 
"OK Jack, it's dead easy," Robert explained as they cruised up 
South Dowling St towards the Cross. "I meet Charlie tomorrow 
night at 8pm. I give him the money, he gives me the pot. Simple." 
Just the way Jack liked it. 
And that's just the way it happened. Except for one thing. There's 
always one thing. 
Well, for one thing, Charlie didn't come through at 8 the next 
night. He didn't come through at the following meet on Wednes­
day at 6 am either. Robert was getting a little frustrated. He wanted 
the deal to go as quickly as possible. jack had to cancel his return 
flight . 
Then finally it was on again. Seemed Charlie's Vietnam experi­
ences got the better of him, when for some reason known only to 
Charlie, he had decided that his regular supplier was a narc, and 
had tried to set up another deal with a complete stranger. The 
upshot was that the pot arrived 10 days later, and it was a very 
ordinary grade of leaf. Not 1 Olbs either. Charlie had taken pity on 
Jack and had got him 15 kilos of very smelly fresh leaf. You could 
smell it miles away. Surely even the normally lax Australian 
internal customs would spot that lot, in any suitcase. 
Then the Air traffic controllers really added to Jack's problems. 
No flights in or out for another two weeks.Not to mention that 
Jacks budget for the trip had been shot to hell by Charlies paranoia. 
And also not mention that he'd run into the Flight Attendant from 
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the trip more than five times since he'd been in town. She'd even 
asked him up for a drink in the Darlinghurst hotel she was staying 
at. She once even hinted that she wouldn't be adverse to a little 
'smoke' and some bouncy bouncy as well. This only added to 
jack's growing jitteriness about being a bit behind schedule. 
His mates in Perth must be wondering where their money was 
by now. But he daren't call them, just in case the drug squad had 
the phone tapped. jack looked at his money. Then he looked at his 
pot. Then, with a phone call, he hired a car, and drove off into the 
sunset with just enough money for petrol for the SOOOkm in front 
of him, the odd roadburger, and 32 pounds of very smelly 
mariuahna. 
"Oh, and do you mind if the dogs come too?" 
"Well, it's too late to back off now" he thought as the people and 
animals climbed in. 
Once again the soothing drone of the Buick born V6 had them 
hustling across the landscape. 
"Yeh, we got busted back in Ceduna for some hash. luckily our 
parents wired the money and they let us go. Jeez, $300 bucks 
down the tube. So where are you off to? Oh great, Bananarama, 
mind if we play this?" 
It was then that Jack caught what he thought was the glimmer of 
headlights coming up from behind. Not a positive sighting, but 
then again, maybe. Was Jack's mind playing tricks? 
To say that Jack was a little nervy on the trip over 
wasn't putting it quite right. Fucking jumpy would 
have been a lot more descriptive. But he'd been on 
The arrest. 
the road for two days now, crossing the Blue The court case. Mountains then out and beyond to the plains of 
Maybe, maybe not, so he pushed the accelerator 
a little harder, and the lights seemed to disappear. 
He stopped looking back about four hours later 
and noticed the red light that was flashing on the 
dashboard. Oil? Water? Oh shit, the petrol! jack 
slowed as he tried to find the map in the dark. The 
hippies had taken the option of a good nights' 
sleep hours ago, and the map lay twisted on the 
floor. Jack managed to retrieve it and discovered 
the next fuel stop a good 1 OOkm away. 
The jail 
sentence. 
western New South Wales and South Australia, 
with each hour putting Chari ie and Robert and that 
strange airhostess behind the wheels of his rented 
Commodore, catching a little sleep here and there 
at isolated roadside truck areas. And there hadn't 
been the slightest sign of a police car. And Jack 
would've known. His eyes constantly went from His head in a 
the speedo, staying resolutely on the limit, a· bit 
"Nothing for it but to slow down and save fuel," 
he thought as the red speedo needle inched away 
from 11 Ok and down to 80. Then the I ights from the 
rear returned and grew steadily closer, closer, 
closer, but it was only an IPEC truck on the East­
West dash. The Volvo flew past, showering the car 
with dust and small rocks. 
under if anything, to the rear view mirrors, waiting workshon vice with churning guts for that familiar double bubble r 
to appear from behind, with forthright officers of 
the law bent on apprehending one of Australia's 
most-wanted, and acting on information received 
by an alert air hostess. At least that's the way Jack 
saw it. Simply. 
while 400 
The fuel gauge was now reading exponentially 
less as Jack slowed to 60k. Southern Cross now 
looked an interminably long way away. Guide. 
posts took ages to go past . As the countryside droned past, Jack knew that 
he only one big obstacle between him and drop­
ping a few valium in Perth. Well two things, really. 
The second was the border station into WA. The 
first was Ceduna. This small, insignificant dot at 
one end of the Bight was home to an itinerant band 
of surfers who used the good swell coming of the 
Antarctic ocean at that time of the year. It was also 
home to a notorious brancl-1 of the South Australian 
pound men 
interfered with 
his back 
"About time for another joint" mused Jacks 
mind. "Maybe I'll gain a little time that way." 
The front seat hitchhiker's nose twitched in its 
sleep as Jack lit up, but he was well into dream­
land. The smell of dog piss welled up from the back 
seat. jack was about halfway through the thing 
when another set of lights came up from behind. passage. 
Drug squad that got more busts per population than anywhere in 
the known and unknown world. They did this by stopping virtually 
every car on the road west and checking them for undesirables and 
the drugs that undesirables undoubtedly used to break the monot­
ony. And by this time Jack was pretty undesirable. A three day 
growth and a joint every hour on the hour since he'd left Sydney 
had put Jack in certain mindset. With no one to talk to except 
himself, the conversation got a little weird, especially since Jack 
had only managed to bring a few of Robert's cassettes with him. 
After hearing Bananarama for the tenth time, Jack was on the 
dangerous edge. He needed someone to talk to. 
All this was slopping around in his tightened up cranium as he 
filled the tank the eastern side of Ceduna. What ever happened, 
he wasn't stopping there. Not for nothing or no-one. It was about 
11 pm Sunday as he glided silently through the darkened collec­
tion of huts they called Ceduna, past the Shell roadhouse where 
countless numbers of his friends that had crossed the Nullarbor 
had warned him of. Up the slight hills on the other side of town 
Jack carried the Commodore with him, the 32 pounds hidden 
inelegantly under the front seats. He finished sweating, and his 
heart rate had gone down to near normal when in the spread of the 
highbeams he spotted the unswerving thumb of a hitchhiker. He 
slowed to a stop, as the breathless woman came up to the window. 
"Where you headed?" Jack managed to speak, unaccustomed to 
the thought of a sane reply. 
"Southern Cross," she answered. 
"Mind if you give us a lift?" said another voice as it approached 
out of the night. There were two of them. Look like hipppies. 
Harmless. "That's ok." 
"Fine no problem, they should whiz past with 
me going this slowly". But they didn't. In a flash, the follower had 
ended up right on the slowly rolling Commodore's rear, and stayed 
there. And it looked as though the headlights belonged to a current 
model Falcon, of the very kind used by the SA police. For fear of 
hurling the joint out the window in a blaze of sparks, and unable 
to use the ashtray and still maintain quivering control of the car, 
Jack crushed the glowing joint out in his hand. The pain was 
intense, but no tell tale shower sprayed from the driver's window. 
As calmly as he could, Jack flicked on his indicator to simply 
indicate that the following vehicle should overtake. But it didn't. 
As calmly as he could, again jack flicked on his indicator to simply 
indicate that the following vehicle should overtake. But it didn't. 
Again. Jack could only understand it one way. Whoever they 
were, they wanted to travel across the Nullarbor Plain at 4 in the • 
morning at 30km/hr. The seconds dragged like hours, like when 
you're waiting for a hot date that is already an hour late. And still 
the Falcon refused to pass. The scenario unfolded in Jack's 
frazzled mind. The arrest. The court case. The jail sentence. His 
head in a workshop vice while 400 pound men interfered with his 
back passage. But still no flashing blue light. 
"They're testing me out," he thought, "AND I'M GOING TO 
CRACK." 
Suddenly the Falcon flashed its high beams. jack's heart-rate 
went into overload. With no chance to outrun them and nowhere 
to hide, his survival systems searched wildly for an answer. 
"HERE WE GO, STAY COOL, BLAME IT ON THE HITCHHIK­
ERS. YEAH, THAT'S A GOOD IDEA." 
The time had come, and Jack pulled the Commodore off onto 
the shoulder, slowing gradually to a halt with a carload of hippies, 
drugs and collapsed brain cells. 
Yet as this happened, the Fal-
con and its headlights disap­
peared from the rearview. It had 
finally found the dirt road off to 
the left it was looking for. 
It had merely been following 
Jack, rather than overtake and 
turn left in front of him, as it 
hadn't been too sure where the 
turnoff was in the dark. And 
now it was gone down some 
unseen road to some godfor­
saken property. 
Jack got no more than a cur­
sory glance from the border­
gate officers, and it would have 
made no difference to him any­
way. Whatever nerve he'd had 
disappeared the night before on 
the road outside Ceduna. • 
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SHE WAS PUSHY. MORE 
pushy than any female Hal had 
ever encountered. He liked it, 
though. It was immensely gratifying to have an attractive woman 
cast warm smiles at him across the room. And walk over freely and 
sit next to· him on the lounge. And rest her head on his shoulder 
at the slightest provocation. 
This had never happened to him before. At least not in this way. 
But it was not some convoluted plot. He understood it all. It was 
simple and it was fun. After all those years of wanting some 
sensuous woman to throw herself at him, it was actually happen­
ing. And she had started it, not he. All the doubts he had ever had 
about his sexual attractiveness were gone. He was calm and 
relaxed. As the party proceeded, he didn't feel in a hurry to pursue 
her. as he had felt about other women, at other parties. Something 
in her eyes had reassured him that she had rhade up her mind to 
get him and get him she would. He was more than willing to oblige 
her. 
He went out to the toilet across the back verandah, smiling 
uncontrollably when he was alone. Some possums were languidly 
eating mangoes off a tree within metres of the back landing. He 
stood for a moment and looked at them. He felt that he loved them, 
loved all earthly creatures. 
"You're doin' alright with the redhead," Shark whispered in his 
ear. Shark always had a way of reducing the most sublime things 
to the elements of a crude game of win or lose. One of the strange 
things about Shark, thought Hal, was that even though he was 
capable of showing a great deal of care and concern over most 
social issues, when it came to money and women, he was greedy, 
avaricious and possessive. Hal determined that he would not 
introduce Shark to his new female friend. 
He went back to the lounge and found his spot beside the 
redhaired woman still vacant. He kind of knew it would be, but 
wasn't completely certain. He had bitter memories of losing in 
similar situations. Just when he thought he was doing well, a 
boyfriend would show up, or someone who was bigger, stronger, 
more macho, would appear and splat would go his dream of bliss. 
For years he blamed women for being so flighty, so inconstant. 
Why couldn't they see the deeper qualities in him instead of just 
falling for the guys with the sharp clothes or the sex appeal? Damn 
them, he would say to himself. Then later, he would relent and 
admit that it was he that was to 
blame for not being interesting or 
attractive. Then a cycle of self­
pity would start and he would be 
consumed in it. But that was the 
past. Here was a new beginning. 
He had to confess that Shark had 
perceived it accurately- he was 
"doing alright". 
As he sat down beside her he 
immediately found something 
interesting to talk about. This in 
itself was not always easy. After 
ten minutes on the best scrabble 
scores either had ever had, there 
was a natural silence in the con­
versation. After a while, she spoke. 
"You've got a cute little swag­
ger when you walk". 
"It's just 'cause I'm pissed," he 
explained. They both laughed. 
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by Errol O'Neill 
"How come is it, I hope you don't mind me asking this, how come 
is it that I've never tal ked to you before, when I've actually known 
your brother and your sister for years?" 
"Don't·know. We've never been both in the right place at the 
right time," she offered, deliberately sliding her hand into his and 
clenching his fingers in a meaningful way. 
"Hey, do you reckon this is the right time?" 
She said "Uh huh." 
He knew he didn't have to rush it. He settled back on the lounge, 
and put his arm around her shoulder. The room was full of music. 
People were dancing and talking, there was noise and laughter. 
Hal seemed to rise above it. "Monica, I want to walk you home." 
He was declaring exactly what he wanted to do, no more, no less. 
"That'd be nice, Hal." 
She knew what she was doing, was in perfect control. 
They took the long way home, walking for what s�med l�ke 
hours. He had a car, but hadn't even mentioned it. Walking offered 
more opportunities for holding hands and talking about deep and 
meaningful things. 
She wasn't an intellectual. But she was warm and human. 
Maybe he didn't like intellectual women. She was full of common 
sense and cynicism instead. But joyous enough with it. She had 
good politics, he decided, but he had already suspected as much, 
knowing her more active siblings. As they walked, and went 
further and further into each other's lives, he was making definite 
statements inside his head. He was saying: yes, this definitely is the 
woman for me ... how lucky can you be, eh? ... she isn't even 
attached .. . at least I don't think so ... she wouldn't be coming on 
this strong if she was . .. would she? 
Then she mentioned the fact that a friend of hers was baby­
sitting her children. He was startled, but he didn't let on. He let the 
information become woven into the conversation, then deliber­
ately changed the subject. But he was dying to know about the 
children. Was there a husband, an·.ex-husband? Did Hal have a 
competitor? · 
After a lull in the conversation he asked, with an attempt at 
humour, "Hey, how did you get these children, anyway?" 
"By fucking," was her unexpected reply. He laughed lightly. He 
looked to her, but she didn't seem to be laughing. Maybe it was 
silly to have asked the question. No, no, she was silly to have 
answered a good-natured question in that flippant way. Ah, what 
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the hell, let it ride. 
"How old are they?" 
"Kirsty is five and Emma's three ". 
Both girls, he thought. "Are you, er ... " 
"Married? No, not any more. You ask a lot of personal questions 
for a stranger." 
Stranger? He thought he ranked as something better than that. 
But she was smiling, and slipping her arm around his waist. Oh, 
a joke, eh? I get it. 
"Let's go to your place first. You can drive me home later on." 
She was just saying it, plain and simple, no innuendo. "I don't 
want to go home yet." 
"But I left my car at the party." 
"Why did you do that?" 
He shrugged. "Wanted to walk." Then added, "with you." 
"Well, come on," she said in a very practical way, "let's go back 
and get your car." 
Back at Hal's place, Shark was already home. Uh, oh, thought 
Hal, I don't want him leering all over her. Stealing my prize. Shark 
had already "stolen " one of his girlfriends, and he didn't feel like 
putting up with any of that "all's fair in love and war " bull shit. No, 
this woman was exciting, sensuous, intelligent, fun to be with. Hal 
had waited years for such a chance. No more Mr Nice Guy. 
He began making coffee in the kitchen. He could hear Shark 
singing in the shower. Unusual for Shark to be singing in the 
shower this time of night. Unusual for Shark to be in the shower 
at all. Monica was making herself completely at home, opening a 
packet of biscuits and helping herself. Hal liked it when women 
barged into his life and started taking decisive action. He could 
then be laid back and pretend that he anticipated their actions and 
was all-knowing in the ways of the world. This gave him apparent 
claim to a largesse he was not normally noted for. It felt right to play 
it cool like that, but he knew instinctively he was cheating. 
Occasionally he reproached himself for having little creativity or 
originality in human relationships. � 
"Let's take the coffee out on the veran<)ah," he suggested. She 
put milk in his cup without even asking if he took it. _ 
On the verandah, the coolness of the evening washed over them 
like a balm. For some time, they sat in silence on two banana 
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lounges, inclined towards each other at an angle that allowed easy 
eye contact, or an equally easy view out into the broad darkness. 
The coffee levels were halfway down the cup before she spoke. 
"Well." She smiled at him, and he smiled back. There was no 
need for words. 
"Here we are," he felt embarrassed enough to say. She slipped 
her shoes off and put her feet up on his lap. He placed his free hand 
on her feet, and traced faint lines up and down her arches and 
between her toes. Heaven. 
"What have we here?" exclaimed Shark, dressed in a towel and 
dripping wet. Oh no, thought Hal. Shark's doing his half-naked, 
hairy-chest routine again. He's so bloody obvious. Wouldn't you 
think women could see through the ploys of this unreconstructed 
male? Hal always asked this question, but to himself. The truth that 
many intelligent women had fallen for just such ploys. Shark's 
history was strewn with women he had beguiled and exploited 
and destroyed. Hal often had to clear the dead and wounded, and 
he knew how deeply Shark could inflict wounds. Often Hal got 
down to parsimonious thoughts such as: Why do I bother· trying to 
reconstruct myself when men like him can get away with such cal­
lousness? Then Hal would rebuke himself for such casuistry, and 
get depressed yet again. 
But there was Shark, bare-chested and ogling Monica's relaxed 
form. He sat next to her, perched on the arm of the banana lounge, 
the smell of �is aftershave wafting through the air. Hal felt obliged 
to introducel them. 
"Monica, t�is is Steve." 
"Hello, StJye." 
"Call me S�ark." 
"Hello, Shark." 
Monica wa� smiling at Macho-man. Hal was just about to resign 
himself to losing once again . 
"Shithouse party," said Shark. Then, looking deeply but face­
tiously into Monica's eyes, added, "Why haven't I met you before? 
Hal's been keeping you a secret." 
Hal squirmed. Sometimes he was embarrassed to be associated 
with certain people. 
"Shark ... " began Monica. 
"Mmm?1' replied the wet hairy one. 
"Fuck off and leave us alone." Smiling sweetly. 
a'rk's·jaw dropped. He was speechless. He couldn't play her 
sort of. games. He pretended to be amused, gave a I itt.le nervous 
giggle, and disappeared. He didn't even seem to be planning a 
counter-attack. tJal had seen his counter-attacks. 
Monica looked"Qver at Hal and her lips struck a pose which said: 
how do you like rh.y style? Hal liked it very much. The joy was 
starting to rise in him.,Somewhat prematurely and probably incor­
rectly, he began to praise himself for bringing out these strong 
qualities in this woman. Then he thought: r suppose a woman who 
has a couple of kids has learnt to be tough with people, learnt to 
shoot first, ask questions later. All this time her feet were on his lap 
and his fingers were splicec;l between her toes, almost like a 
handshake, only with the wrong� imbs. If it wasn't that he brought 
out the strength in her, was it just'that a woman with two kids can't 
afford to waste her leisure time? In '«hich case, if she had met Shark 
at the party instead of me, reasoned Hal, would she be sitting here 
with her toes between his fingers and t.ell ing me to fuck off? What 
a horrible thought. But then I wouldn't try to muscle in on 
someone else's romance. Would I? 
These thoughts were too difficult. Hal decided that he wasn't 
meant to worry about such abstruse possibitities. Why don't I just 
relax and enjoy the moment without trying to analyse it, he said 
to himself. 
"What are you thinking?" she asked. 
"I'm wondering how you got to be so ... " 
"So what?" 
"So strong and demonstrative." 
"I'm not strong and demonstrative, I'm normal," she asserted. 
"No, I mean most other women would ... " 
"Most women are weak and they get pushed around. They've 
been made like that by men like him." She jerked her head in the 
direction of the kitchen where Shark could be heard ostentatiously 
humming a bright tune while he fossicked in the refrigerator. 
"Well, I just decided I wasn't gonna take it any more." 
Hal had nothing to say. He just sat there silently, full of 
admiration for this woman who was beginning to change his life. 
Monica looked at him and smiled, then drank the rest of her coffee. 
A song began to articulate itself somewhere deep within him. His 
lips started to move, to give voice to the melody. Then he thought, 
no, no, that's too corny for words. 
Moved by some benign premonition, she asked suddenly, 
"Were you about to sing?" 
"No ... " Then he decided, the hell with it. "Yes." 
"What?" 
"Falling In Love Again'. " 
Monica said, "That's too corny for words!" 
"I know. That's why I didn't sing it." 
She said, "What are you doing tomorrow?" 
"Going to Sydney." 
"What for?" 
"Look for work. Have a holiday. Wanna come?" 
"Phew," she uttered. "Have to think about that." 
"I've got plenty of room. Bring the ... kids " 
She took a long, hard look at. him. Then she smiled again. t'i 
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I write this from a re-educa­
tion camp somewhere in Guata­
mala. How I came to be here 
feeding the fleas is a strange 
story and I lay the blame 
squarely at the feet of Shirley 
MacLaine. 
You see, my trip to the United 
States was an unqualified fail­
ure, even though I fulfilled a life 
long desire to visit Hollywood. 
I had always wanted to check 
the place out, but nevertheless 
I was disappointed. I was un­
able to meet my favourite 
screen actor John Quade, and 
spent my last night in the U. S. 
alone in my room. 
John Quade was the big, burly 
Baby Huey biker in those Clint 
Eastwoodmovies. The first time 
I saw his brutal dial fill the big 
screen at The Rialto blew my 
mind. There was something 
special, something indefinably 
beautiful about that face. 
And, as fate surely decreed 
for me, I very soon came to 
grips with my tormenting prob­
lem. I read an article on auras 
by Prof. Ogden P. Knopplema­
cher in a 'Metapsychosis 
Monthly' at a dentist's. 
I had been, it turned out, 
struck by John Quade's aura 
because it was the aura of 
somebody very special to me 
in a previous life, and I don't 
mean when I was Lily Langtree 
or Errol Flynn. I checked out the 
details with my Crystal Guide 
and I got the full story. Let me 
tell you about it. 
Being born on the 12th May 
means my birthstone is emer­
ald set in lapis lazuli. I was born 
at Sam, therefore my hour jewel 
is turquoise. My planetary af­
finity is with Mars-the blood­
stone. I soon discovered, from 
a recent Shirley MacLaine pa­
perback that my problem 
stemmed from unrequited love 
during a previous incarnation. I 
got onto a friend at Telecom 
and had Shirley MacLaine' s 
unlisted number by the end of 
the day. 
After a long discussion about 
The Cosmic Crystal Spiral, 
Shirley told me my story. Ap­
par�ntly, in the 16th Century, I 
was a Turkish revolutionary 
called Mehmet. My organisa­
tion was the Turkish Liberation 
Club (TLC) which hated 
Suleiman's poetry. Suleiman 
the Magnificent was the local 
sultan who was in the habit of 
calling public meetings to give 
poetry readings and his poetry 
was terrible! For example: 
I like Fish/ What a Dish/ I' II 
have some for Tea! 
The only pleasure anybody 
got out of it was from the pres­
ence of Suleiman's beautiful 
daughter Ananga. Aware of her 
Ananga's beauty, Suleiman 
kept her inside the palace, 
except for the poetry sessions. 
During the awful poetry, I used 
to stand up at the front of the 
crowd and see the sadness in 
her green eyes. 
It seemed to me that she and 
I could communicate by men­
tal telepathy. The way her 
emerald eyes looked into 
mine ... who could resist? She 
had to be freed! And it looked 
like a job for yours truly. She 
choked me up inside. I had to 
help her; I was in love with her 
and I knew she was in love with 
me. 
I lined it up with Omar the 
goatherd, whose ex-wife was 
second cousin to Kafir at the 
stables, to get me the best horse 
available. My plan was this. At 
the next reading I would spur 
my charger through the crowd 
to the dais and snatch her from 
right under Suleiman's eyes. 
My comrades in the TLC would 
provide a distraction and try to 
keep the guards occupied while 
Ananga and I rode off into the 
sunset. 
On the day of the next read­
ing, Ananga didn't tum up, 
which certainly fucked things 
up all round. A lucky move on 
her part though. A TLC bomb 
planted under the dais went off 
prematurely, killing a magician, 
2 rabbits, 4 pigeons and a jug­
gler-Suleiman's support acts. 
Suleiman was merely knocked 
to the ground and lost his verse. 
The TLC claimed a major vic­
tory. 
Then somebody pointed up 
to the high walls of the palace . 
A guard swore and pointed. 
More people pointed. Since 
there were enough people 
pointing I didn't bother, I just 
looked up, up into the eyes of 
Ananga, standing at a window 
looking over the crowd below. 
She was wearing a beautiful 
long white silk robe. From 
where I sat on my ass I could 
detect the happiness in her 
eyes. She called out loud: 
''I'm free!". 
She cried it again and again, 
and getting a bit carried away 
she slipped out of the window. 
I spurred my burrow in a 
desperate bid to save her from 
certain death. But I miscalcu­
lated her momentum - the 
donkey being blind didn't help. 
She crashed down, breaking 
the donkey's neck. She didn't 
look the best either. 
Her freshly mangled corpse 
lay on the ground, broken bones 
jutting out of her blood soaked, 
brain splattered robe. Her head, 
twisted at an impossible angle, 
was facing me as I lay trapped 
under my dead mount. I man­
aged to pull myself closer to 
look at her face. She was beau­
tiful. Even with membrane 
coming out of her nose and her 
tongue hanging by a mere 
thread of flesh out of her mouth. 
I kissed her. Then somebody hit 
me over the head with a rock. 
Suleiman! 
So when I saw John Quade at 
the pictures, I saw beyond his 
ugly brutal backside of a face. I 
saw an aura. Ananga's aura. 
After Shirley told me all this, I 
cried inside for weeks for the 
woman I had loved so much, so 
many long years ago. I got 
money from the bank for a quick 
trip to the U. S. It took guts and 
a couple of shots from my AK 
4 7, but the bank staff were 
surprisingly obliging. 
Perhaps John Quade could 
be persuaded to start all over 
again, rekindle our unconsum­
mated love. But the guy wasn't 
home. I should have written 
first. 
Instead, I spent my last lonely 
night in my hotel room, watch­
ing the election telecast. I left 
the country first thing in the 
morning, and instead of return­
ing home to Australia, I de­
fected to Guatamala to incite 
rebellion. 
My friend Caesar, a guard 
with a liking for men with hairy 
backs, has promised to send 
this manuscript to Australia if I 
let him shave my legs. 
Wherever you are Shirley 
MacLaine, l hope you're happy! 
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Sydney is a place where the 
transvestites are gorgeous and 
the cops are nervous. It is a 
place where street kids draw 
their art with stolen aerosols 
and where no-one tells a Kiwi 
joke without checking out 
who's barefoot in the room. 
You can catch the germs that 
dare not speak their name in 
Sydney and watch the Balmain 
Teddies and the Tamil Tigers 
dance the broken bottle ballet 
in the streets. In Sydney even 
the skinheads are into network­
ing and the women's collec­
tives struggle to keep their 
separatist factions away from 
martial arts shops. 
Sydney kids raid bins for drink 
tins on their way to kindy and 
are smart enough to dodge the 
men in pin-stripe BMWs who 
they know are old enough to 
be their kinky uncles. 
All the Sydney cabbies join 
gun clubs (which are all owned 
by the Festival of Light), they 
smear their cars in war-paint 
and some show snuff movies 
FOC on tiny dashboard 1Vs. 
Sydney is a town of pubs 
where you can buy a Resch's in 
a schooner or a VCR in a gar­
bage bag. The pubs and chari­
ties are in cahoots and patrons 
are asked to give generously to 
the guide dogs (which down at 
the Rocks is really the I. R. A,.). 
the Lifesavers (the Red Brigade) 
or the Organ Bank, "if you get 
my meaning, Pal". 
Quick bucks can be made in 
Sydney for anyone who can tap 
into the golden arteries of sleaze 
·cos it is a place where indus­
tries collide and overlap. After 
hours meat workers now un­
dermine the pimps with palm­
sized cuts of slippery meat sold 
to sailors and the poorer pervs 
for a fraction of the price of live 
flesh. Once they've received 
the frenzied white sauce globs, 
these slabs of liver are dis­
carded: left for rats. the home­
less or the ultra weird who only 
want to sniff the sprog. 
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Even at dawn Sydney is alive 
with milkmen changing use by 
dates, of broke and lonely 
westies rubbing their grubs 
below classy red light windows, 
and small goods merchants 
gathering up slimy chunks of 
meat for their tasty jism snags. 
J�SUS OtJ 1"HE. C..P..OSS 
You see there is nothing that 
goes to waste in good ol' 
"spunk and kidney" except 
what you can see from the air. 
!TEPIIEII !TOttt/1/EI!. 
Sydney. as any roving re­
porter will tell you, is a dirty, 
dirty town. The filth is omni­
present. It hangs in the air, it 
lurks on footpaths, it lingers 
like a bad smell. You have to 
wash your hair every day. twice 
if you go outside. The amazing 
thing is people live in it. They 
love it. In fact they revel in it. Is 
there any other explanation for 
the obsessive behaviour that 
created the mess that is Syd­
ney? 
Formula: Take the most beau­
tiful harbour in the world, sur­
round it with rusting, toxic junk, 
put in a couple of million cars to 
create a murky, brown haze in 
the background and then dump 
raw sewage off the heads and 
two hundred years later you've 
got Sydney. 
And they keep doing it, even 
when they are not trying. Take 
the recent big anti-poo concert 
./�---·- .. at Bondi Beach. A quarter of a 
million people converged on 
the beach to express their con­
cern for the environment by 
leaving tonnes of MacDonalds' 
packets and other rubbish all 
over the beach suburb. London 
will get you a brick that a few 
thousand of them had a pee in 
the sea while they were there. 
In fact a lot of Bondiites like 
the poo. It has been there for 
yonks and they are now im­
mune to it. The media attention 
given to the poo problem mean 
that the Westies are staying 
away in their millions and while 
the water is still a health haz­
ard, at least you can get a park. 
Mind you the thick concentra­
tion of doggies' do in the area 
means that a walk to the beach 
becomes one elongated game 
of hop scotch . 
People are adaptable and if 
there is a buck or a vote in it. 
your average Sydney-sider will 
adapt quicker than most. Next 
thing you know there will be a 
festival of the poo with profi­
teers flogging turdburgers and 
T -shirts saying "Pollution - I give 
a shit". People would sell you 
toxic sludge to put on your 
breakfast cereal if they could 
just come up with the right 
marketing concept. 
Look at that typical Sydney­
boy made good, Senator Gra­
ham Richardson. A man who 
has inspected the filth on the 
harbour in greater detail than 
most. One whiff of a greenie 
backlash and he quickly adapts 
to chaining himself to trees and 
saving the penguins. Mean­
while back in his hometown, 
the smog readings are higher 
than the rent and you can't get 
a decent wave without being 
attacked by a school of blind 
mullet. 
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At the end of the Millenium, 
one of the burning questions 
will be about the fate of two 
traditional institutions which 
have managed to hang on in 
the 1980s-royalty, and cricket. 
I'm eminently qualified to 
comment on both. I have a few 
things in common with Dennis 
Lillee, the record-breaking Aus­
tralian cricketer. Between us, 
we have 355 Test wickets (yes, 
355 plus 0 equals 355). But 
perhaps the most significant 
thing we have in common is 
that we've both met Queen 
Elizabeth II. 
The big difference though, is 
that unlike Dennis, who was in­
troduced to the Monarch dur­
ing a cricket match, I didn't ask 
for her autograph-a mischie­
vous breach of protocol which 
attracted headlines. My meet­
ing was more diplom· tic, and 
instead of taking place at the 
Melbourne Cricket Ground, it 
was at a more sedate location. 
I was standing at the Melbourne 
Zoo on a fairly quiet day, in 
spite of the Royal visit. That's 
where the Queen and I talked. 
I stood to one side as she 
briefly shared the path I was on. 
Surprisingly, it hadn't been 
cordoned off. The Duke was 
walking dutifully behind. 
Flanked by security, the Regal 
tourist paused to say to me, 
"How are you?" I replied that I 
was very good-a state which 
referred much more to my 
general outlook than to my 
ability to take wickets like Den­
nis Lillee. 
The Queen then moved on 
without prolonging the encoun­
ter. Our conversation lasted for 
a few seconds, but has stood 
me in good stead at dinner 
parties when people want to 
She was a jun 
..So 1·t was a 
evers iime 
discuss world affairs. They like 
to have a guest who has talked 
to a head of state-even if that 
head is a figurative one. I am 
able to give some insight into 
the views of a woman who is 
not noted for being outspo­
ken--certainly not in her most 
familiar position, the side of a 
coin. 
I was recently sitting next to 
a person who wondered what 
the Queen would think of any 
move by Britain for tougher 
trade sanctions against South 
Africa. 
"She never mentioned the 
topic to me when we spoke." I 
replied. 
"Some people think that the 
Queen is too aloof, in face, a 
snob," it was suggested. 
"I found her to be quite 
friendly," I said. "She mainly 
want to talk about me and my 
health. But she wasn't aggres­
sive. She didn't try to be overly 
inquisitive.·: 
"What oo you think is Her 
Majesty's stand on tariffs?" my 
dinner companion wanted to 
know. · 
"I think Queen Elizabeth has 
discussed tariffs as often with 
me as with any journalist," I 
suggested. "I feel it's safe to 
assume that it's not her major 
concern." 
"Tell me ... " 
"I think we've discussed Liz ... 
mean, the Queen, long 
enough," I interrupted. It 
wouldn't do for a head of state 
to think I'd been speaking out 
of line." 
"But just one last thing before 
we leave the subject," she 
pleaded. "I don't suppose you 
have her autograph to show 
me?" 
"No, I'm afraid not." 
Unlike D. K. Ullee, the thought 
hadn't even occurred to me. 
Mind you, like many of his 
appeals to umpires, his request 
fell on deaf ears. 
He failed to capture the the 
royal signature. I wouldn't ask 
for one anyway. It just wouldn't 
be cricket. 
But if cricket has survived 
boycotts, coloured clothing, 
playing under lights on cold 
nights and so on, then it's safe 
to assume that it will still be 
around at the end of the 
Millenium. 
And if a cricket great such as 
the record-breaking D. K. Lillee, 
355 wickets and all, still must 
have something more challeng­
ing and elusive to strive for, the 
signature of a Monarch, then 
we can conclude that right 
alongside cricket. we'll still have 
royalty. 
Open 
7 
Days 
9am 
to 
Spm 
/42 Agnew St., Norman Park 4170 Ph 899 1953 
We stock a wide range of ... 
• HERBS, PERENNIALS & SEEDLINGS 
• Non Hybrid SEED 
• NATIVES for Food, for Birds for Timber and for Beauty 
• FRUIT TREES with many subtropical varieties. 
I�pe� D� 
Earth Repair, Food Fprests and Cottage gardens. 
Phone Michael or Ronni on 899 1953 
42 Agnew St., Norman Park, 
Ph 8991953 
The WEB is an association whose aims are; 
''To promote and assist the development of appropriate enterprises for the benefit of the 
community and planel" 
Second Trade Fair 
on "Communication" opens 18th November 
and runs till the end of January 19�. 
Features displays by enterprises such as Emmas Bookshop, Eco-Ag 
Magazine , Pop Properly, Serendipity Production Unit and Alternatives. 
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Are you getting weird shiv­
ers--as though someone's 
walking over your grave? Are 
the walls of your Darlinghurst 
dive creeping in on you? Are 
you finding nasty real estate 
leaflets in your letter box?: 
YOUR PROPERTY MAY BE 
WOKIH MORE THANK YOU 
THINK! WE HAVE BUYERS 
WAmNG! PHONE NOW FOR 
A FREE EVAWATJON! 
Do not adjust your tele-ten­
sion dial. You are not having a 
paranoid fantasy. This is real. 
Developers are cruising around 
your rented dump right now, 
checking out its POTENfiAL. In 
silicon glazed towers all over 
town they're running their fin­
gers over maps, making little 
drawings of designer bunkers, 
dreaming up new Darling Har­
bours. 
Down the street they have 
already taken over most of the 
Cross. Boutique pubs, neon 
nostalgia cafes and "New York 
style lofts" now stand where 
sleazy bars and cheap boarding 
houses once flourished. The 
"Clean Up the Cross" campaign 
has deaned out only the pen-
.. 
sioners, the students and the 
artists. 
The Great Undean tor the 
Developers are the Great Un­
profitable, the ones who've got 
more sense than to buy eight 
buck cocktails and designer fish 
and chips. The slimebags and 
sleaze merchants are OK so 
long as they pay their bills and 
give the Cross a "cosmopolitan 
ambience". You see, the yup­
pies and dinks and double­
addressers who pay hyper 
prices for those New York style 
lofts and sophisto-kitch con­
sumables are more than happy 
to have a bit of sleaze about 
them. They've travelled. 
They're open-minded. All that 
tack and grime reminds them 
of New York or Paris. It's like 
living in a souvenir shop. 
Meanwhile those of us who 
rely on the sleaze and theft and 
thuggery to keep the rents 
down are getting worried. The 
rent rise notices have been turn­
ing up in the letterbox almost 
as often as the FREE EVALU­
ATION! leaflets. And the Rolls 
Royces and BMWs have been 
crawling about the local streets 
in search of multi-million dollar 
thrills with streetcrushers when 
once they only wanted cheap 
thrills with streetwalkers. 
Sure the property boom has 
bust and the Monopoly Game 
Players have fallen from grace. 
But do not be deluded. Your 
fire escape garden in Dar­
linghurst is far from safe. High 
interest rates are not going to 
stop the lovely old buildings 
coming down and tt.e silicon 
glasshouses going up. The 
Meccano Mob are top of the 
economic pops now and pretty 
soon they will be pushing into 
your little inner dty space. 
The pro-production push 
want tax incentives to lever 
money away from capital gains 
speculation and into produc­
tion. 
What does this mean? It 
means that the Gucd and white 
shoe brigades will be better off 
building factories instead of 
consumer complexes. But 
those factories will not be the 
old-fashioned sort stuck out in 
the western suburbs where the 
overheads are cheaper and the 
workforce is closer. 
What the Brave New facto­
ries need most is brains. Mec­
cano brains: Engineers and tech­
nologists. If the Meccano Mob 
have their way the real estate 
barons will become surreal es­
tate barons. Techno-scientists 
will displace the yuppy mer­
chant bankers as the prime 
demographicandsdence parks 
will become the new develop­
ment dream. Move over Dar­
ling Harbour. Superconductor 
z 
w 
� 
Harbours are on their way. 
When the Brave New Engi­
neers start making their mil­
lions, the techno-tribes will 
yuppify as fast as a free electron 
whizzes through superconduc­
tor heaven. 
Pretty soon they'll be calling 
the consumer tunes and you 
can bet your bottom Darlo dollar 
theywon'twant to whistle them 
out in the nasty suburban sticks. 
The science parks will sit side 
by side with the hyper hotels, 
entertainment centres and lux­
ury residential complexes-all 
jostling for those harbour views 
and glimpses that spell success 
with a capital S for Sydney. 
Then again, that other scary 
effect may foil them all. 
If the global warming beats 
Bond to it, Sydney Harbour may 
be ruined by rising sea levels 
rather than silicon glass science 
centres. 
Hey, must fly. I'm off to Ka­
toomba to pick up a specula­
tor's dream! 
FOR 
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To all those thinking of mov­
ing to Sydney, I am happy to · 
offer advice based on personal 
experience. First piece of ad­
vice: DONT GO. 
Second piece of advice: If 
you really feel you must, read 
on. Later I will list a short but 
useful guide to the suburbs of 
Sydney - those to avoid like the 
plague, and those to avoid like 
the plague. 
Three years I spent there, 
three years of living hell. Oh 
yes, maybe the weather was 
good (then), and maybe the 
Harbour did look pretty, but if I 
had managed to get by without 
actually talking to any of the 
people, I might have had a 
reasonable time. But no, my 
first introduction to Sydney 
. hospitality carne two months 
after I had moved there to work. 
I was cornered by an ex-heroin 
addict (actually, ·rm not too 
sure about the 'ex') who pro­
ceeded to tell me how much of 
a hole Brisbane was, and how 
the people were all moronic 
yobboid cretins - fully aware of 
where I was from and punctu­
ating her story with "nothing 
personals".Imean - what?What 
do you say? Me, being brought 
up to bear insults with patience, 
and being spineless as well; I 
sat and listened with a locked 
smile, and later I stood at the 
bus stop trying to figure out 
how anyone could deliberately 
put down an innocent and 
rather vacant-looking stranger. 
Answer: SYDNEY. In Sydney, 
kids are brought up on the 
philosophy that attacking 
people is fun! Attack is Good! 
Sure, there are nice people there 
and I did meet some, but they 
were more than outnumbered 
and outweighed by the bas­
tards and the crazies. Every dty, 
we know, has its share of Char­
les Mansons walking down the 
street screaming 'Arsehole!', 
sometimes he comes and sits 
next to you on the bus, but in 
Sydney he's the bus driver. If 
you can get past him, then you 
have to contend with the bel­
ligerent shop-girls, the bellig­
erent waiters, the belligerent 
taxi-drivers, the belligerent 
motorists and the belligerent 
passers-by. If you want a little 
respect, look rich. 
So you still want to go? 0. K., 
you've got your bags packed, 
the car's juiced up and you're 
looking for a suburb to live in, 
so let me draw a map for you. 
Sydney is divided into two parts 
by the Harbour -the North Shore 
and the Southern suburbs. Let's 
start with the South. Just over 
the Bridge you have the City 
centre, the Opera House, Cen­
trepoint, Darling Harbour, the 
Rocks and Circular Quay ... the 
hub of activity and a mecca for 
tourists. Being a tourist in Syd­
ney is like being a priest in 
Rome - everyone covets you. 
Remember, if you smell of 
money, you'll find the honey. 
So if you venture into the city, 
wear a Hawaiian shirt and carry 
a life-sized stuffed koala. 
Outside of that area, the 
Southern suburbs are known 
for having the 'with it' suburbs, 
the ultra-rich suburbs, and the 
ultra ultra grotty suburbs. In the 
first category, the 'with it' ones, 
you have Paddington, bits of 
Darlinghurst, bits ofGiebe, very 
small bits of Newtown, Balmain 
and Bondi. These places are 
quite interesting - to visit. But 
don't live there. Rent is high, 
crime is high, prices are high, 
and the people used to be high 
but not anymore. These sub­
urbs are known as the places 
where brain cells go to die. Just 
don't bother. 
Now for the ultra rich ad­
dresses: Point Piper, Rose Bay, 
Double Bay, Elizabeth Bay and 
Vaucluse. As you might guess, 
these are Harbourside suburbs. 
There are a lot of other water­
front suburbs further in, Drum­
moyne, Hunters Hill etc., but 
they don't have quite the pres­
tige of living west ofthe Bridge. 
If you want to live here: Forget 
It. You couldn't even afford to 
sit in the gutter. But if you want 
a proper look, take a Harbour 
cruise, the friendly Bayside folk 
just love to lounge on their 
balconies or their helipads and 
wave to the hollow-eyed plebs 
out in the boats, it makes them 
feel good. But that's about as 
dose as you'll get to those 
joints. 
Lastly, we have the ultra ultra 
ultra grotty suburbs - the King 
of all being Kings Cross. Apart 
from the obvious attractions of 
pimps and prossies and drug 
dealers and maniacs, there's 
nothing about this place to rec­
ommend it. It does try to be hip 
and groovy, but its outpour­
ings of slime are so thick, it 
cancels itself out. Go and visit it 
by all means, but you might 
feel like a bit of a hosing down 
afterwards. Apart from the 
Cross, there's also bits of Dar­
linghurst, bits of Glebe, the rest 
of Newtown, and ones further 
out like Blacktown. Don't let 
relatively low rent seduce you, 
don't even go near them un­
less you've got a knuckly duster. 
Of course, there are 'normal' 
suburbs further out, but don't 
forget: if you want to go into 
town you'll have to enjoy a bus 
trip with Charles Manson. 
And now we take a trip over 
the Bridge to the North Shore .. 
The first thing we see coming 
through the northern pylons is 
the High-Rise Business District. 
Yuppie Land! Have you even 
seen those computer ads on TV 
with business men and women 
acting like dickbrains, and did 
you think those ads were being 
a little facetious? No, that's real 
life, those ads are documenta­
ries ... that's honestly how they 
act. If you get a job in North 
Sydney,. the first thing you do is 
invest in a pair ofshoulder pads, 
a car phone and a tennis outfit, 
and remember, all business suc­
cess rides on whether or not 
you order the right cocktail. Of 
course you don't need to be a 
pretentious dork to work there, 
but it helps. 
Spreading out west of the 
Bridge on the North Side are 
the hillside suburbs of the nou­
veau riche: Kirribilli, Neutral Bay, 
Cremorne, and the address for 
the young sodety housewife -
Mosman. These are very pretty, 
but expensive suburbs, but once 
again, try not to talk to anyone. 
The place is wall to wall wank­
ers. You'll find a lot ofthe people 
who live on the rather sheer 
Bayside cliffs looking with en­
vious eyes over the Harbour to 
Point Piper, but at the same 
time protesting the prefer the 
North Shore way of life. White 
is the colour here, white white 
white ... exc;:ept for your car, 
that's red. Round there they 
also have Taronga Park Zoo, a 
great place, but you can't live 
in a Zoo, and much the same 
could be said for Manly. 
I'm not sure about rents, but 
the drugs there seem to be the 
big attraction, it certainly 
couldn't be the 
beach. I think 
they might be 
trying to turn 
Manly into an­
other Venice 
Beach, I'm not 
sure, all I know 
is that the best 
thing about 
Venice Beach is 
that it's a long 
way from here. 
Other suburbs 
around the 
North Shore 
semi-circle are 
places like Lane 
Cove a n d  
C h a t s w o o d , 
maybe not as 
rich as Mosman, 
but they try. 
Ones further out 
still seem pleas­
ant enough, but 
are too far out 
to be consid­
ered well and 
truly 'in Syd­
ney'. Crime is 
not so bad 
round all these 
parts, that is if you don't count 
the Business district. There are 
more sharks in North Sydney 
than there are in the water. 
A word about the beaches, 
north and south. Yuk. 
And I saw it all, I lived and 
breathed it for thirty-six months. 
In all that time, the only respite 
I found from this rat race was 
the occasional sojourn to Br­
issie, and even then I had to 
face the agonizing coach trip 
back to a grinding battlefield. 
But the final blow carne six 
months before I moved back 
for good. After spending a week 
going to Expo (don't knock 
Expo, compared to where I was 
living, it was like Nirvana),! had 
to go back down to the south­
ern front, and back to the pros­
pect of having to move to a 
more expensive flat. This was 
the last straw for my internal 
organs and my kidneys - who 
must have volunteered to make 
a formal stand, went into full 
revolt and ate themselves. I'll 
spare you all the tacky medical 
details, suffice to say that I spent 
some time in hospital looking 
out over a view of the yellow 
dty that was entirely to blame 
for my condition. Don't believe 
any of that crap doctors tell you 
about 'cause unknown'. I knew 
what the cause was. 
So you still want to go? Well, 
in that case, take out some 
medical insurance and say 
goodbye to any one of your 
much loved and needed or­
gans. Because chances are if it 
doesn't eat itself, Charles Man­
son will put his hand down 
your throat and rip it out. 
I feel much better now. 
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Yes. 
I am Mimorec 12. 
I take it through the input 
socket and I like it. 
I take 6v jacked into me, cut 
down from 240v. There is a 
power adapter and it slurps the 
240 and chews the electricity 
and spits 6 down a long black 
insulated cord. Into me. 
But when I walk I consume 
little fucker batteries--1 · 5v x 4 
size C. 
Little pills to suck on. 
I savour energy and I have 
functions. I record and I play 
back. 
RECORD 
Tick click click dud dud thack 
thack thack whap whap shoes 
and boots on concrete foot­
paths, on bitumen roads, step­
ping across shopfloors, scurry­
ing, scuffling, demanding, 
shuffling, dense, and always 
there, kicking against bar -room 
counters, wrapped on stools, 
at rest under desks and chairs, 
never still. 
Surfaces are hard and they 
resonate the impact of boots 
and shoes. The air is thick with 
the noise. 
There are no naked feet ex­
cept on dogs &. birds &. cats &. 
insects &. grubs. 
Boots clop over gutters, 
cuban heels clatter in puddles, 
crunching syringes and tanger­
ine leaves. Stilettoes rat-a-tat 
with precision. Doc Martens' 
clump down pathways strewn 
with the trash-people, the al­
coholic alien people, left to rot 
&. die for Missionbeat to scrape 
up. Perhaps. Perhaps not. Per­
haps. Perhaps not. 
Tramp tramp tramp of un­
numberable well-shod feet as 
they push past the dogshit &. 
vomit. the scraps of paper, the 
impossible detritus, dodging 
fissures and holes and avoiding 
contact. 
Boutique carpets muffle the 
sounds of legs in casings. Of­
fice carpets condense all strides 
to a purposeful glide. 
There are no naked feet. 
STOP 
I have functions and I travel 
and I store the memory of 
noises. Sounds meet me and 
stay forever. There is nothing I 
will not try to record. That is 
one of my functions. 
In me, time gets fucked 
around badly. 
REW ... FWD . .. never stilf.Sur­
faces are hard and they reso­
nate the ... 
STOP 
Know what I mean? 
There is this cassette thing, 
TDK baby, and it does what I 
want it to do. It snatches at life 
when I function good. And 
together we remake time&. the 
·world. Oh Yes We Do. 
RECORD 
Ghetto blaster pumps hiphop 
snarl and beat buck loud LOUD 
VU meter into red ... was born 
with a six gun in my mouth. 
If you think you understand 
put a six gun in my hand. 
If you think ... click click click 
go fingers snapping of long 
black hair and distressed Levi's 
and blood-red hi-top Adidas 
whistle whistling tune from 
shop traffic screech and bam­
bam ba loom Harley cruises 
by ... Hey honey, wanna girl? ... 
for the man in your life RON­
SON radio radio AAAAAAAA­
HHHHHAHAHAHAH lite &. 
easy easy baby uh huh uh huh 
uh uh uh uuu radio more radio 
&. telly static from window ... 
heeeeerrrres BEim a radio shits 
itself with watthefuckgoinon I 
dunno heres the news its 12 
noon the united states sending 
marines in to stabilize WHEEEE 
AA WK WHEEEE AA WK 
WHEEEE AA WK WHEEEE 
AA WK WHEEEE AA WK 
WHEEEE AAWK WHEEEE 
AAWK WHEEEE 
STOP 
Bad fucker sirens. Every­
where. Scream anytime alltime. 
In cars, in factories, in terraces, 
in bungalows, in sleep, on telly. 
Sound of a nervous system 
sliced up by razor blades, elec­
tronic nerves that shriek &. 
scream and nobody give a shit. 
'Cept me. I record. 
I want to be exact and clear 
because I recreate the world. 
But I must be careful in this 
world. There is hiss - audible 
passage of magnetic particles 
ofTDK baby (which store audio 
waveform) over tapeheads. 
And there is saturation - max 
level a signal can go before 
distortion happen. Freako. 
I know my limits, my signal­
to-noise ratio. 
Bad fucker sirens are not good 
for S/N ratio. People who yell 
and punch and wrestle on foot­
paths and cry not good either. 
There are limits. Beyond be 
dragons. 
RECORD 
Pub. Hopetoun. VU jumping 
and epileptic, into red too much 
too much people babble babble 
... so I said, ya cunt, ya keep 
away from her, she don't... 
... &. he stayed with her the 
night and the noise, well dear 
Christ, they fucked like a herd ... 
.. . see, people have their 
journeys, ya know, and they 
gotta live it and there are wicked 
manifestations going on in this 
world cos this third density 
civilization's imploding. There's 
gonna be a Iotta shit that ... 
... you, uh, look familiar, yes, 
I. uh, I'm sure ... 
... score atMax's but you got 
to put it upfront... 
· 
... ha ha ha ha nya nyuh uh uh 
haha and she drives it right thru 
the fuckin' bank front, thru the 
glass, this thick, ya know, bank 
glass is fuckin' thick glass 
mate ... 
... come on babe ... 
VU too much. Guitars drums 
beat beat &. singing 
Now I know 
Now I know 
everything there is to know 
I'm not good enough for you 
sweet-heart ... 
Tattoos on arm home-job at 
bar, belch, tum,&. ... who's that 
girl singin'? They oughta cut 
12. 
the voice outta her throat with 
a knife ... 
PAUSE 
Pool balls whack, laughter, 
music writhes and sweat furs 
my matt-black under this jacket 
still I do what I must, do it 
good. 
RECORD 
... none of em had tested it 
before see, it came from some 
doctor friend, so Corry blasts&. 
just fuckin' sits there, right, 
mouth frozen, sitting there not 
moving, so still as to suggest 
movement, intoxication so fast, 
so intense it was invisible. Shit. 
Sitting there locked for 1 0 
minutes. That good. 
And Jimmy goes, Gimme a 
hit. Gimme a hit, and he's trem­
bling man and then �orry comes 
back out of it and he says, Wow, 
it's like you go Bang Zoom and 
you're on the ceiling, flat on the 
ceiling, stunned like a moth ... 
... Oh, King Ben 
He went Oh 
He went o-ver ... 
. . . a medium lands on the 
junkheap its practitioners get 
to, urn ,  finally play with the 
junk of culture itself, to analyse 
and piece it together, a radi­
cal. .. 
STOP 
REW 
FWD... lands on the 
junkheap, its ... 
STOP 
REW 
FWD ... the junk ... 
STOP 
I am Mimorec 12. 
I am jacked into a world of 
db. Dedbel land. I eat db. I 
• • 
breath db. I sleep db. 
0 db Total awful silence. 
35 db Background ambience. 
Eg wind swish, birds, traffic 
hum. 
70 db Talk. 
85 db Loud stereo, shouts, 
car rev. 
105 db Amplified music. 
110 db Jack hammer. 
115 db Jet plane. 
120 db Human pain thresh­
old, temporary damage. 
130 db+ Ruptured eardrum, 
deafness, unconsdousness. 
F. FWD 
STOP 
FWD... So why are all your 
songs about love? 
They're notall about it. You've 
heard them, been to the gigs. 
Personal Relationships then? 
Look. I've got 50 songs and 
they're not all love songs, OK? 
Well, I can't hear them all. 
Anyway, love's not an em­
barrassing thing . 
STOP 
I record and I playback and 
sometimes do not understand, 
but I have my functions. 
Model number TP-12, with 
Speed Control. You need speed 
control. 
I live immersed in db and I 
eat noise. 
Noises of a place, of a soci­
ety, are in advance of its im­
ages and material conflicts. 
I should know. 
I am Mimorec 1 2. I take it in 
the socket &. I take it in the 
microphone &. I like it. 
I am real. 
Real unreal. 
Who are you? 
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Saturday afternoon of the 
working week, 5.30. Randy 
Travis on the stereo (read mel­
low country balladeer), rain on 
the way. and friends on the 
telephone. 
When I awoke this morning, 
I had a simple plan. It involved 
coffee and a book, then action. 
A shower, a shop, some chores 
and some travel. But somehow 
I've eluded all attempts to get 
out and about. I finished the 
book and started another. (If I 
had the confidence of Robert B 
Parker, I'd mention titles and 
authors and you, impressed, 
would make notes. But my taste 
is sometimes questionable and 
too easy to categorise, so I omit 
details and invite you to insert 
you favourite titles. Hell, no 
point alienating the readers up 
front with country music and 
detective novels.) 
The phonecalls began to in­
trude from 9am. An absent 
landlord wanting an update on 
the house, a mother with fa­
vours to ask, friends wanting to 
talk. Don't they know this is 
Saturday? But I make prom­
ises. 
"just leave me be a while," I 
say. "then I'll come out to play." 
Reluctantly I leave my bed by 
the window with the breeze 
that caresses - never heavy, 
never demanding - and set off 
for the bathroom. The clothes 
that left me last night dedded 
to return after the shower, and 
as a show of extroverted intent, 
I planted my feet in shoes and 
socks. (Well not necessarily in 
that order.) A woman of action 
- ready for the world and its 
trummellings. 
I made it as far as the comer 
store where I ordered a steak 
burger with bacon and egg 
(urban brunch) and Hipped 
through "Ita" while it was being 
prepared. Cosmo offered me 
insights on how to pick up 
advertising men (by their 
tongues?) but Ita offered a psy­
chiatrist that looked like Gre­
gory Peck melded with Cary 
Grant speaking authoritatively 
on older women's sexuality. 
Yep, they/we still want it and, 
yep, we still want it to be good. 
"Sigh" I sighed, "sex with 
. ....: .. 
\ 
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another person - how 
crowded, how confusing." 
One loaf of fig rye bread 
(handy in case of attack) and 
two cakes of Imperial Leather 
convinced me that a serious 
shop could be put off for yet 
another week, and happily 
crossing the odious chore from 
my mental list. I slinked back 
home to the shoebox that is my 
Hat, without further engaging 
conversation. 
A fellow introvert had loaned 
me some videos which I settled 
down to watch. 
I think a point needs to be 
mentioned here. "A fellow in­
trovert" I said but think about it 
a moment. How does one in­
trovert contact another? Not a 
simple task. It's not that they/ 
we are shy of people- they're 
known as shy people (See 
Garrison Keillor). With us it's a 
case of enjoying our own 
company beyond almost any­
thing else (refer sexual refer­
ence above) and so we rarely 
invite the soda! complications 
of making new friends. 
How do you find an intro­
vert? Well, you may find us at 
the movies, sitting alone. oblivi­
ous to the soda! requirement 
for a partner. Or you may find 
us at home, not answering the 
phone. The only people intro­
verts feel comfortable with, 
other than themselves of 
course, are other introverts. And 
we can spot an extravert a block 
away. You know the old joke -
"Why did the introvert cross 
the road? Because they saw an 
extravert enthusing around the 
comer." 
But perhaps I'm alienating 
one half of my readers. (Well 
perhaps not quite half- after all, 
extraverts aren't known for sit­
ting still and reading.) Hey, 
don't get me wrong, extraverts 
are okay. 
They're enthusiastic (and 
loud), and lively (and loud), 
they're flexible and spontane­
ous (and loud) and they never 
bear a grudge (never keep the 
one idea long enough - oops I 
wasn't going to alienate, was 
17) They leap blithely from one 
concern to the next (usually 
without premeditated thought!) 
and they are notorious (at least 
with us introverts they're noto­
rious) for engaging in physical 
contact at the slightest provo­
cation. 
Weddings. welcomes, funer­
als. farewells - they actually 
seem to like to touch each other. 
and what's worse sometimes 
even us!! 
This is a simple but95%accu­
rate test of your preferences. 
When at soda! functions, do 
you consider a handshake 
(a) a great way to start to get to 
know someone 
(b) not enough to express your 
true feelings (a full body 
shake, sorry. "hug", is more 
your style) 
(c) one of the most barbaric life 
threatening rituals that try as 
you may. you have never 
quite been able to undergo 
without palpitations; or 
(d) an ominous sign of evil 
portent on behalf of the 
shakes? 
If you scored anything but (c) 
and (d), you're not going to 
relate well to the rest of this 
story. And I hasten to add that 
I mean "relate" in the most 
distant and physically uncon­
nected fashion. 
But I digress even further from 
what little action there was in 
this tale. 
So there I was, watching the 
borrowed video. In the fridge, 
there was some opened and 
unfinished champagne left from 
the night before (quite out of 
character for me ... ) with 
enough bubbles (after vigorous 
shaking) to warrant consump­
tion. It was that or the cask red, 
and that last cask seemed to be 
both endless and ugly. 
Besides, there is no satisfac­
tion in padng yourself against a 
cask. With a bottle you can 
mark you consumptive prog­
ress as the level visibly declines 
whereas with a cask it's all a 
matter of guess work, weight 
and sloshing noises. 
Personally I need to know 
where I'm going with my alco­
hol. An informed drinker, rather 
than a blind drunk. For example, 
when I've finished the bottle, I 
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think to myself "Oh, I must be 
drunk. I might lie/fall down 
now." In the absence of such a 
sure fire indicator, I find I have 
rely on less reliable methods. 
Ricocheting slowly in a waltz 
off the walls en route from tele­
vision to toilet is okay but it's 
not as predse. 
You may not appredate it but 
for introverts who are normally 
quiet. being quiet and drunk 
can be very tricky to read. No 
giveaway lampshades on heads 
for this group. I am sure that 
most introverts would appred­
ate learning that they are drunk 
by the safe "level in the bottle" 
method, rather than the equally 
accurate if more exaudating 
"waking up fully clothed with 
one's feet in someone else's 
garden/bed/car/hotel corridor" 
method. 
I realise that this is starting to 
sound like a justification for 
introverts staying home on a 
Saturday night - well it is. 
Saturday night 7pm, new 
music on the stereo (insert 
appropriate name to reflect your 
taste), and the telephone on 
the sofa where its ringing will 
be muffled, in case of. calls. 
(See, there's a ploy line in here 
somewhere ... ) I bide my time. 
I have found one useful strat­
egy for avoiding sodalising. It 
combines spontaneity with 
planning. If anyone rings too 
early in the week, I suggest that 
"who knows what we'll want to 
do on Saturday, why don't we 
wait and see" while the person 
who rings on Saturday gets 
"You didn't give me enough 
notice." An alternative to this is 
the "Tell me a couple of days in 
advance." Any introvert who 
values their space will be able 
to concoct some excuse in that 
time. 
I know we're not as fast on 
our feet (and loud) as the ex-
traverts, that's how they try to 
catch us out, but if we slow 
down the process, sorry con­
versational exchange, enough 
we can usually think of some­
thing. 
I find a useful tact is out­
sponteousing them. I become 
annoyed with any semblance 
ofplanning or advance thought, 
thereby allowing me to "just 
forget it and go home" or in this 
case "stay home". 
Of course anyone who rings 
later than 8.30 looking to do 
something that night is just 
insulting. Why of course if 
you're home at 8.30 at night, 
it's by choice, and if you had 
wanted to go out, you wouldn't 
be home answering these fool­
ish phonecalls. (Besides which, 
you've probably started drink­
ing and that can be tricky to 
explain when they arrive.) 
So, this successfully narrows 
the range down to 5.30 (any­
thing earlier smacks of plan­
ning) to 8.30 (anything later an 
insult) on the aforementioned 
day of the aforesaid, have I said 
dreaded, soda! event. Such 
simple techniques protect the 
sufficiently assertive introvert. 
Of course, for the less asser­
tive, there is the answering ma­
chine, and for the truly furtive, 
no phone. 
Aggressive introverts, on the 
other hand, can be socially 
devastating. Let me explain. 
Having spent their lives watch­
ing and listening, observing and 
noting the telltale signs of ex­
troversion in order to avoid it at 
all costs, these very same intro­
verts, when cornered, become 
loud and excitable. 
Like trapped animals who can 
not run, they turn on their pur­
suers. Their stress leads to 
anxiety leads to action. With 
their preferred option of flight 
cut off from them, they turn to 
fight. Showing their contempt 
for their social captors, the in­
trovert parodies the extravert, 
not knowing how else to pro- . 
tect themselves. Not being able 
to slip out quietly, they are 
forced in their new guise to sur­
vive the party. 
Saturday 8pm, the telephone 
is quiet. the music is loud (hey, 
don't blame me if you don't 
like it-you chose it) and all con­
suming. Only one half hour to 
go and I can happily qecline all 
offers. 
Did I mention the cowardly 
introvert, the truly furtive? These 
people will always ensure that 
they are unreachable between 
5.30 and 8.30, not just hiding 
behind the sofa with earplugs. 
You can usually find them at the 
movies, enjoying themselves 
and their solitude. The added 
bonus inherent in this technique 
is that they are then able to de-
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cline all movie invitations that come 
their way on the grounds that they 
were out seeing them at the 5 
o'clock session when people were 
trying to contact them to invite 
them to the movies. I mean, sure. 
people ring and ask you to the 
movies but is that what they mean? 
How many times I have said yes, 
being polite and trusting, only to 
find out when it's too late that "the 
movies" included dinner or 
coffee-yes, conversation with other 
people! Aaagh!! 
So, the successful introvert must 
arm themselves with many soda! 
guerilla wa rfare 
weapons-assertion, denial, projec­
tion; lying. lying on the floor be­
hind the couch when there's a 
knock on the door, silence; and 
possibly the most useful of all, the 
insult. One of the best defenses 
against an excessive sodal life is to 
adopt a truly obnoxious personal­
ity which becomes quite volatile 
when mixed with alcohol at large 
soda! gatherings (read !"nore than 
four people). 
Hey, it works for me. 
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